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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 Napoleon Bonaparte’s foreign policy was perhaps the 

crucial weakness in the First Empire’s fate.  Through 

strength of arms on the battlefields of Europe, Napoleon 

was able to subdue and dominate Europe, yet it was this 

very strength which facilitated a belligerent course with 

France’s allies.  Therefore, when Napoleon turned to Spain, 

he was not seeking to strengthen a historical alliance 

through mutually supportive policy; rather he sought to 

force his ally to subordinate its interests to France.  

From 1802-05 Napoleon, through his ambitious ambassador, 

Pierre Riel, the Marquis de Beurnonville, forced Charles 

IV’s reluctant government to accept damaging commercial 

treaties, a subsidy of seventy-two million francs and 

finally to join its navy with France to battle the British 

fleet.   

 The focus of this dissertation is to shed light on a 

crucial period of Franco-Spanish relations and to reveal 

the nature of foreign policy under Napoleon.  Most 

historians examine Napoleon’s disastrous invasion of Spain 

in 1808 and the subsequent five year guerrilla and 

conventional war which bled the French army of thousands of 

soldiers and cost Spain one million of its inhabitants.  

Napoleon sowed the seeds of this debacle after the collapse 

of Amiens.  The renewal of war with Britain in 1802 led 

Napoleon to augment the French navy and prepare for an 
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invasion of the British Isles.  Spain would become an 

important component of his strategy, based on the Treaty of 

Ildefonso, 18 August 1796.  Initially, Napoleon planned to 

substitute seventy-two million francs of Spanish gold, a 

sum that British leaders estimated would field fifteen 

ships-of-the-line and 200,000 French troops, for Spain’s 

martial commitment.  Spain, under Manuel Godoy’s 

leadership, sought to avoid paying this financial burden 

because the nation could not afford it and payment could 

lead to war with Britain.  The result of his efforts was an 

ultimatum and invasion scare from France and in turn an 

ultimatum and attack on the Spanish treasure fleet once 

Spain agreed to Napoleon’s demands.  Ultimately, Spain 

faced the destruction of its navy at Trafalgar.   

 Of vital importance to this dissertation is the manner 

in which Napoleon conducted foreign policy.  Twenty-two 

generals served as ambassadors for the First Empire.  

Napoleon selected these men because of their loyalty, skill 

and temperament.  Although Beurnonville’s character was at 

times a hindrance, the ambassador never flinched from the 

difficult course Napoleon demanded.  This dissertation has 

drawn from the Archives Nationales, Archives de la Guerre, 

Service Historique and Affaires Étrangerès.  The French 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic collection at Florida State 

Library provided the basis of this work.   

Of vital importance to this dissertation is the manner 

in which Napoleon conducted foreign policy.  Twenty-two 

generals served as ambassadors for the First Empire.  

Napoleon selected these men because of their loyalty, skill 

and temperament.  Although Beurnonville’s character was at 

times a hindrance, the ambassador never flinched from the 

difficult course Napoleon demanded.  This dissertation has 
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Revolutionary and Napoleonic collection at Florida State 
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Figure 1: Beurnonville, General de l’Armée du Nord 
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INTRODUCTION: BONAPARTE’S IMPERIAL AMBITIONS 

CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

Napoleon Bonaparte’s coup d’etat, 18 Brumaire, Year 

VIII, (9 November 1800) gave him control of the formidable 

French nation. It was a fortuitous moment in history for 

Bonaparte.  Politically, the Directory government had 

discredited itself through corruption and mismanagement.  

On the battlefield, the Second Coalition was shattered.  

General Guillaume Brune had stoically held-off the Anglo-

Russian invasion of Holland.  In Switzerland General André 

Masséna’s brilliant victory at Zurich had secured the 

Republic from direct invasion and forced the Austrian army 

to abandon its designs on the Rhineland.1  All that was 

needed to complete Masséna’s success against the Austrians 

was a major victory.  On 14 June 1800 General Louis 

Desaix’s timely arrival rescued Bonaparte at Marengo.  

Battered but not beaten Austria began to negotiate for 

peace while England tried to bolster the Hapsburg’s sagging 

morale.  Austria’s temporizing left Bonaparte seeking a 

counterbalance.2   

To defeat England, France would have to exhibit much 

more subtlety and diplomatic skill.  Similar to the classic 

struggle between Athens and Sparta, Bonaparte’s France 

possessed the strongest army in Europe while the British 

Isles was secure from invasion owing to the Royal Navy.  As 

                                                 
1 Steven T. Ross, European Diplomatic History, 1789-1815, 
(Malabar, 1969), 215. 
 
2Ibid, 225-26.  
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First Consul, Bonaparte searched for a means to strike 

England on the “periphery” to convince them that continuing 

the war was too expensive.  Consequently, he focused on 

Spain as the only possible ally with substantial sea power. 

Although dominated by weak leadership, the Spanish navy 

included 76 ships-of-the-line, 51 frigates and 180 ships of 

lesser size, leading one Jean Lambert Tallien, a tribune in 

the Legislative Corps of the Council of 500, to declare, 

“with the navies of Holland and Spain we can strike hard at 

the coasts of new Carthage.”3 

Unfortunately for France, simply counting the 

warships, produced an inaccurate assessment of Spain’s 

power.  By the time Bonaparte gained control in France, 

Spain had been racked by a series of misfortunes both 

internal and external.  Under Charles IV’s indolent 

leadership, Spain had declared war on Revolutionary France, 

to stave off the frightful ideology of liberty, equality 

and fraternity and to save the French Bourbon monarchy from 

its fate.4  After initial success in 1793 and 1794, Spanish 

arms were driven back behind the Ebro River and the 

provinces of Basque and Catalonia were invaded.  Utterly 

humiliated, Spain withdrew from the war and restored 

traditional ties with France.  Thus Charles IV signed the 

Treaty of Basel with his northern neighbor on 22 July 1795.5   

                                                 
3Jean Lambert Tallien, Motion d’ordre de Tallien, Corps 
legislative, Conseil des cinq-cents, 14 February 1798, 
McClure, ed. James Hardy, Jr., John Jansen and Martin Wolfe, 
(Philadelphia, 1966).     
 
4Joachim Murat, Murat, Lieutenant de L’Empereur en Espagne 
1808, D’Apres sa Correspondance Inedite et des Documents 
Originaux, [2.éd] (Paris, 1897), 92-93.   
 
5G. F. de Martens, Tableau des Relations Exterieurs des 
Puissances de l’Europe, (Berlin, 1801), 42.  Frederic 
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Peace proved a poor alternative for Spain.  England, 

Spain’s perennial rival, convinced France and Spain were 

collaborating against it, began to raid Spanish shipping.  

This, in turn, compelled France and Spain to sign the 

Treaty of Ildefonso on 18 August 1796 bringing Spain into 

the war against England.6  It was an unfortunate struggle 

for Spain that endured for three years and added increased 

burdens to a weak government.  Britain lashed out at the 

Spanish ports, attacking the arsenal at Ferrol, in 

northwestern Spain, followed by Admiral George Keith 

Elphinstone’s blockade of Cadiz.  Exacerbating these 

                                                                                                                                                 
Pradt, Mémoires Historiques Sur La Revolution D’Espagne, 
(Paris, 1816), 4-5.  For a lengthy discussion of the war 
see Antonio Canovas del Castillo, Historia General de 
Espana, (Madrid, 1892).  Unfortunately, this rare study of 
Charles IV only covers his reign up to the Treaty of Basel.  
Historians, such as Albert Savine, have characterized 
Charles IV as a degenerate, indifferent to the sufferings 
of his people.  The Spanish empire could crumble but 
Charles IV cared only for the call of the hunt and shooting 
pigeons from behind the bushes of his palace.  To his 
credit, the people seemed to love him, yet throughout his 
reign he failed to live up to their trust.  The Queen has 
been portrayed by historians, such as Edmund D’Auvergne as 
a nymphomaniac caring only for the affection of her lovers 
and her palaces.  It must be noted that any evidence of her 
sexual parlances were based upon circumstantial evidence.  
Together the pair made for an extraordinarily poor 
government in a time of extreme crisis.  See: Elizabeth 
Holland, The Spanish Journal of Lady Elizabeth Holland, 
(London, 1910), 2.  Albert Savine, L’Abdication de Bayonne, 
(Paris, 1908), 5-6, and Edmund D’Auvergne, Godoy:  The 
Queen’s Favorite, (London, 1912), 87. 

6H. Dundas to Major-General Forbes, 28 August 1796, and Bute 

to Grenville, 10 September 1796, cited in The Cambridge 
History of British Foreign Policy, 1783-1815, (New York, 
1970), I, 563.  Also see Louis de Marcillac, Souvenirs de 
L’Émigration, (Paris, 1825), 83-85. Pedro Voltes, Nueva 
Historiada Espana, (Barcelona, 1989), 376-77.   
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problems was the outbreak of yellow fever 6 October 1800 at 

Cadiz.7   

At sea the Spanish navy suffered reverses against the 

British and was quickly cut off from many of its colonies.  

Spain entered the 1790s with the largest fleet in her 

history, thanks to Charles III’s building program; however, 

in experience and skill the Spanish navy ranked a distant 

third, behind England and France.  Undoubtedly Spain’s 

alliance with France in 1796 had stretched British 

resources but Admiral John Jervis modified the balance.8  

While attempting to join with the French fleet at Brest for 

a possible invasion of Ireland, the Spanish fleet of twenty 

six ships-of-the-line, including seven three deckers, was 

intercepted 14 February 1797 by Admiral Jervis’ fifteen 

ships of the line.  Audaciously, Jervis cut the Spanish 

line in two and managed to capture four Spanish ships.  

Although Spanish losses seemed minimal, the Battle of Cape 

St. Vincent was a major strategic victory for England.  In 

the short term it ended any plans for an invasion of 

Ireland and in the long term it created a malaise within 

the Spanish navy that made it fearful of rejoining France 

in future operations.9  Moreover, Spanish weakness allowed 

                                                 
7Don Manuel Godoy, Mémoires du Prince de la Paix, (Paris, 
1836), 338-39.  Godoy accused England of maintaining a 
monopoly of commerce and industry damaging Spanish 
interests. See also Louis Marie La Revelliere-Lepeaux, 
Mémoires, (Paris, 1895), II, 73.  See also Antonio 
Ballesteros, Historia de Espana y su influencia en la 
historia universal, (Barcelona, 1929), 290.   
 
8John Harbron, Trafalgar and the Spanish Navy, (London, 
988), 118-20. 1
 
9Claude Farrere, Histoire de la Marine Francaise, (France, 
962), 273.   1
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England to extend its influence in American markets and 

further undermine Spain’s economic structure.   

Exacerbating problems for France and Spain was Charles 

IV’s weak and ineffectual government.  Arguably one of the 

King’s worst mistakes was his appointment of Manuel Godoy 

in recognition of his successful negotiations in 1796.  The 

Prince of Peace became the de facto Prime Minister of 

Spain.  Godoy’s rise to power had a profound influence on 

Spain’s internal and foreign politics throughout the 

Napoleonic era.  In several ways, his rise closely 

resembled Bonaparte’s early career. He was born in 1768, a 

year before the First Consul, to a non-distinguished noble 

family in Badajoz.  Godoy entered the military at age 

twenty-one joining the gardes du corps; after eight months 

of service, he was elevated to garcon-major of his 

company.10  Here the similarities ended.  Godoy’s rise to 

fame was less a product of his merit than the result of 

patronage.  Godoy, a young and handsome guards’ officer, 

soon became a close friend of both the King and Queen.11

All of these factors may have brought Godoy to the 

highest reaches of power, but in times of trouble they also 

invited much criticism.  Charles IV’s inexplicable and 

unflinching loyalty to his minister seemed to imply 

underhanded machinations.  Seen in concert with the Queen’s 

                                                 
10M. De Pradt, Memoires Historiques Sur La Revolution 
D’Espagne, (Paris, 1816), xx. Also see Jean Baptiste 
Jourdan, Mémoires Militaires du Maréchal Jourdan (Guerre 
D’Espagne), (Paris, n.d.), 4-5.  Jourdan provides one of 
the few positive portrayals of Godoy, describing him as an 
intelligent and decisive individual, possessing tact and 
insight, if not well educated.   

11Georges Roux, Napoléon et le Guepier Espanol, (Paris, 
1970), 20-21.  
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activities, rumors abounded that he traded sexual favors 

for courtly influence.  Compounding the first direct 

criticism of Charles IV’s rule was the utter failure of 

Spanish arms against the Revolutionary armies and then the 

Royal Navy.12  The once proud martial traditions of Spain 

had collapsed into almost criminal leadership, inadequate 

training and a supply corps rife with inefficiency.  The 

internal dissention, coupled with Spain’s martial weakness, 

made Spain an easy target for Bonaparte to coerce and 

manipulate. 

First Consul Bonaparte charted a new policy toward 

Spain that extended beyond concerns of the immediate war 

with England.  He viewed the Spanish possessions as an 

opportunity to reestablish France’s overseas empire.  His 

assessment was confirmed by Spanish actions in North 

America.  Charles IV’s government had recently issued a 

commercial decree that permitted neutral nations to sell 

goods in the Spanish American empire.  This concession 

attempted to bring the United States closer to Spain in a 

last ditch effort to build a coalition against England, but 

it was also a recognition that Spain was too weak to bar 

American goods from New Orleans.13  The Spanish Empire’s 

                                                 
12

 Elizabeth Holland, Spanish Journal of Lady Elizabeth 
Holland, 113.  Lady Holland wrote, “The Prince of Peace 
passes a week alternately at the sitio and here: one for 
the voice and support of the Queen, the other to secure the 
silence and obedience of his first and legal wife, the 
Tudo, whom he both loves and fears.  In spite of the pains 
we have taken to get at the truth of the nature of those 
jarring connections, it is yet as much of a riddle as when 
I first heard of them, nor do I believe anyone has the key 
of the enigma.” 
 
13Emilio la Parra López, La Alianza de Godoy con los 
Revolucionarios, (Madrid, 1992), 43.   
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weakness provided Bonaparte the opportunities to rebuild 

France’s overseas empire.  He looked to France’s old colony 

of Louisiana, which had flourished under Spanish 

administration, as a basis to rebuild a new French empire 

in North America.  However, Spain was not ready to 

surrender such a valuable commodity. 

Altering France’s colonial influence was contingent 

upon both England and Spain.  The British would have to 

acquiesce, trading immediate peace for renewed competition 

with France.  This eventuality was only possible if 

Bonaparte could use a continental alliance as a weapon 

against the British Isles.  Accordingly, Spain was a 

necessary partner; they would have to surrender their Latin 

American colonies for minimal gains on the continent.  

Spain’s declining influence in North America and the 

prestige of French arms would persuade the Spanish monarchy 

of the value of aligning with France.   

Following Marengo, Bonaparte’s special envoy, General 

Alexander Berthier, signed the Second Treaty of San 

Ildefonso 1 October 1800 with the Spanish First Minister 

Mariano Luis de Urquijo.  According to the treaty, Spain 

was obligated to furnish France with six ships-of-the-line, 

seventy-four guns each, in the case of a future war.14  

Stipulated in the treaty was a defensive arrangement as 

well as the reaffirmation of enmity towards England.  The 

Treaty of Ildefonso would prove disastrous for Spain 

                                                 
 
14Andrés Muriel, Historia de Carlos IV, in Memoiral 
Historico Espanol Coleccion de Documentos, Opusculos y 
Antiguedades, (Madrid, 1894), XXXIV, 82-87. 
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because it linked together Franco-Spanish policy for the 

next eight years.15   

 In the short term, Ildefonso signified renewed vigor 

in an old alliance system and it enabled Bonaparte to apply 

pressure on England.  The Spanish General José de Mazarredo 

soon arrived at Brest with seventeen ships-of-the-line.  

Bonaparte lost no time in summoning the high-ranking 

Spanish official to Paris and began preparations for a 

coordinated effort against England.  Mazarredo met with 

Admiral Eustache Bruix and they planned for a descent upon 

the British Isles that would land 50,000 Frenchmen.  These 

plans failed to materialize owing to the grandiose schemes 

of the French and Mazarredo’s cautious and skeptical 

temperament.16  However, they did anticipate the First 

Consul’s later strategy to defeat Britain through invasion.   

Spain’s alliance with France proved to be a one-sided 

arrangement, with the promise of some gain, the realization 

of very little, and the expenditure of blood and capital 

but for little success.  Even Josephine, Bonaparte’s wife, 

lamented Spain’s plight, describing its latest struggle 

with England “a disastrous war.”17  The treaty of San 

                                                 
 

15John Bergamini, The Spanish Bourbons, the History of a 
Tenacious Dynasty, (New York, 1974), 123. 

16Andres Muriel, Historia de Carlos IV, 203-07. See also 
Francois Piétri, Lucien Bonaparte a Madrid, 138-48.  
Bonaparte to Mazarredo, 28 February 1800 and 4 March 1800, 
Napoleon Bonaparte, Correspondance de Napoleon Ier publiée 
par ordre de l’Empereur Napoléon III, (Paris, 1868), No. 
4625 and 4636, VI, 194 and 204.  
 
17 Josephine Bonaparte, Memoirs of the Empress Josephine 
Collected from the French National Archives by Leon Vallée, 
(Paris, 1903), 241.  Vallée’s work contains a heavy bias 
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Ildefonso contained another element of Bonaparte’s future 

strategy. Under French pressure, in May 1801, Spain 

declared war on Portugal because Bonaparte viewed that 

country as a veritable British satellite.18  Through Spanish 

arms, reinforced by French troops, Bonaparte planned to 

conquer Portugal, eliminate a staging ground for British 

operations in the Mediterranean, and close Portuguese ports 

to British goods.   

In this campaign, Bonaparte’s disdain for the Spanish 

court was reinforced by Spain’s desultory performance in 

what became known as the War of Oranges.  Godoy hoped to 

underscore Spain’s independence from France, so he 

engineered a Spanish invasion of Portugal rather than 

permit a major French force to cross through Spanish 

territory.19  In the ensuing operations the stature of 

Spanish arms declined even further.  This was a part of the 

continuing saga of ineffective ventures of the Spanish 

court.   

                                                                                                                                                 
against Napoleon.   
 
18Bonaparte to Charles IV, 8 November 1800, Correspondance 
de Napoleon Ier, No. 5165, VI, 630-31.  See; Bonaparte to 
Lucien Bonaparte, 17 June 1801, Leon Lecestre, Lettres 
Inedites de Napoleon I, (Paris, 1897), No. 46, I, 29.  See 
also Antonio Funchal, La Guerre de la Peninsule sous Son 
Veritable Point de Vue, (Brussels, 1819), lj-liij.  Funchal 
included a copy of the preliminary peace negotiated between 
Lucien Bonaparte and Cevallos for cooperation against 
Portugal and England.    

19
 Manuel Godoy, Mémoires du Prince de la Paix, 83-85.  Godoy 

claimed the War of Oranges was designed to maintain Spanish 
neutrality between the England and France. 
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Spain humiliated itself in the war with Portugal.20  

Nevertheless, with claims of anticipated successes, Godoy 

was appointed generalissimo of the Spanish armies.  He 

proclaimed in a lengthy letter his utter contempt for the 

intrigues of court life and his commitment to the noble 

sacrifice of soldiering.  “To the devil with files of paper 

when I am on the point of making the enemy listen to reason 

at the cannon’s mouth.  Never shall I be able to live in 

the future without soldiers.”21  Bonaparte ignored the 

Prince of Peace’s embarrassing claims; his plan was to use 

the conquest of Portugal to force Britain to end the war.22

In the Treaty of Badajoz ending the War of Oranges 

between Spain and Portugal, September 1801, France made 

some gains, but Bonaparte was furious that few substantive 

objectives had been attained.  Spain conquered Olivenza, a 

small region known for its oranges, and acquired a portion 

of Guiana.23  Bonaparte was only placated when Portugal 

closed her ports to British shipping.  Portugal momentarily 

abandoned its alliance with England and permitted French 

woolen goods to enter the Kingdom.  However, Godoy failed 

to achieve all of Bonaparte’s demands thereby earning the 

                                                 
20Jeanne Happert and Georges-Albert Morlot, Talleyrand, une 
mystification historique, (Paris, 1991), 389.   
 
21Godoy to Maria Luisa, Marqués de Lema, Antecedentes 
Políticos y Diplomáticos de los Sucesos de 1808, (Madrid, 
1912), 160-61. 
 
22Bonaparte to Lucien Bonaparte, 22 June 1801, New Letters 
of Napoleon I, Omitted From the Edition Published Under the 
Auspices of Napoleon III, ed. Lady Mary Loyd (London, 
898), 16-17.   1
 
23Garcia de Leon y Jose Pizarro, Memorias, (Madrid, n.d.), 
2. 9
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First Consul’s enmity.24  Bonaparte, disgusted by Godoy’s 

military incompetence, actually contemplated war with Spain 

but his Foreign Minister, Charles Maurice Perigord-

Talleyrand, reminded him that a war with Spain would be a 

“laughable menace.”  With Spanish ships at Brest and French 

troops in the Iberian Peninsula, Talleyrand felt it would 

be a horrible mistake.25  However, Bonaparte repaid Godoy by 

giving the Spanish colony of Trinidad to England at the 

Treaty of Amiens in 1802.26

In Franco-Spanish relations Talleyrand would be a 

constant and central figure throughout the first half of 

Bonaparte’s rule. Born of an ancient noble family, he was 

opportunistic enough to embrace the revolutionary cause in 

1789.   Six years later he became Foreign Minister.  

Nevertheless, his brand of politics created enemies and led 

to his dismissal from office in 1799.  However, the First 

Consul restored him as Foreign Minister, recognizing his 

immense skills as a diplomat.  In the course of Bonaparte’s 

Spanish policy, Talleyrand played a major and often 

discordant role.27   

                                                 
24Bonaparte to Lucien Bonaparte, 17 June 1801, Lettres 
Inédites de Napoleon Ier, (An VIII-1815), I, 29-33.  Jean-
Francoise Labourdette, Le Portugal de 1780 á 1802.  
(Lisbon, 1985), 215-16.   
25

 Talleyrand to Bonaparte, 9 July 1801, Lettres Inédites de 
Talleyrand à Napoleon, (Paris, 1889), VII, 5-7. 
 
26Jack Bernard, Talleyrand a Biography, (New York, 1973).   
 
27

 Leon Vallée, Memoirs of Talleyrand, (Paris, 1903), I, i-
iv, and II, 81.  See also Michel Poniatowki, Talleyrand et 
le Consulat, (Paris, 1986), 579-643 and Perigord-
Talleyrand, Éclaircissemens Donnes Par Le C. Talleyrand A 
Ses Concitoyens, (Paris, 1799).  This work is Talleyrand’s 
defense of charges against him for peculation.  The 
numerous editions and volumes of Talleyrand’s memoirs are 
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 Relations between France and Spain intensified as 

Godoy, believing in his own infallibility after his 

campaign against Portugal, attempted to assert Spain’s 

independence from Bonaparte and French foreign policy.  

Responding to a slight from the First Consul, Godoy 

proclaimed, “His Catholic Majesty will regard the entry of 

French troops exceeding the number of 15,000 as a violation 

of his territory as determined by the treaty.  By the terms 

of the same treaty he wishes these 15,000 men to withdraw 

as soon as possible, since the goal of the war has been 

achieved.”28  The Prince of Peace tested the First Consul’s 

resolve without incident.  Bonaparte, partially mollified 

by the Spanish ambassador, Joseph-Nicolas Chevalier de 

Azara, and his Foreign Minister Talleyrand, reluctantly 

ratified the Treaty of Badajoz concluding the War of 

Oranges.  However, Godoy’s actions left a lasting 

impression on Bonaparte.  He wrote to Talleyrand, “if the 

Prince, bought by the English, drags the King and Queen 

into measures contrary to the honor and interests of the 

Republic, the last hours of the Spanish monarchy will be 

sounded.”29  Nevertheless, the Spanish Minister would walk a 

tenuous line ignorant of the type of man whom he dealt 

with.   

                                                                                                                                                 
extremely self-serving and short on information regarding 
his activity as Foreign Minister under Napoleon.  They tend 
to denigrate the Emperor.  
 
28Godoy to Lucien Bonaparte, 26 July 1801, Marqués de Lema, 
Antecedentes Políticos y Diplomáticos de los Sucesos de 
1808, 231-32.  Lema published numerous letters from Spanish 
archives in his work.   
  
29

 Bonaparte to Talleyrand, 10 July 1801, Correspondance de 
Napoleon Ier, No. 5630, VII, 241.   
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 Bonaparte’s words were not idle chatter.  When Charles 

IV took ill in November of 1801 Bonaparte quickly 

intervened in Spanish affairs to inform his ambassador, 

General Gouvion Saint-Cyr, that France would only recognize 

the heir apparent, excluding Godoy as a possible candidate.  

He regularly reinforced his animosity against the Prince of 

Peace.   

I want their Majesties to know my extreme disgust for 
the unjust and inconsistent conduct of the Prince of 
the Peace.  In these last six months this minister 
has not withheld insulting notes or dangerous 
announcements; everything he could do against France, 
he has done.  If this system continues, tell the 
Queen and the Prince of the Peace that this will end 
in a thunderclap.30   
 

Regardless of Bonaparte’s growing irritation with 

Godoy, he remained the court favorite.  Charles IV wrote 

Godoy to describe the joy of the royal family when he was 

in their presence.31  The Queen equally mirrored her 

husband’s high praise and lofty sentiments.  “No one has 

served us so well or sacrificed himself for us and our 

happiness, and the Kingdom as you have, amigo Manuel.”32   

Relations between France and Spain were tenuous.  

Spain was on the periphery of Bonaparte’s continental 

ambitions.  The First Consul’s leadership, as ruler of 

                                                 
30Bonaparte to Gouvion Saint-Cyr, Marqués de Lema, 
Antecedentes Políticos y Diplomáticos de los Sucesos de 
1808, 271.  See also, Désiré LaCroix, Les Maréchaux de 
Napoleon, (Paris, 1896), 392. for a brief description of 
Saint-Cyr’s mission to Spain. 
 
31Ferran Soldevila, Historia de Espana, (Barcelona, 1964), 
VI, 101.   
 
32María Louisa to Godoy, 11 February 1802, Memorias, 
(Madrid, 1956), I, liii. 
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Europe’s strongest nation, threatened to upset the balance 

of power at the outset of the Nineteenth century.  

Bonaparte’s early ambitions reached beyond the shores of 

continental Europe and into the fertile grounds of empire 

in Africa, America, Asia, and the Middle East.  The destiny 

he sought was bound to collide with England’s immense naval 

might.  To restore the balance against this “nation of shop 

keepers,” as Bonaparte termed England, he decided to 

rebuild the French fleet, supported by the dockyards of his 

European allies and those nations occupied by the French.  

For all its weaknesses, Spain offered France the quickest 

and least expensive path to fulfill its diplomatic goals.   

Stability and the revitalization of trade were 

paramount concerns for Bonaparte to solidify his rule over 

France.  Naval supremacy was just a means to this end.  

Therefore, it was necessary to secure overseas possessions 

to support the operations of the French fleet.  Continental 

conquests and Bonaparte’s one-sided alliance with Spain 

gave France the opportunity to secure new colonies and 

provide economic stimulation, much needed after the loss of 

San Domingue to a slave revolt.  But foremost, Bonaparte 

wanted to extricate a victorious France from the war of the 

Second Coalition.33  

France’s victory at Hohenlinden 3 December 1800 ended 

hostilities on the continent and opened the door for 

Bonaparte’s colonial policy.  In March 1801 Lucien 

Bonaparte ratified the Second Treaty of Ildefonso, 

negotiated by General Berthier.  By the terms, Louisiana 

was returned to France, enlarging its overseas empire by 

                                                 
33Leo Gershoy, The French Revolution and Napoleon, (New 
Jersey, 1961), 360.   
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700,000 square miles in America.34  France also gained 

control of Parma while Charles IV’s son, Infant don Louis, 

would receive the Kingdom of Etruria.35  The implications of 

this massive land swap were substantial for the industrial 

and economic growth of France.36  This was coupled with a 

vast naval program designed to outstrip England’s fleet and 

reconquer San Domingue.37   

Although Bonaparte’s colonial and naval policy were an 

anathema to England’s domination of the seas, his successes 

in Europe had worn down Britain’s will to continue the war.  

The Treaty of Lunéville and the Franco-Spanish defeat of 

Portugal left England without allies.  In fact, continental 

hostilities toward Britain were summarized by Friedrich von 

Gentz, “The hatred toward England is derived from two 

sources; British wealth generated from the poverty of all 

                                                 
34Victor Bernard Derrécagaix, Le Maréchal Berthier, Prince 
de Wagram & de Neuchatel, (Paris, 1904), I, 460-61.  See 
also Jerome Zieseniss, Berthier, frere d’armes de Napoléon, 
(Paris, 1985), 127-31.  See also S.J. Watson, By Command of 
the Emperor, A life of Marshal Berthier. (London, 1957), 
93-94. 
 
35Laure Junot, Mémoirs complets et authentiques de Laure 
Junot, Duchesse D’Abrantes, (Paris, 1967), 145.  See also 
John Bergamini, The Spanish Bourbons, the History of a 
Tenacious Dynasty, (New York, 1974), 124 and Hortense 
Beuharnais, Mémoires de la Reine Hortense, (Paris, 1927), 
I, 99.    
 
36Jean Deviosse, L’Homme qui vendit la Louisiane, (Paris, 
1989), 255-56.   
 
37Jacques Marquet de Norvins, Souvenirs d’un Historien de 
Napoléon, Mémorial de Jacques de Norvins, (Paris, 1896), 
II, 305-06.  Norvins provides a good first hand account of 
the San Domingue expedition.  Piers Mackesy, The War in the 
Mediterranean, 1803-1810, 3.   
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Europe and its exploitation of the war against the 

Revolution.”38   

Britain was also suffering the demands of almost ten 

years of war.  Between 1794 and 1797 French privateers had 

captured 2,000 English merchant ships, despite the weakness 

of France’s navy.39  Bonaparte had managed to embargo 

English goods from all ports that stretched from southern 

Italy to the Batavian Republic.  Debt reached alarming 

levels in England.  Bad harvests, high prices and declining 

trade combined to heighten domestic discontent.  Britain 

had also suffered horrendous casualties, with 50,000 dead 

and another 50,000 wounded in the Caribbean alone between 

1793-98.40  Politically, William Pitt resigned from office 

allowing the moderate, Henry Addington to become Prime 

Minister.41  From Bonaparte’s perspective, peace was now 

possible with England.  France had been at war for ten 

years. Now was the time to consolidate the Revolution’s 

enormous gains and insure his own power while establishing 

a new commercial empire.   

France and England signed the Peace of Amiens on 25 

March 1802.42  Born of necessity, the treaty proved to be a 

                                                 
38Carysfort to Grenville, 12 November 1800, Report on the 
Manuscripts of J. B. Fortescue Preserved at Dropmore, VI, 
(London, 1906) 374-376.  Carysfort’s letter contained two 
enclosures from Gentz’s memoires describing European 
sentiment.   
 
39Francois Piétri, Lucien Bonaparte a Madrid, (Paris, 1951), 
146-47.   
 
40Christopher D. Hall, British Strategy in the Napoleonic 
War 1803-15, (Manchester, 1992), 77. 
 
41Ross, European Diplomatic History, 234.   
 
42

 Charles Cornwallis, Correspondence of Charles, First 
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temporary truce while both powers reconstituted their 

resources.  The terms of the treaty treated Spain in a 

brusque manner.  Bonaparte informed the Spanish ambassador, 

Azara, of his agreements with England in the manner of a 

schoolmaster dictating to his young students.43  Minorca was 

returned to Spain but she lost the important colony of 

Trinidad, noted for its virgin timber.  France, on the 

other hand, obtained Spanish stations in Africa and Asia 

along with small yet highly valuable sugar islands in the 

Caribbean.44   

England would soon regret its oversights in the Treaty 

of Amiens.  Shortly after the treaty had been signed, the 

First Consul initiated an imperial policy that did not 

alter the letter of the agreement but certainly stretched 

the limits of goodwill between France and England.  

Bonaparte began to form a system of alliances with France’s 

neighboring states; he also continued rebuilding France’s 

colonial system.  These policies found Spain and her empire 

at the center of his imperial ambitions.  On the surface 

Charles IV seemed to be a pliant ally; however, Bonaparte 

                                                                                                                                                 
Marquis Cornwallis, (London, 1859), III, 386-87.  
Cornwallis was the British negotiator for the Peace of 
Amiens.   
 
43James Harris, Diaries and Correspondence of James Harris, 
First Earl of Malmesbury, (London, 1844), IV, 72.   
 
44Andres Muriel, Historia de Carlos IV, 215-18. See also 
Manuel Godoy, Mémoires du Prince de la Paix, IV, 14. 
Bonaparte to Joseph, 13 February 1801, The Confidential 
Correspondence of Napoleon Bonaparte With His Brother 
Joseph, (London, 1855), I, 45-46. See also John Steven 
Watson, The Reign of George III, 1760-1815, 409-10.  See 
also Piers Mackesy, War Without Victory, the Downfall of 
Pitt 1799-1802. (Oxford, 1984), 217-23.   
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realized Godoy could prove difficult because he foolishly 

believed Spain could exercise a policy independent of 

France.  The arrival of Bonaparte’s ambassador and 

principle negotiator would be a rude shock to the Spanish 

court.  
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BEURNONVILLE AND BONAPARTE, COERCIVE DIPLOMACY 

CHAPTER 2 

 

 

 

On 16 September 1802 Pierre Riel, the Marquis de 

Beurnonville, was appointed as the French ambassador to 

Spain. Beurnonville’s aggressive and belligerent 

personality would exercise enormous influence on Franco-

Spanish policy.  Bonaparte was aware of his ambassador’s 

temperament and chose this man to represent France for that 

reason.  With deteriorating relations between France and 

England, Bonaparte was anxious to ensure Bourbon loyalty; 

therefore, his first choice for ambassador was 

Beurnonville.45

At first glance Beurnonville would have appeared to be 

an odd choice for such a position, lacking any formal 

diplomatic training.  Yet, Beurnonville was a rather 

successful general and astute politician.  Born in 

Champignol-lez-Mondeville on 10 May 1752, he entered 

military service before the Revolution and served as a 

gendarme in Queen Marie Antoinette’s company in 1766.  

Thereafter, he left France with a regiment from the île de 

France to serve in the Caribbean.  Returning to France, 

Beurnonville was deeply enmeshed in the royal families 

entourage, attaining the rank of captain aide-major in the 

guard of the King’s brother, the Comte d’Artois.46

                                                 
45Graux, Le Maréchal de Beurnonville, vii. 
46Dossier Beurnonville, Pierre Riel, France, Archives de la 
guerre, Service historique de l’armée de la terre, Château 
de Vincennes, MSS, 3584, [hereafter Service historique].  
See also Jean Tulard, Histoire et Dictionnaire du Consulat 
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The outbreak of the Revolution revealed either 

Beurnonville’s opportunistic nature or his commitment to 

the ideals of the Revolution.  Unlike many of the officers 

associated with the ancien regime, he remained in France 

and wholeheartedly embraced the Revolutionary cause.  By 

December of 1789, Beurnonville attained the rank of colonel 

of infantry in a career that could be summarized as 

successful but certainly not exceptional.  In an astute 

military and political decision, he became commander of the 

National Guard of Longchamp in April 1790.  Like many 

future generals of the Revolution, he became an aide-de-

camp of Marshal Nicolas Luckner.  Following this 

appointment, Colonel Beurnonville obtained the rank 

marechal-de-camp under General Charles François Dumouriez 

with the Army of the North in what would become an ill-

fated relationship.  Initially, Beurnonville served his new 

master well, joining his division with the armies of the 

Center and the Rhine. Beurnonville commanded the left flank 

at the battle of Valmy and after the battle, he was charged 

with pursuing the defeated Prussians.  An appreciative 

Dumouriez described him as the “French Ajax” and soon he 

was promoted to the rank of lieutenant-general.  Given 

command of the Army of the Moselle in 1792, Beurnonville 

fought the Austrians at the battles of Pelligen, Grewen and 

Macheren.  Later, serving under Moreau on the Rhine, he 

felt his efforts were minimized by his commander in chief.  

Angrily writing to the Minister of War, Beurnonville stated 

that in a recent action the enemy had lost roughly 10,000 

                                                                                                                                                 
et de l’Empire, (Paris, 1995), 541-42.  Curiously, Jacques 
Henri-Robert’s, Dictionnaire des diplomates de Napoléon, 
Histoire et dictionnaire du corps diplomatique consulaire 
et impérial, fails to even mention Beurnonville.   
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men, while his casualties were merely “one right finger of 

a drummer.47  This commentary became the inspiration of a 

sarcastic poem: 

 

When the enemy dies, one can count in the thousands, 
We only lose a finger and the littlest one,  
Hola!  Monsieur de Beurnonville, 
The little finger has nothing to say!!48

 

Beurnonville’s loyalty to the Revolution earned him 

the position of Minister of War in February 1793.49  Yet, 

his honesty and temperament made him an enemy of the 

Montagnards and their allies.  As a result, he became ill-

suited for political and administrative duties; his true 

calling was for a career in the military.  He recognized, 

“my pen can never replace the services of my sword.”50  So 

this former officer of the ancien regime looked forward to 

a military career of greatness. 

However, fate had a different path for the young 

impetuous Beurnonville.  With Dumouriez’s Army of the North 

in retreat from Holland after the battle of Neerwinden, 

                                                 
47Dossier Beurnonville, Service historique, 3584.  See also 
Lucien-Graux, Le Maréchal de Beurnonville, 4-5.  Maurice 
Montgaillard, Souvenirs du Comte de Montgaillard, Agent de 
la Diplomatie Secrete, (Paris, 1895), 194-201.  For 
biographical sketches see Jean François Eugène Robinet, 
Dictionnaire Historique et Biographique de la Révolution et 
de l’Empire, 1789-1815, II, (Paris, 1899).  
 
48Dossier Beurnonville, Service historique. 
 
49Lacuée to Lazare Carnot, Correspondance Générale de 
Carnot, (Paris, 1892), I, 361. 
 
50Dossier Beurnonville, Décret de la Convention Nationale, 
Service historique.  See also Lucien-Graux, Le Marechal de 
Beurnonville, 1-4, 20. 
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Beurnonville, still Minister of War, along with several 

other commissioners, was sent to remove him.  Dumouriez 

protested that he could not leave his army in a time of 

crisis.   Beurnonville replied that he would assume command 

of the army because he knew the region.  An indignant 

Dumouriez refused and ordered the arrest of Beurnonville 

along with four other officers.  Trying to save himself, 

Beurnonville loudly proclaimed “I am the Minister of War.” 

Nevertheless, he was seized and led off into captivity, 

along with the other officers, and turned over to the 

Austrians.51   

From May 1793 to November of 1795 Beurnonville 

remained in captivity at the fortress of Olmutz in Moravia 

until he was exchanged for the daughter of Louis XVI.52  

With his release, Beurnonville resumed his military career 

and established political ties with General Jean-Charles 

Pichegru.  Soon he became General-in-chief of both the Army 

of the North and Batavia.  His powers were further 

augmented with command of the Army of the Sambre-and-Meuse 

and there was even talk of naming him as one of the 

government Directors.  However, his detractors argued that 

                                                 
51Charles Francois Dumouriez, Mémoires du Général Dumouriez, 
(Hambourg, 1794), 92; Lazarre Carnot, D’Apres Sa 
Correspondance, (Paris, 1890), 13-14.  See also Dumouriez 
to Unknown, 29 March 1793, cited in Charles Dauban, La 
Démagogie en 1793 a Paris, (Paris, 1868), 126.  Dumouriez 
refered to Beurnonville as his “friend” but was forced to 
act because of the danger to France.  One of the best 
accounts of this incident can be found in Arthur Chuquet, 
Dumouriez, (Paris, 1914), 194-201.   
 
52Rapports de Représentans du Peuple, Camus, Bancal, 
Quinette, Lamarque, (Paris, 1796), iv-vi.  See also  Miot 
de Melito, Memoirs of Count Miot de Melito, Minister, 
Ambassador, Councilor of State, (New York, 1881), 46.   
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his military ability was quiet limited; thus, justifying 

his “secondary” role in French military affairs.  Indeed, a 

member of the Directory, Jean-Nicolas Barras, once 

declared, “above all, this miserable Beurnonville was 

 

 

Figure 2: Dumoriez Arrests Beurnonville
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incapable of commanding a corporal and four men, he has 

left his army totally disorganized and deprived.”53  As a 

result of his questionable abilities, and injuries he 

sustained in Austria, Beurnonville accepted a more 

leisurely position as inspector of ports, troops, forts and 

batteries along the Atlantic coast of France.54  Regardless, 

Beurnonville remained a well-connected military and 

political figure. 

The turmoil of the coup d’etat 18 Fructidor, 4 August 

1797, led to the destruction of old political alliances.  

Unfortunately for Beurnonville, his new mentor, Pichegru, 

was denounced by the Directory.  Again Beurnonville showed 

his political insights and opportunism by rallying to 

Bonaparte and his faction.  When Bonaparte sought his 

loyalty, he was willing to give it.  Bonaparte, in his 

conversation with a vacillating Bernadotte on the morning 

of the 18th Brumaire, mentioned the willingness of the old 

cadre of revolutionary generals to accept his leadership, 

“You believe that you can count on Moreau, Macdonald, 

Beurnonville and several other generals?  They came to me 

very early this morning and are waiting in my ante-chamber.  

You do not know these men.”55   

Bonaparte rewarded his new allies, and sought to 

utilize their talents.  In this manner, he sent 

                                                 
53Lucien-Graux, Le Marechal de Beurnonville, 27.  

54Dossier Beurnonville, Service historique, 3584. 

55Louis, Antoine Fauvelet, de Bourrienne, Mémoires de 
Bourrienne sur Napoléon, (New York, 1891), III, 169.  See 
also Gabriel Girod de L’Ain, Bernadotte, Chef de guerre et 
chef d’État, (Paris, 1968), 153-154, and L’Abbé de 
Montgaillard, Histoire de France, depuis La Fin du Regne de 
Louis XVI, (Paris, 1828), V, 262. 
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Beurnonville to serve as minister plenipotentiary to the 

Prussian court at Berlin from January 1800 until February 

1802.56  Beurnonville believed that his appointment was a 

result of his military career; he declared to Prussian King 

Frederick William III, “The First Consul of the French 

Republic has chosen me to represent him before Your 

Majesty.  He thinks that the frankness of a man raised in 

the army would not displease the dignity of a successor of 

heroes.”57   

Nevertheless, Bonaparte, unfamiliar with Beurnonville 

as a soldier or politician, sent his aide-de-camp, Géraud 

Christophe Duroc, to carry out the most important and 

secretive negotiations at Berlin.  At one point, Bonaparte 

singled out Beurnonville by instructing Talleyrand to 

remind the ambassador to always respond, “I will consult my 

government,” if he had no specific instructions.  Certainly 

this was not an endorsement of a man entrusted with 

France’s foreign policy.58

In the meantime, Beurnonville did negotiate a peace 

treaty with Prussia as well as carry out formal discussions 

with Tsar Paul I.  From his position in Eastern Europe, 

Beurnonville relayed pertinent information on changes 

within the Russian court.  He cautioned Bonaparte to 

                                                 
56Edward A. Whitcomb, Napoleon’s Diplomatic Service, 
(Durham, 1979),166.  See also Georgette Ducrest, Secret 
Memoirs of the Court of the Empress Josephine, (Paris, 
n.d.), I, 81.   

57Beurnonville to Frederick William III, cited in Lucien 
Graux, Le Marechal de Beurnonville, 325. 

58Bonaparte to Talleyrand, 15 May 1800, Letters and 
Documents of Napoleon, ed. John Eldred Howard (New York, 
961), I, 363.   1
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moderate the French press’s vitriolic passages directed 

against Russia, and in 1802 Beurnonville signed a treaty 

with Prussia guaranteeing France’s “natural frontiers” on 

the Rhine in return for the Prussian acquisition of 

Nassau.59   

The measure of Beurnonville’s success in Prussia and 

his friendship with Talleyrand led to his appointment to 

the Spanish court on 10 September 1802.60  In a letter to 

Spanish King Charles IV, Bonaparte noted Beurnonville’s 

zeal and talents as France’s representative to Prussia.61  

Given Bonaparte’s intention to reestablish another overseas 

French empire and a powerful navy, he wanted to make Spain 

an ally.  But they were not anxious to accept the First 

Consul’s policies when Spain stood to gain nothing.  Aware 

of the situation, Bonaparte was determined to force Spain 

into adopting his policy.  Consequently, Beurnonville was 

to be his foil in achieving his diplomatic goals at the 

Spanish court.   

For the moment, Spain was spared the brunt of the 

First Consul’s policies because Beurnonville entered Spain 

during the troubled Peace of Amiens.  He arrived in 

Aranjuez, the summer residence of the court, with his two 

aides de camp, Major Christophe Belair and Captain Denis 
                                                 
59Albert Sorel, L’Europe et la Révolution Française, 1800-
1805, (Paris, 1903), 230. 

60
 J. F. Reichardt, Un Hiver a Paris Sous le Consulat, 1802-

1803, (Paris, 1896), 116. 
 

61Dossier Beurnonville, Service historique, 3584.  See also 
Bonaparte to Charles IV, 30 September 1802, France, 
Archives Diplomatiques, Ministère des Affaires Étrangerès, 
[hereafter Affaires Étrangerès], Correspondance politique: 
Spain, vol. 663. 
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Simon Caroillan Vandeul along with two legation 

secretaries, François Antoine Herman and Henri Thiébault.  

Beurnonville refused to accept General Saint-Cyr’s former 

residence and quickly found accommodations befitting a 

French ambassador on the Rue d’Alcala at the spacious hotel 

of the Count de Campo Alange.  He selected this immense 

residence because he wanted to open a general store on the 

first floor.  Here, Spaniards could find all the finest 

goods of Paris including contraband; he often used duty 

free exemptions at his store to influence Spanish 

officials.  With this wealth and his exalted position, 

Beurnonville insisted on a title worthy of reflecting his 

vast experience and accomplishments, that is, 

“Excellence.”62

Coinciding with Beurnonville’s appointment to Spain 

was the arrival of Britain’s plenipotentiary, John Hookham 

Frere.  British Foreign Minister, Robert Banks Hawkesbury, 

gave him objectives that were similar to those Bonaparte 

imparted to Beurnonville.  He was to reestablish close ties 

with the Spanish government and secure Spain’s neutrality 

in the event of a new war.  If he failed in the first two 

endeavors, then Frere was to obstruct Spain’s military 

preparations.63  

In the initial negotiations, Beurnonville developed a 

rather hostile relationship with Godoy that would 

                                                 
62Elizabeth Holland, Spanish Journal of Lady Elizabeth 
Holland, 100.  See also Geoffrey de Grandmaison, 
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63Hawkesbury to Frere, 1 October 1802 and Hawkesbury to 
Frere, 27 October 1802, Cobbett’s Parliamentary Debates, 
(London, 1805), III, 289-91.   
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experience many vicissitudes when war was renewed between 

England and France.  Despite this turbulent relationship, 

Godoy maintained his enormous influence at the court and 

remained the primary negotiator with Beurnonville.   

Godoy had few kind words to say about the new French 

ambassador.  The Prince of Peace noted that Saint-Cyr had 

treated Charles IV with attention, respect and goodwill.  

However, he characterized his replacement as a diplomatic 

matador, brusque in his manners and arrogant.  Godoy was 

brutal in his assessment of Beurnonville’s opportunism, “He 

was at one point a royalist or seemed to be, then a 

republican in 1793, always a servile instrument of power.”  

Beurnonville, he believed, was a man willing to use threats 

to obtain diplomatic or political satisfaction.  The Prince 

of Peace admitted their discussions would often become 

heated, but he recognized that Beurnonville was only 

following the orders of his government in a frank manner.64   

For his part, Beurnonville, would oscillate between guarded 

respect for the Spanish Prime Minister and loathing, 

depending upon the current state of Franco-Spanish 

relations. 

Godoy’s analysis of Beurnonville’s demeanor was fairly 

accurate.  The French ambassador’s history had been that of 

an opportunist and his haughty manner was influenced by the 

fact that he represented the foremost military power in the 

world.  Beurnonville had preconceived notions of how a 

French ambassador should live and act as well as the 

financial rewards he might expect.  Consequently, in 

                                                 
64Don Manuel Godoy, Memoires du Prince de la Paix, III, 256-
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seeking reimbursement, he complained constantly about his 

expenses and the cost of moving from Berlin to Spain.65   

Although Beurnonville sometimes placed his own 

interests above France, he did work forcefully to fulfill 

the First Consul’s diplomatic goals.  Initially, 

Beurnonville sought to maintain the policies and changes 

introduced during the tenure of Lucien Bonaparte and 

Gouvion Saint-Cyr, focusing primarily on the Treaty of 

Ildefonso and France’s economic status.  Bonaparte was well 

aware of the economic damage French merchants had suffered 

at the hands of less expensive and more professional 

British goods as a result of the Treaty of Eden in 1786 and 

the War of the First Coalition.  To strengthen his regime 

and France’s industry, Bonaparte’s ambassadors were 

instructed to improve trade relations with France’s allies.  

Through heavy trade duties in Holland, Italy, France and 

Spain, Bonaparte planned to protect French goods from 

unfair British dumping and smuggling.  Moreover, close 

relations with Spain could open the vast markets of America 

as well as Iberia to French trade.  As Jean-Antoine 

Chaptal, Minister of the Interior, wrote, “He (Bonaparte) 

thought he could make commerce maneuver like a regiment.”66

Economic relations between France and Spain had 

deteriorated for several reasons.  Even after signing a 

peace treaty in 1795 and the establishment of an alliance, 

Charles IV had issued an edict restricting foreign textiles 

on 20 September 1802 including the sale of French raw 
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cotton, cotton thread and other materials.  War and civil 

disorder had hindered economic cooperation prior to the 

establishment of the Consulate, and Spanish authorities had 

seized French property without restitution.67  Consequently, 

Talleyrand instructed Beurnonville to champion the 

interests of French merchants and facilitate trade 

agreements, especially in the textile industry.68  However, 

Beurnonville faced tough opposition and he bitterly 

complained to Talleyrand that Spain was in the grip of 

incompetence.  The ministers were timid and filled with 

malevolence towards France.  In particular, he described 

the Minister of Finance, don Miguel Cayetano Soler, as a 

parvenu who wanted to destroy French commerce in Spain.69   

The evidence of Spain’s arbitrary attitude was 

exemplified by the detention of the crew of le Favori a 

French ship, docked at the port of Santa Pola for repairs.  

Without much investigation, Beurnonville expressed outrage 

at the Spanish action; he demanded the liberty of the 

French crew and financial restitution.  A bombastic 

Beurnonville ignored diplomatic language and exploded 

during negotiations in a manner reminiscent of his 

experiences on the battlefield.  The French ambassador, in 

                                                 
67Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 31 November 1802, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 663. 

68Talleyrand to Bonaparte, 8 November 1802, Lettres Inédites 
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accord with the spirit of Bonaparte’s instructions, 

preferred bullying Godoy rather than negotiate with him.70    

Since Bonaparte viewed Amiens as an opportunity to 

reestablish an overseas empire and regain Louisiana, 

Beurnonville also had to deal with the colonial issue.71  

Louisiana and the navigation of the Mississippi River was a 

critical concern for France because England had been given 

the right to commerce in that region by the Treaty of Paris 

in 1763.72  Accordingly, Beurnonville was instructed to 

redefine the economic rights of England and France on this 

vital river.73 

Bonaparte had already dispatched an expedition to San 

Domingue.  When the island fell the next stage of 
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Bonaparte’s plan would begin with the rebirth of the French 

empire in North America.  Beurnonville’s initial inquiry 

regarding Louisiana was a precursor of Bonaparte’s more 

ambitious schemes--the acquisition of New Orleans and 

control of the Mississippi river.  Bonaparte would then add 

West Florida, with the important harbor facilities at 

Pensacola.  In a report to the First Consul, Beurnonville 

suggested that the Spanish might accept maritime goods 

valued at twelve million francs to transfer the region of 

Florida west of the Apalachicola River to France.  

Beurnonville, of course, noted that Pensacola, strategic 

key to the northern Caribbean, must be part of this 

arrangement.  He rationalized leaving east Florida to Spain 

so the French could minimize any difficulties with the 

United States.74   

French aggrandizement in Europe as well as overseas 

began to elicit fear among the European courts.  

Consequently, the other diplomats at the Spanish court 

always regarded Beurnonville with suspicion.  The British 

ambassador, Frere, declared his government would never 

consent to the proposed exchange of territory between 

France and Spain, adding that the United States government 

was in accord with Britain.75  Beurnonville resented Godoy’s 

air of satisfaction with Frere’s observations and concluded 

he was using subterfuge in their negotiations over 
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Louisiana.  Nevertheless, Godoy maintained the façade that 

he supported French policies for the exchange of land.76  

Beurnonville again broached the subject of the 

economic conflict between the two powers in mid-January 

1803.  Initially Godoy pleaded ignorance on the subject, 

but finally he dismissed the matter declaring he was 

consumed with grander political problems.  For 

Beurnonville, it was an early lesson in Godoy’s masterful 

use of political temporizing.  Angrily he wrote to 

Talleyrand that Godoy had the pretension to pass for a 

great man, however, he fell short when managing day to day 

affairs.77

Beurnonville refused to accept Godoy’s reply and his 

resentment toward the Spanish government increased.  The 

Spanish minister’s machinations fueled his paranoia leading 

him to see the enemies of France everywhere.  Focusing on 

the economic problems, Beurnonville reiterated his argument 

on 17 January 1803 that the Spanish authorities sought to 

destroy French commerce and discredit the French name in 

Spain.  His language was harsh and direct.  He accused the 

Spanish government of resentment toward the Republic since 

the outbreak of the Revolution; he claimed they would 

deprive French citizens of their property without regard 

for international rights.  Beurnonville argued this was why 

French ships had been seized under the pretext of 

contraband with the passengers put in chains and a large 
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number of citizens of the Republic condemned.78  He regarded 

these actions as violations of treaties and the rights of 

man.79

Beurnonville’s relentless pursuit of Bonaparte’s 

economic policy demonstrated why the First Consul employed 

generals to represent his government.  However, 

Beurnonville typified the dangers of appointing such men as 

ambassadors.  Comfortable with issuing orders, Beurnonville 

believed an ambassador was the ranking representative of 

the nation and envisioned himself as a policy maker.  

Therefore, he made “suggestions” for the French government 

to adopt.  He requested a letter be sent from the First 

Consul directly to the Spanish government with the request 

that his diplomacy be supported.  He also recommended that 

a letter be sent to the Prince of Peace demanding he end 

his policies against Paris and French commerce.  

Beurnonville believed this course of action would 

strengthen his bargaining position with the Prince of 

Peace. 

Under Bonaparte’s guidance, Beurnonville instituted a 

policy to solve France’s economic problems with Spain.  He 

launched a verbal attack against the Spanish Finance 

Minister, Soler, arguing that his power over French 

commerce must be restricted.  Beurnonville took the 
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opportunity to slander the Spanish minister’s origin and 

class, a curious assertion from a republican 

general/diplomat.  Assuming Soler was generally detested 

throughout Spain, he denounced him as a dangerous enemy of 

France, whose hatred was directed toward the destruction of 

French commerce.  France, he also claimed, should take an 

active role to determine the amount of indemnities Spain 

owed French merchants.  To protect French commerce, a 

clarification was needed on the rights of commercial 

agents, as well as their jurisdiction and privileges.  

Beurnonville’s last point was the liberation of all 

Frenchmen arrested on the “false pretense” of carrying 

contraband.80   

Although Beurnonville had little if any economic 

experience, with the brief exception of his tenure as 

Minister of War in 1793, this did not prevent him from 

offering economic solutions to stabilize the relationship 

between France and Spain.  Beurnonville viewed economic 

solutions in a simplistic manner.  He wrote Talleyrand if 

only the French merchants lowered the price of their goods, 

they would be able to reclaim rights of anchorage and 

tonnage.  Britain, he believed, would demand equal 

commercial treatment but if “the First Consul would speak 

to Charles IV’s government in a firm and positive manner,” 

the King would pay compensation for seizing French 

merchantmen.  This would undermine the Spanish government’s 

freedom to negotiate because Godoy was timid when 

confronting the British cabinet.  Hence Beurnonville’s 
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advice followed a pattern of consistently advocating 

coercion to insure French policy in the Iberian Peninsula.81  

At the same time, Bonaparte’s turbulent relations with 

England and his inability to wage a naval war reaffirmed 

the importance of Spanish naval power.  Bonaparte reasoned 

it would take France ten years to rebuild its fleet and 

challenge England on the high seas.82  As a result, 

Talleyrand secretly ordered Beurnonville to restore the 

Spanish navy while Bonaparte accelerated his naval building 

program in France.   Unfortunately, the arsenals and 

magazines in Spain were in a state of neglect, and the 

Spanish navy presented a spectacle of disorganization and 

weakness.83

At the end of January Beurnonville once again 

condemned Spain’s leadership claiming, the Spanish navy was 

in deplorable condition.  His remarks reaffirmed 

Bonaparte’s disdain for Charles IV and Godoy, anticipating 

the deterioration of future relations.84  In the strongest 

terms, he complained that the court’s incompetence had left 

them ripe for revolution; that the royal family only 

employed politically reliable men who were incapable of 
                                                 
81Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 25 January 1803, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 663.  

82Deutsch, The Genesis of Napoleonic Imperialism, 123.  At 
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exercising power; and that real talent wallowed without any 

patronage.  To complicate matters, the Queen had exercised 

the art of dissimulation to serve Godoy’s interests.85  

Beurnonville reported how the Spanish people also detested 

their parvenu Prime Minister.86  As a result, Beurnonville 

urged the First Consul to intervene directly; otherwise, 

neither the Spanish government nor its navy would be a 

viable component of French policy.87  

Based on Beurnonville’s assessment of the Spanish navy 

and the rapidly deteriorating Peace of Amiens, Bonaparte 

wrote to Charles IV asking how Spain hoped to protect its 

immense empire, which was coveted by the British and the 

Americans, when its dockyards stood empty.  He urged the 

King to accelerate Spain’s rearmament and refurbish the 

important Mediterranean port of Minorca.  He called upon 

Charles IV to appoint Admiral Carlos duc de Gravina, a man 
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of distinction and capability who was favorably disposed to 

France.88 

In March, after receiving complaints for several 

months, Talleyrand finally addressed Beurnonville and his 

pessimistic attitude toward the Spanish court.  

Apprehensive over the delicate state of affairs between 

England and France, Talleyrand tried to alter his 

ambassador’s harsh tone.  He reassured Beurnonville that 

his analysis was correct but instructed him to exercise 

moderation and firmness.  Talleyrand realized Godoy could 

not be ignored since he was the Spanish King’s spokesman, 

so he even praised the Prince of Peace’s ability.89   

A few weeks after Talleyrand’s prophetic comments to 

Beurnonville, England declared war on France, vastly 

inflating the importance of Beurnonville’s mission.  The 

Peace of Amiens had collapsed because the policies of the 

two states were simply incompatible.  England envisioned 

Bonaparte’s consolidation of the Revolution’s conquests and 

his ambitious overseas designs as a direct threat.  

Accordingly, the British government regarded Beurnonville’s 

activities in Spain as a microcosm of Bonaparte’s European 

strategy.90   

The French perspective offered a similar picture of 

England’s hostility.91  Immediately, England began 
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preparations for war.  France received an ultimatum and 

King George III delivered a speech before Parliament 

calling for war on 21 May 1802.92  Ten thousand new sailors 

were enrolled and the militia called out.  More ominous, 

Britain began seizing French and Dutch vessels.  Over 200 

ships were caught in British ports before the declaration 

of the war had been announced.  In retaliation, Bonaparte 

imprisoned 10,000 Englishmen currently in France and 

Western Europe, and sent French troops under General 

Gouvion Saint-Cyr to invade the Kingdom of Naples to stifle 

British trade.93

While storm clouds gathered in the north, Beurnonville 

watched with disgust as the Spanish showered acclaim on 

Godoy for his desultory accomplishment against the 

Portuguese, blissfully refusing to acknowledge that events 

in London and Paris were threatening Spain’s future.  As 

principle architect of the Treaty of San Ildefonso, Godoy 

was fully aware of Spain’s commitment to France.  According 
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to Article 3, “The First Consul consents that the 

obligations imposed on Spain by the terms of the Treaty 

which unites both nations may be converted into a financial 

subsidy of six million francs a month which Spain will give 

to her ally, counting from the renewal of hostilities until 

the end of the war.”94  Yet, this simple statement hardly 

revealed the full dangers to Spain at the outbreak of war.  

Regardless of the aggressor, Spain was bound to join 

France, thus losing any independent initiative.  Furnishing 

the requisite number of troops and ships would raise 

numerous alarms in London.  How could England ignore a 

subsidy to France, which could easily translate into naval 

cooperation?  It was also clear that France could once 

again launch an invasion against Portugal from Spain.95

The renewal of war between England and France found 

Spain caught between the “elephant” on land and the “whale” 

at sea.  Beurnonville, as the French representative, was 

the perfect man to employ Bonaparte’s overbearing 

diplomacy; he assumed Spain would fight along side France.  

However, Godoy quickly realized the dangers these two 

powerful nations presented to his vulnerable country.  

Great Britain could destroy Spain’s fragile overseas 

empire, and Revolutionary France was more than capable of 

invading Iberia and, if necessary, replacing the ruling 

family.  Beurnonville’s threatening demeanor reflected the 

First Consul’s willingness to employ force to achieve his 

goals.  Without a strong army or navy to resist either 

England or France, Spain’s only recourse was to temporize.  
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The question was how long would Bonaparte and his 

ambassador allow Spain to remain neutral? 
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THE DETERIORATION OF FRANCO-SPANISH RELATIONS 

CHAPTER 3 

 

 

 

The renewal of war between England and France opened 

the second period of the Napoleonic era.  Britain feared 

French hegemony over the continent would eventually lead to 

a contest for overseas empire and a possible invasion of 

the home islands.  Meanwhile, Napoleonic France would 

always be subject to the machinations of England to 

organize coalitions to undermine its dominance of Europe.   

For the minor European powers, the collapse of Amiens 

was an unmitigated disaster, especially for Spain.  

Throughout the 1790s Spain faced numerous economic crisis.  

Between 1800-1802 Spain had maintained a healthy 

agricultural economy and foreign trade.  Spain’s trade with 

colonial America reached an unprecedented scale.96

During the Amiens “interlude,” Spanish ships laden 

with merchandise had reestablished trade with its American 

colonies.  Commerce again flourished in Cadiz and the 

treasure fleet, bearing Spanish silver bullion from the 

Americas, traveled the Atlantic without fear of attack by 

English corsairs.  Home waters were filled with ships.  

However, with the outbreak of war in May 1803, any chance 

of restoring the Spanish economy was brought to a halt.97

It would not take long for Spain to realize its hopes 

of prosperity were once again in jeopardy.  Within days of 
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England’s declaration of war, Talleyrand informed 

Beurnonville that war had broken out between England and 

France; he provided evidence asserting France’s innocence 

in the affair.  As a result, economic affairs immediately 

assumed a secondary role and Beurnonville’s mission was 

modified to instruct the Spanish court on French policy and 

to prepare their navy, commerce and fortifications for 

war.98

Beurnonville’s task would be fraught with difficulty 

because Charles IV had expressly stated his intention to 

remain neutral.99  Not only was the Spanish government 

reluctant to support its ally, but the Spanish people were 

indifferent to France.  Following the renewal of 

hostilities, Beurnonville notified the French government of 

Spanish resentment toward France.  Given the derogatory 

language at the Spanish court, it was no mystery why 

Frenchmen in Spain were experiencing so many vexations.  

Reports from French agents throughout the Iberian Peninsula 

described the same levels of animosity on the part of the 

Spanish.  Relations became so heated, Beurnonville felt 

compelled to write the First Consul on 17 March 1803, “The 

indignation and trouble held here can be handled if the 

First Consul sounded the tocsin of hatred and enmity 

against England.”  Beurnonville reasoned a common enemy, 

England, would deflect criticism from France and lead to 

the implementation of the Treaty of Ildefonso.  But he 
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believed the Spanish government would only activate the 

treaty with prodding from Bonaparte.100

Meanwhile, a new controversy developed between France 

and Spain further undermining relations.  Beurnonville 

became enmeshed in a controversy with the Spanish 

government over the British capture of two Dutch ships 

within range of the shore batteries at Barcelona.  With 

Holland under French control, it was a matter for the 

French ambassador to resolve.  Beurnonville complained this 

was consistent with the reprehensible behavior of the 

Spanish government.  He attacked the behavior of the 

Spanish officer handling the affair since the Spanish Royal 

Council had failed to insure respect for the property of 

foreign governments.101  This event was the first in a 

series of incidents between the French and British 

governments in which Spain played a key role.  France, 

represented by its fiery and quick, tempered ambassador, 

would do its utmost to secure the support of a reluctant 

but necessary ally in the struggle against Albion.  And for 

its part, England would seek to force Spain out of France’s 

orbit.     

Beurnonville soon faced another crisis when a courier, 

recently arrived from the British court, began to discuss 

the renewal of hostilities and Spain’s relationship with 

France.   The fear expressed at the Spanish court provided 

Beurnonville with an opportunity to cooperate with the 

Prince of Peace.  In an effort to make Godoy realize the 
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immense danger to Spain, he immediately proposed defensive 

preparations throughout Spain’s Iberian and Mediterranean 

possessions.   

When England refused to evacuate Malta, Spain’s 

Balearic Islands became increasing important in the 

Mediterranean.  Accordingly, Beurnonville pressured Godoy 

to strengthen the fortifications on the island.  Frustrated 

by the lethargy and reluctance of the Spanish court to act, 

Beurnonville continued to press Godoy on numerous points.  

The wily Spanish minister claimed that the orders had been 

issued to repair and fortify the defenses on the Balearic 

Islands; thus, the First Consul could rest easy knowing the 

islands were safe.102

Beurnonville was not satisfied with Godoy’s response.  

In a bid to arouse Godoy, the French ambassador described 

several scenarios denouncing perfidious Albion.  In the Far 

East, he argued, England was seeking to destroy all foreign 

commercial ventures and establish more colonies.  As a 

result, this could result in the Spanish loss of the 

Philippines.  “England is always ambitious,” he declared, 

“and will not miss an opportunity to attack Spanish 

colonies, in particular the lucrative trade with the 

Philippines.”  By the end of his conversation, Godoy and 

Beurnonville were in agreement; the Frenchman confidently 

wrote back to Talleyrand that Spain would share in the 

responsibility to resist British encroachment.  This 

developed into a typical pattern between the two men.  

Beurnonville would pressure Godoy and the Spanish minister 

would appear to agree with French terms.   
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In the midst of his dialogue or, from the perspective 

of his correspondence, monologue, Beurnonville continued to 

insist France was a pacific nation, while England bore all 

the responsibility for the war.  The illusion of Spain’s 

full cooperation in prosecuting a war against England 

induced the French ambassador to advocate the creation of a 

naval league in southern Europe to complement the efforts 

of the Danes and Russians in the north.  For Beurnonville, 

this was his first role as a policy maker rather than a 

negotiator; it would be an important hallmark of his tenure 

in Madrid.103  

Godoy stoutly resisted Beurnonville’s demands.  

Believing both parties were guilty of undermining the Peace 

of Amiens, he refused to condemn England’s retention of 

Malta.  The Prince took this opportunity to remind 

Beurnonville of Charles III’s efforts to mediate during the 

Seven Years War and the unfortunate results of that 

endeavor.  Spain had been dragged into war, losing colonies 

and commerce.  As a result, Godoy boldly refused to accept 

any obligation to enter the conflict.  Beurnonville 

complained, “But the alliance with us!” Godoy replied, 

“This is not a society of war.”  Godoy could only justify 

his response with the claim that Spain had negotiated the 

Treaty of Basel with the Directory government.104

A few days after his meeting with Godoy, however, 

Beurnonville received notification of Spanish preparations 

for war.  Chef de Brigade Jacques-Léonard de La Planche, 

reporting directly from Bonaparte, reaffirmed France’s 
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desire to see Spanish defenses strengthened, especially in 

the Balearic isles.  Following the arrival of La Planche, 

the Prince of Peace renewed his assurances that Spain was 

making preparations to support France.  However, 

Beurnoville was skeptical of Spanish efforts, given the 

horrible decay and neglect of the Spanish navy.  It was a 

similar state of affaires among the officers and sailors, 

whose pay was twenty-four months in arrears. 

Beurnonville offered Godoy a solution to the naval 

problem.  He urged the Spanish minister of marine to visit 

the Spanish ports of Cadiz, Ferrol and Carthagena, so the 

Spanish officers could more accurately assess naval 

problems.105  Beurnonville did not lack the conviction of 

his own words; he soon met with the Spanish minister of 

marine.  The minister concurred, although it would be 

difficult to rebuild a navy that had suffered so much decay 

given the sparse amount of resources at his disposal.106   

The minister’s weak response was typical of the 

malaise throughout the Spanish government but it was tied 

to the characteristic weakness within the court.  While the 

fleet was rotting at anchor, the Queen focused on the 

future of Italy, telling Beurnonville, “you know that I am 

always ready to make an exchange for the Duchy of Parma.”  

Beurnonville stood his ground and in an uncharacteristic 

manner, politely reassured the Queen that in better times 

the First Consul would be happy to meet her requests.107  In 

                                                 
105Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 3 April 1803, Affaires 
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106Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 6 April 1803, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 663. 
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the course of their conversation, Beurnonville reported no 

discussion by the Queen on the war between France and 

England nor Spain’s obligations to either nation.   

While Beurnonville was pressing Spain to upgrade its 

defenses and combine efforts with France, Frere was also 

busy.  Frere’s initial tactic was to build support among 

the foreign courts represented at Madrid by soliciting aid 

from Austrian, Neapolitan and Portuguese representatives as 

well as the Spanish nobility.108  Beurnonville was aware of 

Frere’s intrigues.  He reported on the various meetings 

between the British ambassador and Godoy, but his 

information was limited to Godoy himself.  According to 

Beurnonville, Frere pressed Godoy for a declaration of war 

against France and an alliance with England.  The Prince of 

Peace responded that Spain’s decisions would be based on 

her best interest and glory.  Frere complained of 

Beurnonville’s direct access to Godoy, to which the Prince 

responded, the special treatment afforded to Beurnonville 

was a result of their common background and close 

relationship.  Thus if England shared a similar diplomatic 

situation, Frere could be afforded the same courtesy.  

Godoy, maintaining a fairly belligerent tone, turned his 

attention to England’s role in Portugal; he even threatened 

to lead a Spanish army into Lisbon.109  For the Prince of 

Peace these were bold words indeed.  Portugal’s strong ties 

to England made any such threat a direct attack upon 

Britain.  This scenario seemed unlikely but it was the 

account he described to Beurnonville. 
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Godoy enjoyed his momentary diplomatic strength.  

Rarely had Spain held a position of power regarding its two 

powerful neighbors, and it served his personal vanity to 

receive their acclaim rather than the denigration.  

Nevertheless, he had entered a dangerous situation.  The 

solicitations of Beurnonville and Frere had proved to be a 

heady wine that numbed Godoy’s senses to the severe danger 

posed to his country.  He remarked in a letter to the 

Queen, “the French are making a thousand advances because 

they understand the importance of friendship to your 

Majesties, and in view of the war neither one nor the other 

could be disinterested.”110

At this stage, Britain’s protest seemed less 

threatening so Spain gave the appearance she was 

sympathetic to France.  To Beurnonville’s delight, Godoy 

ordered war preparations, calling for the rearming of 

twelve ships of the line and the refurbishing of the 

fortification of the Balearic Isles and the other colonies.  

Bonaparte facilitated the process by sending Lieutenant 

General Antoine Lemos to help organize and oversee Spanish 

defenses.  Godoy informed Beurnonville that Lemos would 

become Director of the Marine and the Spanish court placed 

much trust in his talent, because of the vast amount of 

work to be done in case of a rupture with England.  Lemos 

would also supervise the collection of a special tax to pay 

for the reparations, armaments and necessary provisions 

Spain required.111   
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Godoy had managed to stall Beurnonville’s demands for 

full mobilization by maintaining the façade of military 

preparations, but this led the French ambassador to focus 

on other pressing problems.  Beurnonville was exasperated 

with the deterioration of relations within Spain’s royal 

family, a situation that could not bode well for any 

monarchical government.  Godoy became involved in a 

controversy with the husband of the Princess of Asturias 

because he entered their home unannounced, as was his 

custom with the King and Queen.  Afterwards, Godoy 

attempted to mitigate the political faux pas but failed 

miserably.  In an attempt to place a more favorable light 

on the situation, Beurnonville reported to Talleyrand that 

Godoy had reacted in the most honorable fashion to solve 

the conflict with the gift of six magnificent horses.  

Although it was a minor incident, it marked the level of 

animosity existing at court.112

To all appearances, French and Spanish negotiations 

continued to be amicable and Beurnonville developed a good 

working relationship with the Spanish Foreign Minister Don 

Pedro Cevallos, although he was originally pro-British.113  

                                                                                                                                                 
that the Spanish had commenced rebuilding their naval 
forces and army. 

112Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 21 April 1803, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 663. 

113Don Pedro Cevallos, Mémoires de Cevallos; et D’Escoiquiz, 
(Paris, n.d.), 5.  Cevallos’ memoir begins in 1807 and 
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of the Treaty of Fountainbleau.  See also Geoffrey de 
Grandmaison, L’Ambassade Française en Espagne Pendant la 
Revolution, 250.  Born into a noble family in the year 1764 
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In May 1803, Cevallos notified Beurnonville the Spanish 

were interested in settling outstanding difficulties 

resulting from the previous conflicts.  The Spanish 

minister was referring to the French merchantmen captured 

by Spain off the African and American coasts as well as 

vessels in local waters.  Cevallos proposed the creation of 

a four-man commission to assess financial damages.  

Seemingly, cooperation between France and Spain intensified 

in settling outstanding economic differences.  To all 

appearances they were united against the British ambassador 

and coordinating their defenses.114

Yet the Spanish court was not prepared to go to war 

with England.  In a conversation with Beurnonville, Godoy 

spoke in terms similar to those used with the British 

ambassador.  He stated Spain would not act in a manner 

inconsistent with her continued glory, a term the Prince of 

Peace left undefined.  However, he was willing to listen to 

France’s plans for the future.  Godoy assured Beurnonville 

of preferential treatment.  Nevertheless, he clarified 

several points.  The Spanish supported the personal long-

term projects of the First Consul rather than the British 

occupation of Malta.115

The perception Spain and France were cooperating 

caused Frere to increase his efforts to drive a wedge 

between the two continental powers.  Frere’s overtures to 

Spain incensed Beurnonville and in dispatches to the 
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Foreign Ministry, he complained to Talleyrand.  A few days 

earlier Frere, at the residence of the Marquis de Jago, a 

friend of the Prince of Peace, arrogantly described Spain’s 

ignorance of the excesses of the French government and its 

condescension toward the Spanish.  Throughout the dinner, 

Frere used menacing terms towards the Franco-Spanish 

alliance; he announced the return of William Pitt to the 

government was a certainty, which implied an aggressive 

policy toward France and her allies.  Godoy ignored this 

conversation and maintained his complacent demeanor toward 

the British.  Beurnonville marked this exchange at Jago’s 

residence as an important moment because it provided him 

with an opportunity to assess the Prince of Peace’s loyalty 

toward the French Republic.  Throughout the incident, he 

could detect no change in Godoy’s conduct or discourse.  

Beurnonville seemed to revise his attitude and praised 

Godoy’s diplomatic skills, calling him a valuable tool for 

the French cause; he was convinced of Godoy’s commitment 

toward the French alliance if war broke out.  Regarding his 

adversary Beurnonville only mentioned Frere’s “absurd 

aversion for the First Consul and his intense fanaticism 

for Pitt.”116

These events reinforced Beurnonville’s conviction that 

relations between France and Spain were strong and it was 

only necessary to continue prodding Spain to honor its 

alliance with France.  But for all Godoy’s bluster, he was 

committed to neutrality, a fact slowly dawning on 

Beurnonville, who continued to test Godoy’s resolve.   
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Diplomatically, the situation in Madrid became more 

critical as the representatives of the other major powers 

began to meet and coordinate policy.  The Russian 

ambassador, Alexander Nikolaevich Moraviev met with his 

British and Austrian counterparts, spending eight days in 

discussion.  Although Beurnonville was unable to determine 

the significance of these meetings, the Russians appeared 

pro-French, but in fact they were predisposed toward 

England.117   

With the increased diplomatic activity in Madrid as a 

backdrop, Beurnonville pressed Godoy about his two recent 

meetings with the English ambassador.  The Prince of Peace 

assured the wary Frenchman that the first was purely 

ceremonial, congratulating him on a birthday, while the 

second occasion was more significant.  Frere offered 

English mediation between Portugal and Spain in the event 

of a war between Portugal and France, which Frere thought 

was inevitable.  Yet Beurnonville believed Spain would not 

defect from the French cause.118

Before the end of May, Godoy confirmed much of 

Buernonville’s analysis of Franco-Spanish relations.  

Speaking with the Prince of Peace after the rupture of the 

Peace of Amiens, Beurnonville declared that all European 

countries must close their ports to England.  Here again, 

Beurnonville’s foresight bore fruit as Godoy cast about for 

an excuse to attack Portugal.  Godoy proposed that Portugal 

close its ports to the English.  If Prince Regent Joào 
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refused, Godoy declared, “We know what we must do.”119  Godoy 

momentarily saw in France an opportunity to advance his own 

ambitions, but he failed to realize the danger a war with 

Britain would have on long-term Spanish interests.  Godoy 

developed these schemes under the mistaken notion that 

France’s desire for Spanish support would make Bonaparte a 

hostage to his interests.120

Godoy continued to reinforce Beurnonville’s belief in 

the cooperation of their two nations by reaffirming the 

threat from the British navy.  Beurnonville, usually 

insightful, proved gullible in this instance by accepting 

the Prince of Peace’s words as proof Spain had fallen under 

the French yoke.  Spain, he argued, was susceptible to the 

lure of profit from the renewed Anglo-French war, and this 

left him confident Charles IV’s government would willingly 

uphold the alliance.121  Beurnonville was so confident in 

Spain’s support, he informed Talleyrand the British would 

soon order Frere to leave Spain and suspend all commercial 

relations.122  However, Beurnonville slowly learned that he 

had misinterpreted Godoy’s intentions.  When Godoy finally 

realized a war with England was beyond the capability and 

desire of the Spanish people, he backed away from his 

designs on Portugal.  As a result, Godoy and Cevallos 

refused to discuss an attack on Portugal with Beurnonville 
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and both men attempted to avoid his appeals for Spanish 

cooperation.123   

Godoy’s vacillating policies left Beurnonville in a 

quandary.  As the French ambassador to Spain, one of 

Beurnonville’s most important duties was to be aware of 

pertinent activities, both public and private, occurring 

throughout the Kingdom; that meant Godoy.  Beurnonville’s 

assessment of Godoy’s policies was based primarily on his 

willingness to support French policy.  Beurnonville 

believed the prosperity of Spain was a secondary 

consideration for the Prince of Peace and he placed his own 

personal gain above his country.124  Consequently, Franco-

Spanish relations would have to benefit Godoy.    

Although England would not accept Spanish mediation, 

the British were apprehensive Spain would meet its treaty 

obligations to France.  Frere was instructed to present 

England’s demands and leave the country if Spain refused to 

clarify its policies regarding France.  Godoy proved as 

elusive with Frere as he was with Beurnonville.  He 

temporized; acknowledging Spain’s obligations in the hopes 

the other powers would mediate in the war before Spain was 

forced to choose sides.  Frere waited seven days finally 

receiving Cevallos’ convoluted and barely comprehensible 

answer to his direct questions.  Frere had asked Cevallos 

in the same brusque manner he had used with Godoy.  Would 

Spain honor the Treaty of Ildefonso and wage war alongside 

France?  He received no indication of Spain’s intentions.  

Frere soon received more bad news.  French forces were 
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concentrated at Bayonne, ostensibly for an invasion of 

Portugal.  When questioned, Godoy and other Spanish 

officials pleaded their ignorance.125

Unaware Talleyrand was conducting secret negotiations 

regarding subsidy payments with Spanish officials in Paris, 

Beurnonville was becoming frustrated with Godoy’s 

machinations.  Since French diplomacy was often predicated 

upon the fortunes of French arms, the French ambassador 

employed this tactic bluntly.  As a result, Beurnonville 

reported to Talleyrand that the establishment of the 

military camp at Bayonne had created a “positive effect,” 

forcing the Spanish to abandon other considerations and 

adopt France’s political views.  Moreover, he applauded 

Bonaparte’s diplomatic and military success since the 

forces at Bayonne could be used to intimidate Spain and 

serve as an invasion strike force against Portugal.126   

A few days after Beurnonville’s claims, Frere received 

more definitive intelligence on the French military buildup 

at Bayonne, creating a crisis for the British ambassador.  

Although few troops were presently in the town, the army, 

eventually totaling 50,000 men, was divided into two forces 

with a reserve of 12,000 soldiers.  The camp was already 

marked out at Bidard, roughly one mile from Bayonne.  The 

report also stated General Claude Cara St. Cyr would 
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command the force and General Jean Maximilien Lamarque 

would organize the troops.  Once assembled, the report 

claimed, the force would enter Spain.127  When Frere 

questioned Godoy regarding the mission of this army, the 

Prince of Peace stated Charles IV’s government had 

requested the same information from France and received no 

definitive reply.  Cevallos informed Frere he believed the 

force smaller than reported and he downplayed its 

significance.  Nevertheless, the incident served to 

heighten Frere’s apprehension, especially since the Spanish 

government refused to discuss the status of Portugal.128

Beurnonville gave little consideration to Spain’s 

precarious strategic position caught between England’s 

naval might, which could easily deprive Spain of resources 

from her colonies, and France’s formidable army, which 

could strike into the heart of the Iberian Peninsula.  On 6 

June, the French ambassador wrote to Talleyrand portraying 

Godoy as an enemy of France, “The minister does not like 

France.”  He claimed there was neither energy nor 

intelligence at the head of the Spanish government.  

Although Godoy apparently resented his advice, Beurnonville 

remained convinced he had to counter Frere’s influence.129

In the midst of Beurnonville’s efforts to insure 

Spanish-French relations, Bonaparte violated his obligation 
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to Spain and sold Louisiana to the United States 30 April 

1803.  It could have been a devastating blow to their 

tenuous alliance, so Beurnonville attempted to minimize the 

damage.  He first dined with William Pinkeney, the American 

ambassador, and then sought to determine the Spanish 

court’s attitude toward the sale of Louisiana.130  For his 

part, Beurnonville believed that Charles IV was 

disappointed, but the Spanish King realized war with 

England had prevented France from asserting her sovereignty 

in America.  Most important, Beurnonville saw no 

deterioration in relations between France and Spain.  

However, in a meeting with Godoy, Beurnonville questioned 

the Prince about trade relations between England and Spain.  

Godoy replied that commercial considerations as well as 

communication with the American colonists forced Spain to 

maintain amicable relations with Britain.131

Beurnonville, who continued to self-promote his 

“extensive” efforts, did not understand Spain’s reluctance 

to join France and the other maritime powers of Europe 

against England.132  Faced with his incessant questioning, 

the Spanish government utilized the excuse of court 

ceremony to limit his access to the monarch.  However, 

Beurnonville’s tenacity was not deterred and he pressed 

Godoy to meet Spain’s obligations to France.  The Prince 
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promised Charles IV would eventually prepare the fortresses 

as called for in the treaty and Spanish ships-of-the-line 

would be ready to act in conjunction with the French fleet.  

To further placate Beurnonville, Godoy discussed another 

joint invasion of Portugal.  He agreed to furnish 

cantonments for the French and Spanish armies and named the 

principal staging areas.  Godoy’s tacit acceptance of the 

French ambassador’s demands represented his attempt to 

mollify France rather than endure Beurnonville’s continued 

harassment, but they were never implemented.133

Having momentarily satisfied Beurnonville, Godoy 

turned his attention to Frere.  Still claiming neutrality, 

yet careful not to define the status of neutrals, Godoy 

described a heated discussion he had with Beurnonville.  He 

claimed to have repeated his demand for an explanation 

regarding the buildup at Bayonne.  When Beurnonville 

refused, Godoy declared Spain would establish a superior 

force opposite the camp.  In his account, Beurnonville 

responded the French army would be dispersed in 

cantonments, but Godoy claimed he might still raise a 

Spanish force as a precaution.  Godoy sternly commented 

that if France trespassed into Spain, Charles IV would lead 

a Spanish army against them.  However, Frere was suspicious 

and questioned if Godoy acted with such independence, why 

had Spain failed to formally declare its neutrality?134
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By late July 1803, Godoy, still playing for time 

before he honored the Treaty of Ildefonso, renewed attempts 

at negotiations.  He offered France the minor concession of 

free trade in Spain in return for his country’s neutrality; 

however, before even this proposal could be discussed, both 

the King and Cevallos vetoed it on the grounds it would 

devastate Spanish industry and merchants.135  The British 

minister urged him to avoid delaying tactics but Godoy 

candidly informed Frere the whole point of this diplomatic 

initiative was to gain time, especially since Beurnonville 

was continually asking about the status of the Spanish 

ships promised to France.  Godoy informed him France had 

yet to make a “distinct demand,” implying he would not act 

until forced.136  

In contrast to Frere’s suspicions, Beurnonville 

optimistically reported Godoy’s commitment to France.  In 

Lisbon, however, Ambassador Jean Lannes reported Spain’s 

intention to remain neutral.  Beurnonville, temporarily 

under Godoy’s influence, countered Lannes’ claims.  He 

believed Spain would resort to force if confronted by 

Portugal and England.  Beurnonville argued Charles IV was 

pro-French, although Godoy often attempted to convert the 

King to the British cause.  Beurnonville even cited several 

Spaniards who substantiated this claim, and he explained 

the delays because it would almost certainly force Spain 

into a war with England.137
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Beurnonville’s insights were correct.  Unknown to him, 

a series of secret negotiations had taken place between 

Talleyrand and the charges d’affairs, Jose Martinez de 

Hervas, in Paris and Godoy in Madrid.  Beurnonville had 

laid the groundwork to pressure Spain into accepting its 

demands, but Godoy doggedly refused to comply.  In June, 

Hervas settled upon the idea of translating Spain’s 

military obligations into a financial commitment thereby 

maintaining his state’s neutrality.  He met with Talleyrand 

who was receptive to the idea, considering France’s need 

for money at Boulogne to invade England.138  The French 

Foreign Minister authorized Hervas, on behalf of the First 

Consul, to inquire if Charles IV’s government would convert 

Spain’s military obligation into a payment of seventy-two 

million francs per year for the course of the war.  

Payments would be made every three months directly to the 

French treasury.  Talleyrand also requested the ambassadors 

and ministers of both nations be kept ignorant of this 

agreement until it was completed.  If Charles IV agreed, 

Hervas would sign the treaty with Talleyrand.139   

Seventy-two million francs was an enormous sum of 

money but Talleyrand estimated Spain’s expenditures in 

meeting their military obligations at fifty-two million 
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francs not including the commercial losses to English 

ships.  Moreover, Talleyrand could convince Bonaparte of 

the wisdom in translating Spain’s weak military succor into 

concrete financial support.  Between 1800 and 1801 Spain’s 

army and navy had proved to be ineffective and 

uncooperative in French strategy.  Indeed, the War of 

Oranges revealed the Spanish army was little better than 

its unprepared navy, directed by Admiral Mazarredo.140  

Bonaparte openly expressed his contempt for Spanish martial 

power in a conversation with Jean François Truguet, his 

Minister of Marine. “If the Spaniards were Frenchmen or had 

our national courage it would be well for them and for us, 

but as things stand they are worse than useless.”141  As a 

result, Spain remained out of the war.  France gained 

substantial financial support, and Napoleon took advantage 

of Russian mediation.   

Initially, Godoy refused the proposal for a financial 

subsidy.  He wrote to Hervas, “to ask Spain to carry such a 

burden, greater than its ability, is to render what service 

to the King and country?  Moreover it is contrary to 

dignity and honor to make such a suggestion.”142  With the 

great powers ignoring his proposal to establish armed 

neutrality, Godoy had to meet Spain’s obligations to 
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France, especially since he had negotiated the terms.  

Otherwise, Spain would face war with France, a worse 

scenario.  During these secret negotiations Talleyrand had 

written to Azara,  

France’s cause is that of all governments whose 
commerce and industry are threatened.  It is 
particularly so for his Catholic Majesty and his 
states…threatened by rivalries in the 
Mediterranean… The undersigned has the honor to 
request…that the Spanish government execute the 
treaty of alliance, notably articles 3, 5, 7 and 
9.143

 

Executing those articles would require Spain to send 24,000 

men and twenty-five ships-of-the-line to support France.   

It is significant that these secret negotiations had 

taken place without Beurnonville’s knowledge.  

Nevertheless, Bonaparte was soon forced to turn to 

Beurnonville to circumvent Godoy’s stalling tactics.  

Accordingly, he instructed Beurnonville to inquire if Spain 

would remain neutral or declare war on England.  If they 

chose the former, he wanted to know if French ships would 

be allowed to enter Spanish ports.144   

At the moment, neutrality or cooperation seemed a 

distant possibility.  Beurnonville had recently learned of 

extensive meetings between Godoy, Frere and the Portuguese 

ambassador.  Suspicious of Godoy’s motives, he angrily 

accused the Prince of complacency for allowing Frere and 

his counterpart in Portugal to coordinate economic and 
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defensive policies between England, Portugal and Spain.  

Other activities also threatened the Franco-Spanish 

alliance.  Beurnonville asked Godoy why a Spanish coastal 

fortress had failed to assist two French vessels under 

attack by British warships.  The Prudent and Timoleon had 

been seized by the British while at anchor under the guns 

of Fort Carnero.  The British had ignored Spanish 

sovereignty and the Spanish authorities behaved 

inexcusably.  They had permitted ships of the Royal Navy to 

enter the harbor while the Spanish guns remained silent.  

Beurnonville was enraged.  He questioned, “How could the 

batteries remain silent?  And if the commanders were 

ordered to follow such a course of action, unable to 

protect our ships, then it is inexcusable.”145   

At the same time, Beurnonville pressed Godoy on other 

incidents which reflected Spain’s duplicity.  First, a 

French ship had been detained by Spanish officials without 

cause at Malaga.  When a ship of Admiral Jacques Bedout’s 

squadron arrived off Spanish shores with sick men, the 

Spanish authorities imposed a rigorous quarantine under the 

pretext that such a malady could infect the population.  

The sailors were also prevented from communicating with 

French officials.  Even worse, Francisco Antonio Lazaret, 

the commandant at Coruna, required the French vessels 

remain at the edge of the harbor exposed to enemy attack.146  

Beurnonville’s complaints were reinforced by Talleyrand in 

a letter to Azara, “Every day brings news regarding the 
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intention of his Catholic Majesty that are contrary to the 

treaty of alliance with France, while at the same time 

favorable to England and more disposed to make common cause 

with her.  The First Consul asks if it will be war or peace 

today with Spain?”  Charles IV’s government had fifteen 

days to make restitution for these violations or prepare 

for war.147  

Meanwhile, Beurnonville met with Godoy again but he 

was convinced the Prince was disloyal to France.  

Incredulously, he confronted Godoy directly on the use of 

500 million francs that Spain had received in import duties 

and bullion from its colonies.  Godoy claimed the King of 

Spain had no need to explain his actions to Beurnonville, 

especially since France ignored Spain’s diplomatic and 

political needs.  To illustrate his point, the Prince of 

Peace referred to the sale of Louisiana, which had opened 

Mexico’s ports to American goods and its other colonies 

suffered accordingly.  Regarding the dispersal of Spanish 

revenues for defense purposes, Godoy avoided 

responsibility, claiming he had been relieved of many 

military duties, including the provisioning of forts and 

ships.148  Godoy took the opportunity to denounce several 

French actions to Beurnonville.  France had refused to 

satisfy the Republic’s debts to Spain, French troops had 

not evacuated Tuscany and the King had been excluded from 

the secret negotiations between England and France before 
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Amiens.  He claimed, according to the Treaty of Ildefonso, 

Spain had the right to offer mediation with England before 

meeting its military obligations.149   

Beurnonville’s discussions with Godoy did produce some 

positive results.  The Spanish government agreed to pay a 

subsidy to France: the First Consul would set the amount.  

However, Godoy’s proposals fell far short of Bonaparte’s 

demands.  Charles IV’s government only proposed a payment 

of ten million francs per year or two-half million per 

month for the duration of the war.  Payment would begin on 

30 July 1803.  However, Beurnonville doubted that Charles 

IV’s government could pay this subsidy.  In fact, he was 

convinced Spain would provide no aid given Godoy’s 

attitude.  Beurnonville urged Talleyrand to give him the 

full authority to deal with Charles IV and the subsidy.150

Beyond the debate over subsidies, Bonaparte was keenly 

interested in denying Portuguese ports and markets to 

Britain.  When Portugal failed to execute several articles 

in the Treaty of Badajoz, France had a pretext to invade 

the Kingdom.  Beurnonville was asked to determine Spain’s 

reaction if hostilities broke out.  Although Spain’s 

commitments to France were sealed in treaties, Beurnonville 
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pressured Godoy to coordinate Spain’s military with France.  

Once again, the Prince stalled.   

With French preparations for an invasion of England 

well-advanced, Spain’s navy was still a major strategic 

concern to Bonaparte.  Any such action would require 

substantial naval cooperation with Spain.  Again he turned 

to Beurnonville; he was sorely disappointed to report that 

the Spanish had not armed fifteen vessels as promised and 

the morale in the fleet was miserable.  Godoy confessed to 

Beurnonville that Spain’s navy was unprepared to prosecute 

a war with England.  The French ambassador still asked for 

Spanish naval support.151

Throughout his discussions with Beurnonville, Godoy 

reported all of his meetings with the British ambassador, 

exaggerating French demands and his responses.  He claimed 

incorrectly that France had asked for twenty-four millions 

francs a month.  Regarding France’s designs on Portugal, 

Godoy told Frere Portugal would cooperate with Spain 

against France and Charles IV would lead their combined 

armies.  With a flair for the dramatic Godoy exclaimed, “I 

know the Portuguese and what they can do.  They are natural 

soldiers, patient and capable, highly animated by a leader 

they respect.  I would like to command a Portuguese 

army.”152  Godoy expressed the same attitude with the 

Portuguese ambassador, knowing that all his words would be 

reported to Frere. 

But shortly thereafter, Godoy again became fearful of 

French power and modified his exaggeration to Frere.  He 
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proclaimed, “The French have 500,000 soldiers.  If they 

demand passage how can we refuse them?”  Godoy’s valid 

fears further induced Frere to try and wean Spain away from 

France.  He offered British troops if Bonaparte invaded 

Portugal.  However, Godoy responded that England would need 

all of its soldiers to defend Portugal and Spain would have 

to face Bonaparte’s armies alone.153

Talleyrand, similarly to his ambassador, was becoming 

increasingly frustrated with Spain’s procrastination.  He 

was aware of Godoy’s attempts to delay fulfillment of 

treaty obligations in the hopes Russia would successfully 

mediate the crisis.  Moreover, thanks to Beurnonville, he 

knew Spain could afford to pay the subsidies, despite 

Godoy’s protests, because he had negotiated directly with 

Hervas.  Talleyrand characterized Godoy as “a man perhaps 

malicious but not a fool.”  His stalling tactics had only 

increased French frustration finally leading Talleyrand to 

advise the First Consul to follow Beurnonville’s earlier 

suggestion and concentrate an army in the Pyrenees.  

Writing to Bonaparte, he stated, “A war would be the less 

inconvenient state of things.  If things do not get better, 

I believe the measures General Beurnonville proposed at the 

end of his letter are the only ones that will bring this 

court into a system that is in our interest.  This is the 

course to adopt.”154

Talleyrand’s letter to Bonaparte proved Beurnonville 

had exercised significant influence over French policy.  
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Although Spain was a second-rate power, in 1803-04 it was 

integral to Bonaparte’s plans for hegemony in Western 

Europe.  Godoy’s actions had revealed Spain was unwilling 

to comply with Bonaparte’s policies and Beurnonville had 

effectively focused on France’s most viable option.  By 

mid-August 1803, the first half of Beurnonville’s mission 

to Spain had been completed.  Now diplomatic sparring was 

giving way to an ultimatum and threats against the 

existence of the Spanish empire and monarchy.  Godoy had 

lost his opportunity to bargain from some semblance of 

strength and would hereafter find himself increasingly at 

the mercy of two nations he foolishly believed he could 

manipulate.   

In the twelve months Beurnonville served as the French 

ambassador to Spain, he faced a number of challenges.  As 

the French representative, he had to respond to every 

complaint of the Spanish government, while trying to 

implement his master’s policies, despite the serious effect 

they would have on the Spanish people and government. 
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THE UNFOLDING OF AN ULTIMATUM 

CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

Throughout the summer of 1803 Bonaparte had been 

absorbed with affairs in Central Europe and Britain, 

however, by mid-August the impasse with Spain had aroused 

his anger.  The war with England and the growing agitation 

of Austria and Russia, forced Bonaparte to determine 

Spain’s reliability.  Pouring over the information from 

Beurnonville, the First Consul was furious with Godoy and 

his policy toward France.  Spain was firmly under his 

control and he was clearly implementing a policy 

independent of France.155  Spain had allowed the British to 

seize French ships but more important, Charles IV had begun 

preparing his army for action, presumably against France.  

Outraged, he exclaimed they had, “the impertinence to dare 

to arm 100,000 militia, who would evidently not fight the 

British fleet.”  Twelve regiments of militia were being 

formed in Castile and another 8,000 men were concentrating 

at Burgos.  These were threats Bonaparte could not ignore.  

Beurnonville was also reprimanded because Spain had 

apparently been arming for six months and the First Consul 

had just been informed.   

Talleyrand was instructed to order his agents in Spain 

including, Charles Godefroy Redon de Belleville, the 

commissioner of commerce at Madrid, Pierre Thomas Leroy, 

the commissioner of commerce at Cadiz, and Beurnonville to 
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collect information on the dispositions of the Spanish 

army.156  Next, he demanded that Charles IV countermand the 

order to raise 100,000 militia, “whose only goal can be a 

coalition against France.”  Therefore, those troops already 

concentrated were to be sent to Gibraltar and La Coruña.157   

Bonaparte ordered Beurnonville to denounce Azara and 

make the following statement.  “The First Consul has 

ordered me to inform Your Excellency of all the outrages 

Spain has made against France over the last four months . . 

. They are, without doubt, the calculated actions of 

perfidious men, whose insatiable appetite for gold have 

sold out the interests of their country to England.”  Using 

this as justification, Bonaparte demanded Spain pay three 

million francs in restitution for French ships lost at 

Algeciras.  In addition, the officer who refused to 

activate his battery to protect French ships was to be 

tried by a military tribunal and the Governor of Cadiz was 

to be deposed for raising the militia and arresting 

Frenchmen.  Otherwise, Spain would face “a nation who had 

the forces to avenge the outrages made to its flag and its 

blood.”158   

Bonaparte’s demands went even further.  Beurnonville 

was to wait two days after the arrival of Bonaparte’s 

demands and then deliver them to Godoy in the form of an 

ultimatum.  Spain was to begin paying the subsidies, not in 

letters of exchange but in hard currency, delivered at 
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Bayonne.  An embargo was to be placed on all British ships 

and Spain would arm between fifteen and twenty vessels.  

Finally, Spain would attack Portugal and Gibraltar 

simultaneously.  If Godoy refused, Beurnonville would 

demand an audience with the King, giving him five days to 

make his decision and then to retire from the capital.  If 

the Spanish continued to refuse France’s ultimatum, 20,000 

French troops would invade Navarre while 15,000 entered 

Catalonia.159

Bonaparte had already taken steps to implement his 

threat.  He followed Bernonville’s earlier suggestions and 

authorized Berthier to reinforce the 6500 men at Bayonne.  

In August six squadrons of light cavalry, a regiment of 

cavalry, three battalions of infantry, and twenty-four 

artillery pieces were en route to Bayonne.160  It was a clear 

message Spain could not ignore. 

Bonaparte’s language was the clarion call for war, but 

after two days his anger dissipated and he modified his 

policy.  Spain was given three options.  First, Spain could 

declare war on England; second, they could pay the subsidy 

in a manner outlined in the previous dispatch; third, they 

could go to war against France.  If Charles IV agreed to 

join France, Bonaparte planned to dispatch two corps of 

16,000 men each to conduct joint operations with the 

Spanish army against Portugal.161   
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Talleyrand believed the second option was in France’s 

best interest and subtly opposed the military options.  He 

informed Beurnonville that the question of subsidies was a 

primary interest and a system of Spanish payments could 

replace other obligations.  Bonaparte, he wrote, viewed the 

Spanish weakness as a direct affront to France so he 

encouraged immediate rearmament.  Beurnonville was to 

demand immediate action.  “If Spain is France’s ally then 

it will have to punish England for its offenses?”162

Talleyrand clarified Bonaparte’s orders and instructed 

Beurnonville to obtain a payment of eighty million francs 

for the year 1803 followed by a subsidy of seventy-two 

million francs starting in 1804.  France’s second demand 

was to expel Frere and embargo all English goods.  To 

bolster his ambassador’s mission, Talleyrand informed 

Beurnonville that 80,000 men would be sent to ensure the 

success of his mission. The tone of Talleyrand’s dispatch 

left no leeway for deviation and Bonaparte expected his 

soldier-diplomat, Beurnonville, to carry out his 

instructions.163   

Talleyrand wrote to Bonaparte three days later 

indicating that France would have its answer in seventeen 

to eighteen days.  Based on Beurnonville’s advice, he fully 

believed “only a deranged human being, Godoy, could think 

to resist this.”164   
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Beurnonville was ready to confront Godoy.  He had 

become increasingly frustrated with the Prince’s deceptive 

conduct and the arrival of the ultimatum aggravated their 

state of affairs.  His situation intensified when Cevallos 

sent Beurnonville a letter provisionally rejecting the aid 

promised in their treaty of alliance.  Beurnonville 

responded by accusing the Spanish minister of distorting 

Godoy’s formal promises of reparations for French vessels.  

Beurnonville insisted, “everything seemed to be duplicitous 

with sinister plans covered by thick veils.”165  The Spanish 

court’s actions reinforced Beurnonville’s conviction that 

force was a necessity.  “Spain would accede to all the 

demands if they were supported by a great show of force, 

because Spain is incapable of acting freely for its ally as 

a result of their fatal preference for England.”  

Beurnonville believed this state of affairs would change 

with the approach of France’s armies.166  Assessing Spain’s 

forces, Beurnonville placed the Spanish army at 107,000 

infantry, 16,000 cavalry and 6,800 guardsmen.167  However, 

upon further investigation he learned their real strength 

was between 60,000 and 70,000 men.  Army leadership 

included a cadre of 536 officers but Beurnonville had only 

contempt for them.  He was incredulous this force had 
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failed to produce an effective defensive system.  He 

complained, “what a defense for a state!  The stupidity of 

so many will expose Spain to great perils.”  Although an 

ordinance had been passed in 1802 to increase the army to 

170,000 men, Beurnonville doubted its implementation.168  

Beurnonville also assessed Spain’s inability to 

procure supplies for the Spanish army and the possible 

effect this would have on French operations in the Iberian 

Peninsula.  He concluded this factor would limit Spanish 

efforts to increase the army’s size.  Moreover, an army 

invading Portugal would be unable to forage and would be 

forced to carry enormous quantities of food to operate 

effectively.  As a result, any operation would be of 

limited duration.169  However, Bonaparte drew other 

conclusions from his ambassador’s assessment.  The weakness 

of the Spanish army was directly related to the Spanish 

government so the First Consul’s attitude toward Spain 

reflected his ambassador’s disdain for this reluctant ally 

and potential foe. 

Bonaparte’s second ultimatum arrived shortly after 

Buernonville’s report bearing the added weight of Spain’s 

inability to face a French offensive.  It immediately 

altered the diplomatic sparring which characterized the 

relationship between Beurnonville and Godoy and allowed the 

French ambassador to release his pent frustration.  On 30 

August 1803, Beurnonville put the question of Spain’s 
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loyalty to the test.  The First Consul, he stated, refused 

to believe Charles IV had sanctioned the provocations, 

outrages and other aggressive measures against France.  

Therefore, his Catholic Majesty was honor bound to repress 

and denounce the sources working against France.170  Seeing 

enemies throughout Spain, Beurnonville declared, “in all of 

the Spanish King’s states, friendship has been ceded, as 

witnessed by strange insinuations and enemies.  All of the 

natural bonds, those of the alliance which should be 

fortified, were broken and his Catholic Majesty has decided 

to put war in its place.”  The tone of Beurnonville’s 

address matched Bonaparte’s demands and was a clear assault 

upon Spanish sovereignty.  He summarized French grievances 

and accused Spain of aiding the enemy.  “We are in a state 

of war, England versus all of the other maritime powers of 

Europe, yet Englishmen are welcomed in Spain.  One has 

deceived the Spanish King as to what this insult is doing 

to France.”  He accused Spain of being the only power to 

ignore the English threat.  Behind Beurnonville’s 

complaints was the implication Godoy was the source of all 

evil.171

Beurnonville’s verbal attack on Godoy set the stage 

for France’s ultimatum.  Faithful to Bonaparte’s 

instructions, Beurnonville delivered all of France’s 

demands with only a few modifications.  The timetable for 

Spain was 7 September 1803, eight days after the delivery 

of Beurnonville’s note.  He informed Godoy that together, 

France and Spain could achieve the destruction of their 
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“eternal rival.”  The alternative would be a war between 

France and Spain, whose outcome Godoy could have little 

doubt.172

The Prince’s immediate response was typically evasive 

and in fact did not even address the ultimatum.173  Three 

days after they met, Beurnonville was still ignorant of 

Spain’s intentions, which he ascribed to the Spanish 

court’s “incredible indolence.”  Beurnonville, pessimistic 

about a successful meeting with the Spanish court, prepared 

for his departure.  Finally, Charles IV responded but his 

message did little to satisfy French demands.  The King 

disclosed Spain’s inability to meet the subsidy demands.  

Charles claimed Spain could field six men-of-war but this 

would place his country in the position of a belligerent, 

possibly leading to revolt in his country.  The Spanish 

people required flour imported from America and from North 

Africa and the King believed a war with England would 

dangerously threaten this lifeline and “expose Spain to the 

horrors of famine.”  Charles IV’s response was a soul-

searching examination of the inherent weakness of his 

country.  However, his words were lost upon the French 

ambassador, who was only focused on achieving his mission.  

Beurnonville described the King’s written response as a 

document rife with “timidity, embarrassment, weakness, and 

lacking frankness.”  He decided to wait for a more 

satisfactory answer.174  
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Beurnonville did not view Talleyrand’s directive as 

mere saber rattling.  He was fully prepared to execute his 

mission and break all diplomatic communications with Spain.  

Godoy knew this and attempted to stall by asking 

Beurnonville to resubmit French demands in writing.  The 

French ambassador responded, “that he could not enter into 

more detail.”  Moreover, it would be impossible to wait 

more than five days for a response, which the King had 

requested.  Beurnonville reasoned, “The terms were more 

than sufficient to obtain a satisfactory response.”  As a 

result, an angry and frustrated Beurnonville departed 

Madrid, marking a dangerous break with Spain.175   

Bonaparte’s plans in the Iberian Peninsula 

necessitated a man of Beurnonville’s stern character.  

Spain was trapped between two belligerents so neutrality 

was the best option for survival.  However, it was against 

French interests; hence, Charles IV’s government had to be 

brought into France’s camp.  In a display of diplomatic and 

military power, Bonaparte, through his foreign minister and 

ambassador, was insistent on Spain’s submission to French 

policy.  Beurnonville’s treatment of Spain during the 

delivery of the ultimatum sheds enormous light on the 

manner in which Bonaparte’s policy was conducted throughout 

the era of his rule.   
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SPAIN STALLS FOR TIME 

CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 

Beurnonville had followed the text of his orders and 

left the Spanish court but he had not quit Spain.  

According to Talleyrand’s instructions France would invade 

Spain if Charles IV refused to comply with Bonaparte’s 

demands.  Yet, to his chagrin, he would find out Bonaparte 

was attempting to bluff the Spanish King, while he had been 

kept uninformed.  Because he had withdrawn from the court 

and France refused to act, Beurnonville soon found himself 

in virtual isolation.176  It was a maddening situation for a 

man of action and all he could do was control his anger 

toward Godoy.  

In the first week of September, hostilities between 

France and her reluctant ally continued to mount.  From 

Beurnonville’s perspective, the King must have been aware 

of the events that had transpired between himself and 

Godoy.  He speculated that the King and Queen were too 

ignorant to delve into the realm of international affairs 

and were content to hunt and enjoy the pleasures of the 

table.  For these reasons the Prince could “absolutely 

ignore” the satisfaction France demanded and Spanish 

foreign policy was under Godoy’s complete direction and 

Europe would rejoice if he were ousted.177   
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Beurnonville’s frustration mounted as he held to his 

belligerent course of action.  Angered that Charles IV was 

ignoring him, he proposed returning to Madrid and staging 

another diplomatic break, but this time in full view of the 

court and public opinion.  Afterward, Beurnonville planned 

to return to the Spanish countryside to prepare to move the 

archives and settle all his affairs.  This, he believed, 

was his only recourse to achieve Bonaparte’s policy.178

Beurnonville’s conduct at Madrid lacked any finesse 

and was pure power politics.  The French General conducted 

his diplomacy under the laws of war, with might making 

right.  He was oblivious to Spain’s plight or for that 

matter had little care.  Simultaneous, with Beurnonville’s 

lengthy diatribes and ultimatum, famine broke out in 

Madrid.  Witnesses reported an acute shortage of bread, 

leaving the streets “infested by robbers.”179

However, Bonaparte exhibited the same behavior as his 

ambassador.  On 7 September, the same day Beurnonville 

penned his suggestion for another diplomatic crisis, 

Bonaparte unleashed a tirade against Azara, threatening to 

invade Spain with two armies.180  Azara, like Godoy and the 

Spanish court, refused to be intimidated.  With inadequate 

French troops on the border to carry out his threat, Azara 

would not surrender to Bonaparte’s demands.   

In the days that followed, Beurnonville’s compilation 

of new grievances arrived in Paris and Bonaparte ordered 
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Talleyrand to make a list of all Spain’s hostile actions.  

He was furious that Beurnonville had failed to gain any 

concessions from the King in his last audience.181  However, 

neither Bonaparte nor Talleyrand had been more successful 

with Azara and neither man seemed sure of their next step.  

Trusting in the wisdom of his ambassador, Talleyrand wrote 

Beurnonville, “You have fulfilled the instructions I have 

given you.  You have developed them with precision and 

detail.”  Talleyrand essentially adopted Beurnonville’s 

suggestion and repeated France’s demands.  If Godoy or 

Cevallos failed to give immediate satisfaction, he was 

instructed to ask for an audience with the King, whom 

Talleyrand believed was ignorant of the true state of 

affairs.  Beurnonville’s next few dispatches would 

determine the final decision of the First Consul in the 

Spanish affair.182   

As the situation grew more intense, with Bonaparte, 

Beurnonville and Talleyrand fuming, Frere misplayed his 

hand, based on false information and perceived Spanish 

actions.  Claiming Charles IV had sanctioned the passage of 

French marines and artillerymen to reinforce their fleet at 

Ferrol, he warned Godoy the British government would not 

remain idle. “I must protest, in the most formal manner, 

against such a flagrant breach of the neutrality of Spain.”  

Frere found this situation particularly galling because a 

British fleet had recently allowed a French prize to escape 

into a Spanish port, not wishing to violate Spain’s status.  
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Now, he added, the very same ship would receive aid from 

France, put to sea, and attack the British navy.  He ended 

the letter with a warning for the Spanish government. 

 

His Majesty has already proved to the whole 
world, by a moderation unexampled, the high price 
which he attaches to this system, and which he 
will continue to attach to it, as long as he 
shall see any hope of a reciprocal disposition on 
the part of Spain; but I dare not believe that he 
will see with indifference a conduct so little 
conformable to his own, or that he can 
acknowledge the neutrality of that power, whose 
ports will become, not the asylum, but the dock 
yards and the arsenals of his enemy. 

 

Frere’s strong language was based on a misreading of 

Cevallos’ meeting with Beurnonville.  The British 

ambassador, listening to rumors, backed the Spanish 

government into a corner while it was in the midst of an 

extremely tense situation.183

 The British warning and Spain’s frustration with 

France did induce Godoy to advance pro-British interests 

momentarily.  Rumor throughout Madrid spoke of France’s 

insolent demands, while England’s warm treatment of Spanish 

ships and generous loans made it difficult for the Spanish 

government to accept the French ultimatum.184

Although Godoy was only making a gesture to continue 

stalling France, Cevallos finally met with Beurnonville to 

discuss the mobilization of the Royal squadron.  He claimed 

it could only proceed after all French vessels docked in 
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Spanish ports were provisioned and repaired.  It was a 

shrewd ruse but provided only momentary satisfaction.  

Spain hoped to delay any military preparations that might 

antagonize Britain while it appeased France.  Beurnonville 

accepted Cevallos’ explanation as necessary for the Spanish 

considering the immediate threat to French ships.185

Beurnonville’s diplomatic acumen was often influenced 

by his temper, but he carefully studied events transpiring 

in Spain.  The press avidly reported on the levy of one 

hundred thousand men and the Spanish nation seemed to be 

preparing for war.  Beurnonville added that at least a 

third of the numberS were earmarked for the navy.  

Information from the Portuguese front, via General Lannes, 

warned that Spain’s Iberian neighbor was beginning to take 

similar measures.  Ever fearful, Beurnonville saw the 

possibility of the Portuguese and Spanish “selling out” to 

England and becoming part of a new coalition.  Frere, he 

claimed, was the mastermind and Beurnonville was convinced 

he recently had met Godoy to work out the details of a 

joint economic policy in the event a secret accord was 

signed.  Underlining this threat was a recent meeting Godoy 

had with the combined representatives of Austria, England 

and Russia.186  Beurnonville also discovered Godoy’s ploy to 

build a league of armed neutrality of the north, which for 

all purposes, was dead.187
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Although the Spanish government appeared cautious or 

even hostile to the French, Beurnonville was encouraged by 

sentiments in the streets of Madrid, where the “murmur” 

against war was spreading.  Rumors placed the French army 

massing in the Pyrenees at 30,000 men.  The Spanish people 

were alarmed and willing to pay any price rather than face 

an invasion.188  Placards were erected at night addressed to 

Godoy, calling for his blood.  When the Prince left for 

Saint Ildefonso, the crowds turned out along his route and 

shouted “peace and bread.”  So the Spanish court risked not 

only the ire of the world’s foremost military power but 

also the terror of an enraged populace.  The Prince doubled 

his guard and the Spanish cabinet made a token gesture by 

promptly retracting an injunction against French naval 

forces in Spanish ports.  Spanish opinion, according to 

Beurnonville, believed it necessary for the country to 

embark on a war with England and he hoped the government 

would accept their judgment.189

Rumors of alliances and threats of war placed 

Beurnonville and Frere in the thick of the controversy at 

the Spanish court.  The French ambassador took note of 

Godoy’s flurry of activity.  He met with the Portuguese 

minister and soon a courier was dispatched to Lisbon.  

Meanwhile, Frere had followed suit and sent a messenger to 

London.  Beurnonville conjectured that they were responding 

to the latest round of French-Spanish discussions, and the 

constant talk of war with England was leading Frere to 
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prepare for his departure from Spain, a sign Beurnonville 

relished.190

Despite the encouraging news, 17 September passed and 

the Spanish government had done little to satisfy French 

demands.  Bonaparte was faced with a serious dilemma.  To 

reinforce his demands, he had replaced the unknown General 

Claude Cara Saint Cyr, commanding the armed camp of 15,000 

men at Bayonne, with one of the most distinguished generals 

of the revolutionary armies, General Pierre-François-

Charles Augereau.  Nevertheless, Spain refused to balk.  

With such a limited concentration of men and supplies, it 

was obvious Augereau could not march on Madrid.  Godoy knew 

this, as did Bonaparte.  The First Consul modified his 

tactics.  Accordingly, Talleyrand penned a letter to Azara 

requesting a declaration of friendship from Charles IV.  

Such an innocuous request would only be a gesture, but his 

next appeal would cause serious repercussions with England.  

Talleyrand sought passage of French troops through Spain to 

reinforce Admiral Jacques Bedout’s squadron at La Coruna.191   

Talleyrand shrewdly hoped that such a minor event 

would be misconstrued by England.  Spain resisted such 

action that could be viewed as a Franco-Spanish operation, 

but then Godoy still faced the dilemma of French ships 

harbored within Spain’s ports.  Denying these forces 

sustenance from France could be taken as a casus belli for 

an already beligerent Bonaparte.  To grant Talleyrand’s 

request, in the tense atmosphere of war, could induce 

England to misjudge the situation.  Frere had already 
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confronted Cevallos on such a situation, based solely on 

rumors.   

Bonaparte was unwilling to adopt the more conciliatory 

tenor of his Foreign Minister.  Frustrated by Spain’s 

evasions, Bonaparte finally penned a letter directly to 

Charles IV.  He urged the King to open his eyes to the 

disasters he faced because of Godoy’s support of England.  

Bonaparte condemned the Prince declaring he wanted to rule 

Spain himself.  His accusations went even further.  He 

blamed Godoy for the impasse and claimed the Prince was 

ready to flee Spain at a moments notice and take his ill-

gotten treasure with him to London.  Bonaparte urged 

Charles IV to “recognize his sincerity and friendship. . . 

and to remove a man who, by his actions, would seize all 

royal power, and who, conserves in his blood the baseless 

passion of his character. . . He only exists for his own 

vices and will always be governed by his thirst for gold 

alone.”192  Although Bonaparte had ventured into Godoy’s 

relationship to the Spanish monarchy, it did little to 

alter the King and Queen’s respect for the Prince.  

Nevertheless, the First Consul’s letter was a clear 

indication he would always maintain a wary policy toward 

Spain as long as Godoy dominated the Spanish government.   

While the First Consul and Talleyrand played out a new 

diplomatic strategy, Spain continued the buildup of its 

army and Beurnonville recorded its status.  He noted a lack 

of coordination and only credited the reinforced fortresses 

of Valladolid and Figuieres in Old Castile as serious 

obstacles to Spain’s defeat.  He also warned the French 
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minister of war to recognize the logistical difficulties in 

maintaining an army in Spain.193   

During September 1803, the risks of diplomatic 

competition began to exact a price from all the powers.  

Beurnonville had read Spanish public opinion correctly and 

by September 19, Cevallos was forced to make a counter 

offer.  Although the Spanish foreign minister had endorsed 

Godoy’s stubborn refusal to meet the treaty obligations, he 

tactically tried to shift the blame for Spain’s delays on 

members of the Spanish court.  These men, he bombastically 

claimed, had decided to ignore French demands or consider 

her grievances.  The ministers of his Catholic Majesty, he 

claimed, failed to adopt a course of action that would 

support their ally in a war with England.  These ministers 

had made the further mistake of strengthening the army 

rather than its navy.  There policy of neglect had been 

conducted “as if France were the enemy and England, Spain’s 

best friend.”194   

Cevallos then blamed Godoy’s vacillating policy for 

antagonizing France.  The First Consul regarded Spain’s 

evasive responses to forthright questions as the work of 

Godoy’s agents.  He was convinced the Prince controlled 

governors, officers and civil agents, who blindly accepted 

his orders and willingly carried out actions harmful and 

offensive to France.  Regarding Portugal, Cevallos believed 

the Prince was prepared to abandon Charles IV’s interests 

as well as the French vessels currently in Spain.  Cevallos 
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even accused Godoy of plotting against France.  “Moreover, 

a French convoy was to be delivered by the Prince’s agents 

to the British.”  In summary, Cevallos blamed the whole 

impasse on the Prince’s “fatal ascendancy.”195

Cevallos sought to remedy the situation and promised 

Beurnonville he would unite command of the navy and army 

under one commander while relaxing restrictions on French 

vessels in Spanish ports.  Furthermore, Spain would suspend 

recruitment of soldiers for the army.  Cevallos believed it 

would be utterly contemptible and scandalous for his 

country to betray its ally and become a satellite of 

England.  Cevallos’ deception was very clever for not one 

demand had been met, although he appeared sympathetic to 

French interests.196    

The Spanish foreign minister desperately sought to 

placate an aroused France.  He argued Charles IV would see 

beyond the actions of his favorite and fulfill his 

country’s obligations in the Treaty of Ildefonso.  He asked 

Bonaparte not to break faith between their two countries by 

invading and urged him to restrain the French army until 

Charles IV was ready to grant them permission to enter in 

an inoffensive manner.  Cevallos claimed an incursion by 

French troops into Spain would undermine his efforts.197

Back in Paris, Azara had not immediately responded to 

Talleyrand’s last letter.  The First Consul’s patience was 

nearing its end so the Foreign Minister adopted a plan to 

use two diplomatic offenses against the intransigent 
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Spanish government.  Beurnonville would continue to pursue 

French policies but without flexibility.  He was to gain 

another audience with Charles IV but only reiterate minor 

French demands.  Spain would remove the governors of Cadiz 

and Malaga then punish the commandant of Algeciras.  The 

merchants of Marseille, whose ships had fallen to the 

British at Algeciras, were to be reimbursed to the value of 

three million francs and French vessels were to be allowed 

anchorage in Spanish ports.  Talleyrand said nothing 

regarding France’s two most pressing demands, the subsidy 

and arming of Spanish ships-of-the-line.  In keeping with 

Beurnonville’s aggressive role, he was to blame Spain for 

the disruption in their alliance.  Beurnonville did not 

question why Talleyrand had only instructed him to press 

for these minor provisions but he was about to find out.198   

Talleyrand was an astute diplomat, as he was about to 

demonstrate.  With Beurnonville pressuring the Spanish 

government, the crafty French minister tried to secure 

Spanish aid through his Legation Secretary at Lisbon, 

François Antoine Herman.  Herman was instructed to renew an 

attempt to secure peace through other means.  In 1801, he 

entered Bonaparte’s service as a diplomat.  Talleyrand had 

tested his loyalties in a mission to Lisbon, where he 

achieved the expulsion of the Anglophile minister Joao 

d’Almeida.  According to the French Foreign Minister he had 
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demonstrated a measure of intelligence and firmness and 

could be trusted.200

Herman’s mission was to arrive in Madrid unannounced, 

have an audience with the Prince immediately to gain 

surprise, and present a revised ultimatum of six points to 

Godoy.  The first five were reparations for afore mentioned 

Spanish actions regarding French vessels.  The last demand 

was a subsidy.  Spain would pay six million francs each 

month.  Godoy would be given eight days to execute the 

alliance.  If the Spanish government was evasive, Herman 

was to withdraw from Spain.201  Here was yet another attempt 

on France’s part to avoid a rebuff and a breach with Spain.  

At the very least, Talleyrand hoped Herman’s mission could 

reestablish communications so the two powers could begin a 

productive dialogue.   

Talleyrand informed Beurnonville that Herman would be 

arriving, but did not mention he would carry out the new 

round of negotiations.  If the Prince of Peace, he wrote, 

opened his eyes to the crisis before him, then Herman was 

authorized to conclude a convention immediately.  The First 

Consul, he wrote, would gratefully replace anger with 

friendship and mutual aid.  Beurnonville was to await 

Herman’s arrival and be prepared for any intransigence from 

the Prince.  If Godoy refused to negotiate then the French 

ambassador was to return to Cevallos, present him with 

France’s demands and declare his refusal to treat with 
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Godoy.  As a last resort, Beurnonville would meet the King 

and present him with the First Consul’s letter, calling for 

the punishment of Godoy’s agents, who had insulted the 

French nation.   

Talleyrand was prepared for the typical Spanish 

lassitude.  If Charles IV did not respond after three days, 

Beurnonville was to request another audience.  He would 

state that the First Consul was not anxious to meddle in 

internal affairs of another nation, but he would be 

attentive to any matters that threatened the interest of 

France.  If Godoy’s influence was not eliminated, French 

troops would invade Spain to protect its ships at Ferrol, 

La Coruna and Cadiz.202

 Talleyrand was well aware of Queen Marie-Louise’ 

relationship with Godoy, so he ordered Beurnonville to shun 

any contact with her.  But if she demanded an audience with 

him, Beurnonville was to inform her that France had 

determined its course of action and the First Consul wanted 

to enlighten Charles IV of her relationship with Godoy.  In 

addition, Talleyrand would not be satisfied with simply 

disgracing the Prince with resignation; he wanted Godoy 

exiled.  This was an extraordinary order, considering 

Talleyrand’s promise to stay out of Spanish affairs.  The 

Queen’s liaison with Godoy was a well-known rumor, which 

for some inexplicable reason had not reached Charles IV.  
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So if Talleyrand’s threats of invasion were ignored, he was 

willing to employ blackmail to achieve his goals.203   

Talleyrand believed Herman’s mission, arguably the 

last before France embarked on war, was indispensable to 

maintaining the honor of both courts.  If, during the 

negotiations, Beurnonville learned that Spanish troops were 

marching toward the French frontier, he was to notify 

General Augereau, who would invade.  Talleyrand’s letter 

left no room for doubt; Beurnonville was to pursue French 

goals even if it led to war.204   

Herman left Paris on 24 September and after braving 

torrid rainstorms and miserable roads, slipped into Madrid 

on 2 October.  It was not until 3:00 the next afternoon 

that he arrived in l’Escorial and took up residence with 

the Dutch ambassador.  He immediately requested an audience 

with Godoy.205

However, during the interval between Herman’s 

departure from Paris and his arrival at the Escorial, major 

changes had occurred threatening the success of his 

mission.  Although Beurnonville had become disillusioned 

with any prospects of a breakthrough, French pressure had 

begun to effect Godoy’s policies.  The Prince met with 

Frere and informed him that as generalissimo of the army, 

he had to ask the King for permission “to fall on his 

sword;” however, his duties as a statesman overruled such 

an honorable death.  Seeing no escape from Spain’s 

predicament, Godoy queried Frere, “What can England do for 
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us?  You could send an army of 20,000 men but what would 

they accomplish?”  He then tried to convince Frere to leave 

for Lisbon, using poor health as his excuse.  Failing in 

that suggestion, he proposed a fictional war with England.  

To which the British ambassador refused and threatened an 

immediate assault on Spain’s colonial empire.  Godoy 

erupted, “that would mean sacrificing the colonies for the 

homeland,” which would in turn cause riots in Madrid 

directed against himself.206   

Frere, working with the Portuguese ambassador, Ribeiro 

Freire, tried to reassure Godoy that the natural bastion of 

the Pyrenees and an Anglo-Spanish-Portuguese army of 

80,000-100,000 men, was sufficient to hold off a French 

offensive.  He also promised English forces would distract 

France with an invasion of Holland or in the Southwest of 

France to cut off the French army’s line of 

communication.207   

Godoy was momentarily encouraged by their entreaties.  

He authorized Frere to write to his government an assurance 

Spain would resist the passage of French forces through its 

territory.  Godoy added that all powers needed to ensure 

the reestablishment of the monarchy in France.  And in a 

last bit of bravado proclaimed, never before had the 

British nation been so popular with the common people and 

monarchy.208  Beurnonville was well aware of Anglo-

Portuguese cooperation as well as Godoy’s continuing 
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intrigues against France.  Although he was unsure of their 

exact course of action, he was able to report their 

numerous diplomatic meetings in Madrid.  He was correct in 

his suspicions that Godoy was biding his time to avoid 

Madrid’s inhabitants and a confrontation with 

Beurnonville.209  

In the waning days of September the situation between 

France and Spain grew even tenser.  Despite Godoy’s last 

profession of loyalty, England was preparing for any 

possible eventuality.  While Frere was organizing the 

commerce of his country in the event of a war, the Spanish 

ambassador in London was acting in a similar manner.  In 

Madrid, representatives of the Russian, English, Portuguese 

and Austrian courts were constantly meeting.  Beurnonville 

took note of the particularly active communications between 

the Russian and English ministers at Madrid and their 

counterparts in Lisbon.210

Beurnonville was delighted with the increasing tension 

at court and welcomed a possible confrontation.  He wrote 

to Talleyrand, “I am flattered my principles and personal 

character are so in common with the First Consul, for 

without any apologies I put myself with confidence at the 

bottom of this crisis.”211  However, his staunch advocacy of 

the First Consul’s initial policy left him unable to 
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foresee how changing circumstances and events could 

precipitate a new course of direction.   

It had been nineteen days since Beurnonville broke off 

contact with the Spanish court on 3 September, and Spain 

had maintained its territorial integrity and did not 

suffered a French invasion.  To Beurnonville and Bonaparte, 

the potency of the French ultimatum seemed to be losing its 

strength.  Moreover, in considering the cost of such a 

campaign, it revealed the difficulty of actual 

implementation.  Consumed with plans for an invasion of 

England and facing a growing threat in central Europe, 

Bonaparte could hardly afford another military venture.212

Since Beurnonville lacked the vision to comprehend all 

of France’s international interests at once, he urged the 

First Consul to pursue an aggressive course of action.  He 

believed opinion in Spain ran in two courses; first, the 

court would adhere to all French demands, while the second 

argued Spain would defend her independence, despite French 

impatience.  Public demonstrations led Beurnonville to 

conclude it was possible for the “spirit of regeneration” 

to seize all classes in Spain if French troops invaded, 

exhibiting discipline and an example of moderation.  This 

would reveal the error of Spain’s actions and provide a 

guiding light to future relations with France, meaning the 

people would be sufficiently subdued.  Spain, he declared, 
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was a nation equally brave, energetic and docile and would 

be impressed with France’s equity and power.  Beurnonville 

further asserted the mass of people would see in France a 

savior from the degrading enemies of their government.213  

It was a remarkable assessment considering Bonaparte’s 

decision to invade Spain in 1808 and reform the Spanish 

nation.214

The French ambassador did reveal a possible caveat in 

a French invasion, a foreshadowing of Murat’s problems 

during the riots of the “Dos de Mayo” and ultimately in the 

rise of the guerrillas.215  If the Spanish people perceived 

French action as a threat to their political independence 

or sought to usurp control of their land, then he foresaw 

resistance that would weaken France’s power throughout 

Europe.  Therefore, if General Augereau invaded Spain, 

Beurnonville cautioned it should be preceded by a 

proclamation to avert an uprising of the people.  

Nevertheless, Beurnonville emphatically wrote France must 

remain firm and just.  The French government could dominate 

Spain, he claimed, because “the debris of a monstrous 

assembly of ignorance and corruption governed Spain.”216
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Beurnonville’s concern regarding the reaction to a 

French invasion was quickly overshadowed by a preliminary 

break in the diplomatic impasse.  As he was penning his 

letter to Talleyrand, Azara renewed negotiations in Paris 

to determine if France was still willing to substitute a 

monetary payment in lieu of military aid.  Talleyrand was 

doubtful of Spain’s sincerity, and, ever suspicious, was 

too skilled and refined a negotiator to allow Godoy to 

seize the diplomatic initiative and continue eluding a 

direct response to France’s demands.  He instructed 

Beurnonville to maintain his course and pursue the object 

of the First Consul’s foreign policy “neither delaying nor 

modifying the execution of his orders.”217

France’s tenacity and stubbornness in negotiating 

seemed to produce results shortly after Talleyrand’s firm 

letter to Beurnonville.  Bonaparte had employed an 

experienced agent, Lucien Serra, close to Godoy, who 

continually discredited England’s policy while supporting 

French initiatives.  After a meeting with the Prince, Serra 

confirmed the veracity of Azara’s meeting in Paris.  Godoy 

had admitted the possibility that Spain would accept French 

demands of a subsidy.  Bypassing Beurnonville, Godoy feared 

Azara would conclude an indeterminate arrangement entirely 

in accord with the First Consul’s wishes.  The Prince 

justified his action on the basis of his personal 

patriotism, love for his King and the mortal danger Spain 

would face if it resisted.218  
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Godoy felt acute bitterness and jealousy toward Azara.  

He was furious Bonaparte held Azara in such high esteem and 

gave him the leading role in negotiations; it was a mantra 

protecting him from the Prince’s wrath.  Serra related the 

exact text of Godoy’s words to Beurnonville, “I have given 

to both France and my country, in a manner that everyone 

could see, the greatest proof of my devotion to my country.  

But now our interests are placed in the hands of Azara, my 

greatest enemy.  Azara does not love the King, or his 

government.  He detests me and believes I must hate him 

also.”219   

Godoy was not content to simply let Azara steal the 

glory of negotiating the end of the crisis.  He broke his 

silence and renewed correspondence with Beurnonville; 

however, much animosity had built up between the two men.  

The Prince confided to him that his last message to Azara 

had been to inform Bonaparte of the Spanish King’s policy, 

which was to provide France with subsidies rather than 

declare war on Britain.  Regarding Portugal, the Spanish 

preferred to maintain their neutrality.   

Beurnonville, who was furious reading Godoy’s last 

correspondence, described it as “vague, muddled, and. . . 

hardly satisfying, given the last twenty-nine days of 

silence.”  Armed with Talleyrand’s last orders to remain 

firm, he saw no need to give the Prince any flexibility.  

He told Godoy his proposition was unacceptable and 

injurious to France.220  The First Consul would not haggle 
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over his policy and continued attempts to do so would be 

hazardous to his and Spain’s health.  France was willing to 

resort to arms if the Spanish government delayed its 

response.  Moreover, Beurnonville claimed General Augereau 

could barely contain the impetuosity of his troops who 

would begin to conquer the Iberian Peninsula the same day 

he received orders.221   

Although Godoy seemed to be capitulating, Beurnonville 

was skeptical of his evanescent promises to secure a 

lasting alliance between their two countries.  Once again, 

he urged Bonaparte to seize the Spanish throne because the 

government could not be trusted to maintain a close 

relationship with France.  The time was also fortuitous for 

such action because the Spanish ministers had increased the 

gulf between the people and their government.  It was a 

void he believed only the First Consul could bridge with an 

economic and political federation between the two powers.  

To support his assertions, Beurnonville generated a list 

and brief sketch of the Spanish ministers including their 

sentiments toward France.  He only found Cevallos firmly in 

the French camp.222

When Beurnonville returned to Madrid he met with 

Cevallos to ensure French interests.  He asked why French 

vessels were still facing strict quarantine while the 

British moved about unmolested.  Chastising Cevallos, he 

angrily exclaimed, “Our ships receive neither protection 

nor equipment and are treated harshly.  Even the hospitals 
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are not open to our sick.”223  Yet, there was a positive 

aspect to the meeting between Beurnonville and Cevallos;  

whereas silence had been prevalent before, now there was 

dialogue.   

Beurnonville had faithfully executed the instructions 

of Bonaparte and Talleyrand and achieved notable success.  

Despite the promise of support by Frere and Ribeiro Freire, 

Godoy and Cevallos, revealed that Spain was on the verge of 

paying the subsidies that Bonaparte demanded.  However, it 

was actually the mission of Herman that marked a 

significant change in French diplomacy.  This new 

initiative meant Beurnonville’s hard line and aggressive 

personality had become a hindrance toward any rapprochement 

with the Spanish government.  He was still useful, as a 

threat to Godoy, but the next stage of negotiations 

required a man with more tact and subtlety.  Nevertheless, 

Beurnonville had created a lasting impression upon the 

First Consul’s attitude toward Spain.  Napoleon’s invasion 

of Spain in 1808 and subsequent events would vindicate his 

astute appraisal of the Spanish nation.   
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HERMAN’S MISSION 

CHAPTER 6 

 

 

 

Throughout the diplomatic crisis in Spain, Bonaparte 

was consumed with his plans for an assault on England.  The 

invasion flotilla would consist of 536 barges carrying 1400 

howitzers, 475 mortar boats, and 300 brigs armed with 600 

carronades.  This force would transport 115,000 men 

supported by the necessary horses and artillery.  Admiral 

Denis Decres was ordered to prepare this fleet with all 

haste.224  The vast scope of Bonaparte’s plan underscored 

France’s dire need of funds.  The French people rose to the 

challenge with departments paying between 300,000 to a 

million francs.  Allies were expected to share in the 

economic and material burden.  Bonaparte had already used 

heavy-handed tactics against the Dutch and would 

undoubtedly not permit the Spanish to shirk their portion 

of the financial burden.225

Herman’s mission to the Spanish court was designed to 

strike like a bolt of lightening out of the blue.  With no 

warning, he would descend on Godoy and demand Spanish 

acceptance of Bonaparte’s six demands.  If Beurnonville had 

remained completely isolated from the court, then Herman’s 

arrival would have been all the more surprising.  

Unfortunately, Talleyrand had failed to consider possible 
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changes that would alter circumstances in Spain, given the 

time lag of correspondence, and the necessity to modify 

Herman’s instructions.  Beurnonville’s recent 

correspondence with the Prince, while leading to some 

success, had undermined the tactical advantage of surprise.  

If anyone was shocked it was Beurnonville himself, who was 

completely misinformed as to Herman’s mission.  

Talleyrand’s mistake would now provide Godoy breathing 

space.  

Public opinion viewed Herman’s arrival as a clear 

indication the French government had lost faith in 

Beurnonville.  Therefore, he was blamed for Herman’s utter 

failure, but it was not his fault.  The French ambassador 

was on the verge of fulfilling his mission and reaping the 

reward for both France and his reputation, when Herman 

arrived and threatened to undermine his efforts over the 

last two months.  Simply from his background, Godoy could 

see Herman was a symbol of compromise, while Beurnonville 

represented Bonaparte’s intransigence and willingness to 

use violence.  Talleyrand could not have it both ways.  He 

should have either held to Beurnonville’s course or 

replaced him.  By doing neither, Godoy could easily 

introduce confusion in the French camp and exploit it.  It 

must have been a joyous occasion indeed for the Prince when 

Herman arrived not with a thunderclap but with a whimper!226

                                                 
226Elizabeth Holland, Journal of Lady Elizabeth Holland, 99.  
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Herman had performed a similar mission to pacify the 
situation in Lisbon after Lannes’ difficulties.  He had 
served as Consul-General in England for ten years during 
the ancien regime and married an Englishwoman.  During the 
Revolution he fought with the Royalists but after Bonaparte 
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Arriving in the Escorial, 3 October 1803, Herman 

immediately had an audience with Godoy and the two men 

entered into a lengthy discussion.  The Prince played upon 

the harsh treatment he had received at Beurnonville’s 

hands; at one point he cried out through his tears, “How is 

it possible that you would want to treat me thus?  One 

should not treat a man who is married to the niece of the 

King and who has rendered such service to his country in 

such a rough manner?”227  Continuing the discussion 

bitterly, he finally agreed to sign the six French 

conditions, however, he asked Herman for an opportunity to 

see the King first and obtain his consent.  Herman agreed 

and the two men made plans to resume talks the following 

day.   

For all intents and purposes, Godoy’s statement was a 

reasonable request.  Yet, it illustrated Talleyrand’s 

mistake.  Herman had no experience dealing with the Prince 

and was apt to treat him in good faith.  Beurnonville would 

have known Godoy had full authority to negotiate and forced 

him to sign the agreement.  The Prince turned this 

momentary reprieve to his full advantage.  At 4:00 in the 

morning he sent off a courier to Azara in Paris authorizing 

him to negotiate a treaty that “was in our interests and 

would conserve Spain’s neutral status, and to sign a treaty 

of subsidies.”228  While on the surface Godoy could claim 
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adherence to French demands, in reality this new trick was 

designed to completely undermine Herman’s mission and gain 

time.   

The next day Herman arrived at 4:00 in the afternoon 

and the conversation immediately grew heated.  The Prince 

claimed Azara had full powers to sign all French demands at 

Paris.  Seeing Godoy’s machinations first hand, Herman 

angrily accused the Prince of trying to dupe him.  With 

Cevallos in attendance, Godoy pretended to be outraged by 

this last accusation.  Finally, he agreed to concede only 

on the French demands that would not be an affront to 

England.  Charles IV would depose those officials who had 

allowed French ships to be seized.  But he repeated his 

mantra that Azara had been given full authority to 

negotiate all other points.  Herman then tried to broach a 

new subject, a commercial agreement between their two 

countries, but once again the Prince forestalled him by 

claiming he and General Beurnonville could settle those 

matters in a quarter of an hour.  Godoy closed their 

conversation with numerous compliments for the First 

Consul.229

While Godoy was undermining Herman’s mission, 

Beurnonville was seething with anger.  Herman returned to 

Madrid after his first meeting with Godoy, and received a 

severe reproach from Beurnonville.  The French ambassador 

had assumed Herman’s mission was only to reinforce his 

efforts but he finally realized that Herman was acting as a 
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direct emissary from Talleyrand and possessed full power to 

negotiate on all issues including a new commercial treaty.  

The day after Herman arrived, he sent off a confrontational 

letter questioning Talleyrand’s diplomatic strategy.  After 

working assiduously to defend his country’s rights, he 

claimed Talleyrand had usurped his power.  He numbered the 

dispatches from the French Foreign Minister, and asked 

whether he had fulfilled his mission?  He informed 

Talleyrand he would “place under his eyes” the text of his 

own orders; to explain the conduct he had followed as 

ambassador.  This would, Beurnonville believed, serve as 

the basis of his defense and raise questions about 

Talleyrand’s treatment of him.  He denounced the Foreign 

Minister and hoped the information would be shown to the 

First Consul “as proof of my devotion, of my zeal, and I 

dare say to him my resignation.”230

General Beurnonville then turned his resentment on 

Herman.  Initially, he described the new French 

plenipotentiary as a man of strong spirit, friendly, 

thoughtful and whose qualities engender success but later 

he referred to Herman as a “minister of the second order.”  

Yet he stood ready to render assistance if Herman’s mission 

was not designed to undermine his authority.  “I do not 

doubt Citizen Herman’s mission is imbued with the most 

sacred and respectable motives,” but Beurnonville viewed 

this new diplomatic initiative as an attack upon his 

character.231 
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Beurnonville’s frustration was certainly 

understandable; however, as his letter waxed on the 

shortcomings of his personality became obvious.  He 

believed Talleyrand was personally attacking him.  Trusting 

in the righteousness of his cause, Beurnonville had the 

audacity to quote Talleyrand’s own instructions, 

authorizing Herman to scrutinize his correspondence with 

the King and Cevallos, as an illustration of his new 

subordinate position.  

After this paragraph I evidently find myself the 
subordinate of my First Secretary of the embassy 
because I must not act unless it meets his standards.  
Therefore, it is necessary I behave in a manner he 
sees fit and not one for the good of my country, 
without my respect for the First Consul, without my 
affection for you, Citizen Minister.232   

 

Nevertheless, he declared his determination to lose neither 

courage nor obedience.   

Perhaps the most difficult aspect for Beurnonville to 

confront was watching his diplomatic triumph claimed by 

another.  “I do not want to diminish Herman’s zeal nor his 

talent for negotiation, but it is painful to see that at 

the moment of concluding these long negotiations, which 

only I have prepared, they are accorded to another.”  He 

highlighted the success of his personal diplomacy, 

emphasizing several points in his successful bid to appease 

the Spanish and fulfill the First Consul’s primary goals.  

“I have finally, by a most fortuitous coincidence and in 

accord with Bonaparte’s views, presented the Prince with 

the French demands and received the offer of fifty million 

francs, the highest sum yet promised.”  He claimed that he 
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had been forced to resort to unilateral policy decisions 

because of Talleyrand’s silence and failure to carry out 

the ultimatum.  He wrote, these factors “weighed heavily on 

a man accustomed to action.”233

The sheer length of Beurnonville’s letter revealed the 

ambassador’s anger and fear.  He repeated the same claim 

that Talleyrand had been indifferent while he had acted in 

accord with his instructions.  “Upon more extensive 

reflection, it has struck me that I have taken the most 

convenient and shortest course possible to achieve the 

First Consul’s goals.”  His orders were to impress upon 

Godoy the gravity of his situation.  Godoy had been 

effectively isolated and his powers depended solely on his 

relationship with the king and queen, who were in turn, 

totally dependent on French arms.  Believing he had 

successfully argued his case, Beurnonville noted his 

behavior did not merit any reproach.  France was close to 

profiting from the success he had obtained vis a vis the 

Prince of Peace.  The methods he used were rude but they 

were understandable and for the occasion the most useful.234

When Herman returned to the negotiations, Beurnonville 

renewed his assault on him in a second letter to 

Talleyrand.  He highlighted Herman’s zeal, calling it a 

“crime” for any negotiator, to act in a manner opposed to 

the spirit of his original instructions.  If Herman 

continued in this course Beurnonville announced he would 

travel to the Escorial and take over negotiations.235   
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Beurnonville could not accept the fact that he had 

become a secondary character in the drama unfolding between 

France and Spain.  His ardent conviction was that Herman 

had been relegated to his proper place, “M. Herman is under 

the influence of his natural leader.”236  Beurnonville’s 

language left little doubt he believed in the validity of 

his mission and Herman’s efforts to undermine his 

authority.  

Beurnonville and Talleyrand had been friends 

throughout the Revolutionary period but now the 

Ambassador’s letter was a direct challenge to his 

authority.  “What would be the effect of Herman’s mission,” 

he asked?  For Beurnonville it could only lead to a 

weakening of France’s resolve, thus he decided his position 

was to remain firm.  France must force Godoy to sign the 

political and commercial treaty, which Herman had very 

little understanding.  If the Prince of Peace refused, then 

Beurnonville sought to execute the First Consul’s order 

immediately.237  To these accusations Herman could only make 

a brief appeal to the Foreign Minister that Beurnonville be 

informed as to the nature of his mission.238  But it was too 

late. Beurnonville’s fury was complete and his lengthy 

letter had been to justify his efforts to usurp Herman’s 

mission.  On 8 October, Beurnonville replaced Herman in 

negotiations and again tried to intimidate Godoy by giving 

him a twenty-four hour ultimatum.  However, Godoy knew 
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Beurnonville’s time table was a ruse and asked him what set 

of stipulations should Spain honor, Herman’s or his?  

Moreover, he claimed their discussion was superfluous 

because Azara had full authority to negotiate in Paris.239

Beurnonville’s assessment on 4 October was partially 

correct; Godoy was close to signing an agreement on the 

subsidies.  Yet, if Godoy accepted the commercial 

stipulations, it would be much harder for Spain to convince 

England of their neutrality.  Godoy was cognizant of this 

fact and he dispatched a messenger to Azara, advising him 

of the pressure he was under and ordering him to conclude a 

treaty in Paris devoid of the commercial accords.240  

Through this tactic he could once again claim that Azara 

had the sole authority to discuss commercial agreements.   

Three days later, 9 October 1803, Beurnonville met 

with Godoy.  The Prince coldly informed him the king had 

accepted his counsel.  Spain would only underwrite a treaty 

for subsidies and not one including commercial agreements 

or a reaffirmation of France’s old privileges.  

Beurnonville belittled Godoy and threatened war between 

their two countries.  “I could not contain my sentiments 

and I said to the Prince with an accent very cold,” that 

Godoy had not accepted the honorable position and the 

Spanish nation would become aware of his guilt in this 

affair.  Godoy had been courting a war and was an enemy of 

the French people.  With that last heated statement he left 

the Prince of Peace without so much as a goodbye.241   
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After leaving Godoy, Beurnonville gained an immediate 

audience with Cevallos.  Like the Prince, the Spanish 

foreign minister was surprised France had dispatched two 

plenipotentiaries, charged with diverse goals.  In response 

to Beurnonville’s demands, Cevallos attempted to explain 

his country’s position and deflect French animosity.  He 

then sought to clarify the apparent contradictions that had 

arisen between Herman’s mission and Beurnonville’s efforts.  

He remarked article five had called for the Spanish to 

furnish their own troops to garrison ports containing 

French warships, a request authorized by Talleyrand and 

agreed to by Charles IV.  However, Beurnonville’s note 

demanded the Spanish king receive French troops within his 

royal domain under the guise of protecting French warships.  

Cevallos was well aware the introduction of French troops, 

under any pretext, to Spain could easily serve as a casus 

belli for the British.  Beurnonville quickly surmised he 

could make little headway with Godoy and Cevallos, so he 

petitioned to deal directly with Charles IV.242

While Beurnonville was detailing the intransigence of 

the Spanish court, Frere reported to his government that 

France demanded payment of arrears since the beginning of 

the war in addition to an advance payment of an undisclosed 

sum.  Regardless, Frere speculated that Spain could not 
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afford such a sum.  Nevertheless, he expressed to Godoy the 

difficulty England would have overlooking such a 

transaction.  He then broached the subject of 

Beurnonville’s last meeting to inquire if there were 

further agreements. Godoy finally permitted the passage of 

French textile products to Portugal as well as a Portuguese 

payment of one million francs each month.  Of course Godoy 

concurred with Frere, regarding Spain’s inability to pay 

and hinted Bonaparte was well aware of that fact and wanted 

“a view of a future ground of quarrel.”243

The disparity between the two ambassadors’ dispatches 

leads to the conclusion Godoy was temporarily manipulating 

both men to determine the response of England and France.  

Frere reminded him England would not view the payment of 

such an enormous sum lightly.  In reply to Frere’s semi-

veiled threat, Godoy asked him, “How was it possible for 

Spain to act otherwise?”  Here was the crux of the matter 

and Godoy was fully aware of it.  “That our conduct was the 

effect of our weakness, and not of any real hostility to 

England.”  Frere admitted the truth of this statement but 

still noted the harm it would do to England.  His orders 

had been clear and, similar to Beurnonville; he would 

tenaciously adhere to them regardless of Spain’s plight.  

“He [Godoy] admitted this; but pleaded the utter 

impossibility of resistance, and the necessity of 

submitting to demands which were backed by such a force.” 

It was a clear indication Bonaparte and Beurnonville’s 

threatening diplomacy was bearing fruit.  In closing Frere 

agreed to inform his government of events and to plead the 
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truth of Godoy’s word.244  Frere was true to his word and 

prepared a second message for his government outlining the 

veracity of Godoy’s statements and Spain’s position.  It 

was obvious the French threat was a greater danger than was 

a break with Britain or the Royal Navy.”245

Beurnonville’s spies were efficient and they informed 

him of Godoy’s meeting with Frere at the Escorial.  When 

questioned the Prince stated Britain would never acquiesce 

in the payment of Spanish subsidies to France; therefore, 

war would inevitably come sooner or later with England.  

Yet Beurnonville believed Godoy’s words were a façade to 

mask his close relationship with Frere.246  

The seeming contradiction of French foreign policy 

provided Spain with badly needed time to delay accepting 

Bonaparte’s demands.  As a result of their collective 

mistakes, the French ambassador redoubled his efforts to 

bully Spain.  Writing to Talleyrand, Beurnonville noted 

that he refused, “pure and simple” to hound the Spanish in 

a useless discussion that did nothing to accomplish the 

First Consul’s policy.  He sought to outmaneuver the 

various ministers’ efforts by meeting directly with the 

Spanish King.  Anticipating resistance to this endeavor 

Beurnonville stood ready to contact General Augereau, whose 

corps was poised to influence diplomacy in the Iberian 
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Peninsula.247  But his concerns were quickly answered by 

Cevallos who arranged a meeting between him and the King 

the next day.248

Beurnonville, extremely surprised, envisioned 

Cevallos’ letter as the watershed moment in Franco-Spanish 

relations.  The following day he notified Talleyrand the 

Spanish had finally broken their unwillingness to negotiate 

on French terms.  Excited at this new turn of events 

Beurnonville attributed the diplomatic victory to Spain’s 

desire to avoid a military confrontation. However, 

Beurnonville was the one who was in for a rude shock.  His 

audience would not be the usual round of French threats and 

Spanish submission.  Charles IV surrounded himself with the 

dignitaries of his court including Cevallos, Queen Marie 

Louise and others.249 He was also aware only 11,000 French 

soldiers were at Bayonne, a force incapable of invading 

Spain.  This further augmented his bargaining position.250   

For his meeting with the King, Beurnonville resorted 

to his original orders from Bonaparte and sought to 

mitigate the hostile gulf that had opened between the two 

courts.  He apologized to Charles IV for having embarked on 

such a confrontational course and stated that the previous 

inimical communications were necessary to obtain an 

audience.  Characteristically rash and brazen, Beurnonville 
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attributed these measures to the enmity of Godoy, whose 

behavior he described as disastrous and scandalous.  The 

French ambassador had broached an issue certain to arouse 

Charles IV’s ire.  The King responded, “that he had much 

love for Godoy and would never consent to remove him.”  

Charles IV then animatedly professed esteem and attachment 

to the First Consul, adding that he held a much closer 

friendship toward France than England, and “to whom I would 

give all that I could possibly spare.”  Toward this end he 

would impose upon his clergy, his people and himself but 

added one more time that he would not remove Godoy.251   

The King’s expression of loyalty had little effect 

upon Beurnonville.  Not realizing a less argumentative 

course of action would be more appropriate given the 

Spanish monarch’s attachment to his favorite, Beurnonville 

launched into a tirade against the Prince of Peace.  “I 

would like to present you with the reality of the Prince’s 

mistakes and with his poor disposition.”  With that 

declaration Beurnonville handed him a letter from the First 

Consul condemning many of Godoy’s actions.252   
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Beurnonville still sought to influence the 

negotiations at the Escorial and to conclude a Spanish 

treaty; therefore, he turned to the mission of Azara in 

Paris, which he knew had been circumscribed by Charles IV’s 

court.  Anticipating Azara would claim he lacked the 

authority to meet all of Bonaparte’s demands, Beurnonville 

asked that the terms be completed in Spain.  The King was 

unwilling to comply with Beurnonville’s reasoning and 

stated he was quite happy with Azara’s work, “I repeat to 

you that the Chevalier D’Azara will complete everything 

competently.” It was a direct reflection of Beurnonville’s 

negotiating efforts. He wrote to Talleyrand, “This last 

expression struck me hard Citizen Minister. I found myself 

partially embarrassed and leaving the King with the 

advantage.”  Fearful of harming the king’s delicate 

sensibilities, Beurnonville acquiesced.  Ultimately, the 

king would only provide general assurances of amity, 

leaving Beurnonville to describe their meeting as a 

“useless discussion on the details of Azara’s mission.”253    

Charles IV ended the discussion.  Beurnonville was 

left with the impression his attempts to embroil Charles 

IV’s Spain deeper into the French camp had failed.  Time 

and distance served the king well.  Placating the French 

ambassador, Charles IV accepted Bonaparte’s letter, but 

stated Azara would not hesitate to expedite the text of the 

treaty he has crafted.  Beurnonville informed Talleyrand 

that all of Charles IV’s statements were based upon events 

in Paris, corresponding to Azara’s mission.  However, he 

believed the king was also receiving information from an 
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unknown source, which had subverted the goals of Herman’s 

mission.254

Assuming that Charles IV could not resist Bonaparte’s 

demands, the French papers mistakenly reported Godoy’s 

removal a few days after Beurnonville’s meeting.255  

However, Beurnonville realized his meeting with Charles IV 

had been less than successful and furnished his diplomatic 

nemesis with a fresh opening.  Tactically he decided to 

return from the Escorial to Madrid and await events from 

the Spanish court, orders from Paris or to ask for his 

passport and exit the Iberian Peninsula if that were 

necessary.256

While Beurnonville was at a loss for direction, Frere 

again met with Godoy to ascertain the last round of 

meetings between the French ambassador and Charles IV.  

Godoy demurred at first, stating, “that he had not yet 

signed anything, and most probably he would not; but all 

depended upon the disposition of Portugal and England.”  

Frere asked him what were France’s additional terms, beyond 

the subsidy?  Finally he responded, “the passage of 

troops.”  Alarmed Frere demanded to know if they were to be 

used against Portugal?  Godoy only responded 

“everywhere.”257
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Beurnonville would have been overjoyed to learn such 

news, but his meeting with Charles IV left him 

disappointed.  He had usurped Herman’s mission, browbeaten 

Godoy and Cevallos into granting him an audience with the 

King, but he had made no headway.  Beurnonville declared he 

could not permit himself the least reflection on Herman’s 

conduct in Spain and Talleyrand’s methodology.  He also 

steeped himself in patriotic language, “I have hoped my 

name would be attached to an advantageous treaty for my 

country, and I celebrate it with joy, Citizen Minister, the 

success of a work which you have given your attention.”258

Although public opinion in the streets of Madrid credited 

Beurnonville with having fouled the negotiations, Herman’s 

mission to the Spanish court was more than a failure.259  As 

Beurnonville correctly noted, Godoy was retreating before 

the First Secretary arrived; however, by sending a new 

French representative with slightly altered demands, the 

Prince was given a reprieve.  Because Talleyrand had failed 

to provide Beurnonville with detailed information regarding 

Herman’s mission, he had furnished his adversary with the 

means to play one ambassador against the other.  Startled 

with Beurnonville’s seething anger, Herman had the good 

sense to defer to the general and not create a greater rift 

for Godoy to exploit.  Beurnonville in his haste to cover 

himself in glory, lost sight of the fact he was not a 

policy maker and tried to reassert his control over 

negotiations.  Undoubtedly, his aggressive diplomacy was 
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quite disconcerting for both Cevallos and Godoy but it was 

effective.  Finally, the two men had acquiesced in granting 

Beurnonville an audience with the King.  However, it was 

Charles IV who rose to the occasion.  Although described 

almost universally by historians as a weak monarch, Charles 

IV remained calm, almost stoic, when confronted with the 

French ambassador.  The King conceded nothing and remained 

staunchly faithful to both Azara and Godoy.  Beurnonville 

was left brooding in Madrid and negotiations over the 

subsidy shifted to Paris. 
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Figure 3: General Beurnonville 
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BONAPARTE’S RELIANCE ON FEAR 

CHAPTER 7 

 

 

 

Despite Beurnonville’s humiliation at the Spanish 

court, some success was achieved from Herman’s mission.  

Godoy and Charles IV did accept the responsibility of 

honoring the Treaty of Ildefonso, at least in part.  And in 

the process they were gambling that France, similar to 

England, did not want to enlarge the theater of war if it 

could make partial gains through diplomacy.  Meeting some 

of Bonaparte’s demands and paying the subsidy provided 

Charles IV’s government with the diplomatic room to 

demonstrate their neutrality before the British cabinet.  

Spanish hopes now rested on their ambassador in Paris, 

Azara.  

At the end of September Godoy had instructed Azara 

that Spain would pay no more than fifty million francs a 

year.  In return, Azara requested French recognition of 

Spanish neutrality and a commitment not to march through 

Spanish territory against Portugal.  Talleyrand refused the 

terms and offered a counter proposal, closely resembling 

Herman’s six points.  Spain would agree to a commercial 

treaty admitting French fabrics and cotton threads and the 

free transition of woolen fabrics to Portugal.  Of course 

Spain would still have to pay seventy-two million francs 

each year.  At the time, Azara denied he had the authority 

to sign such an agreement and referred back to Madrid.260

                                                 
260Azara to Godoy and Cevalos, 25 September 1803, Archivo 
Historico Nacional, cited in Fugier, Napoleon et 
l’Espagne,240.  
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It was to answer both Azara’s inquiry and to subvert 

negotiations with Herman that Godoy had sent off a courier 

after his initial meeting with the First Secretary.  His 

instructions on 4 October 1803 had been to authorize the 

entry of French ships into the port of Ferrol, place the 

port in a proper state of defense and to replace anti-

French officers.  Regarding the subsidy, Azara was 

authorized to agree in principal but not to provide a 

specific total.  Godoy wanted Azara to clarify several 

other points regarding raising the militia and Charles IV 

adamant opposition to French passage through Spain to 

attack Portugal.261  

Shortly after Beurnonville’s interview with Charles 

IV, Azara received his instructions and immediately sought 

to place his country in a neutral status outside the great 

power conflict.  The King had authorized him to conclude a 

secret agreement with France to provide Spanish bullion and 

military equipment.  Azara calculated England would 

concentrate on France and ignore Spain.262

Accompanying the ongoing negotiations in both Paris 

and Madrid was a series of articles appearing in French 

journals designed to place enormous stress upon Anglo-

Spanish relations.  The Journal des Débats mentioned 

Spain’s declaration of neutrality in one paragraph but 

immediately contradicted it with a story describing the 
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Spanish defense of a French squadron.  The British had been 

in hot pursuit when the guns of a Spanish fort opened fire, 

thereby sheltering the French vessels.  The report stated 

it was a clear indication war would be forthcoming between 

England and Spain.263 

Nevertheless, Azara’s policy objective was to maintain 

Spain’s neutrality.  Thus his agreement to pay the 

subsidies came with Azara’s refusal of the rest of 

Beurnonville’s demands.  Taking an unusually bold stand for 

a Spanish official, he informed Talleyrand that Spain would 

treat all the belligerent nations with perfect equality and 

French troops would not be allowed to enter Spanish 

territory to wage war against England or Portugal.  Azara 

based his response on a Franco-Spanish treaty and its 

clauses regarding Spanish sovereignty.264

Hoping to silence Beurnonville’s complaints, Azara’s 

correspondence to Talleyrand continued to address a host of 

issues that had plagued Franco-Spanish relations, The 

Spanish ambassador informed Talleyrand that he possessed 

“authentic papers” which explained the events at Cadiz, 

Malaga, and the Balearic Isles.  With regards to 

Beurnonville’s interpretation of past incidents, he noted 

the ambassador’s exaggerations and personal interest.  

French ships were not being detained to appease Britain but 

to contain a plague.  Azara contested Beurnonville’s 

accusation that the various Spanish governors provided 

excellent treatment for British captains while the French 
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were snubbed.  The French officers, he argued, were given 

equal treatment.265

Azara then turned to a more controversial matter, the 

two French ships captured under the guns of Spanish forts 

at Algeciras.  Azara did admit some guilt; although every 

power had a right to defend its territory, he acknowledged 

the obligation to give refuge to those in danger.  However, 

he circumscribed the case at Algeciras, because of the 

governor’s weak forces.  Hence, necessity forced the 

governor to submit to a powerful British flotilla. Thus, 

Spain could not be liable because her ally’s ships were 

captured.  Azara had the audacity to claim it was for the 

British to return vessels obtained illegally to end the 

affair.266  In a meeting with Talleyrand, lasting eleven 

hours on 15 October 1803, Azara’s explanations were 

rejected by Talleyrand and later by the First Consul.  

Bonaparte believed that Beurnonville could obtain better 

terms.267

Azara’s letter and meeting gave Talleyrand valuable 

insight into the problems Beurnonville and Herman had 

experienced at the Escorial.  Still unaware of the French 

ambassador’s remarks, currently in transit, Talleyrand 

placed the actions of Godoy and Azara in context and 

reinforced Beurnonville’s orders.  The French Foreign 

minister believed Godoy had attempted to place the blame 

for Spain’s actions on others by pretending Azara had full 

power to negotiate, when in fact he had imparted 

restrictive measures upon his ambassador.  Talleyrand 
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referred to Godoy’s methods as a circle of blame in which 

no one accepted responsibility for Spain’s lack of action.  

In the end France would not allow Godoy to use trickery to 

escape the Treaty he had negotiated.  Bonaparte would force 

the Prince of Peace to accept a convention.268

Talleyrand also instructed Beurnonville to maintain 

the pressure and ensure Spanish compliance to the clauses 

of their convention, in particular those dealing with the 

two navies and international commerce.  But the most 

important aspect of the ambassador’s mission was Spain’s 

pecuniary obligations to France.  Since Spain owed France 

twenty million francs, due in October of 1803, Talleyrand 

suggested Spain negotiate with the Dutch and borrow the 

necessary funds.  Already under French control, Holland 

would willingly lend the money and Spain could not feign 

poverty.  The French Foreign Minister reiterated that Godoy 

could not shirk his responsibility to France and the First 

Consul would not wait nor consent to a reduction of Spain’s 

economic commitment.270   

 In concluding his instructions Talleyrand expressed 

his own confidence in the ambassador as well as reinforcing 

Bonaparte’s admiration with Beurnonville’s work.  Bonaparte 

“applauded” his energy, devotion and effectiveness during 

his tenure in the Iberian Peninsula.  Talleyrand stated, 

“You must not doubt that everyone is pleased with the 

information you have transmitted.”271
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 Despite these praises, when Talleyrand received 

Beurnonville’s correspondence regarding Herman’s mission, 

he answered his charges.  He claimed the First Consul had 

found Beurnonville’s position, after delivering the 

ultimatum, undermined further negotiations because he had 

failed to execute his orders.  This situation, he argued, 

had damaged France’s attempts to gain the needed subsidies 

and had made Herman’s assignment necessary.  Herman was not 

sent to encroach on Beurnonville’s authority because it was 

“was still useful [for a French official] to meet the 

Prince [since] you could not see him anymore.”  Herman’s 

orders were simple; he was to meet with Godoy once or 

possibly twice to show him the conditions of France’s 

project being submitted to Cevallos.  “Herman gave him a 

simple alternative, either negotiate with you or make war 

on France.”  He then queried, how could the Prince of Peace 

reverse his circumstances?  Both Beurnonville and Herman 

had laid out his choices and there was little 

alternative.273

 Despite Beurnonville’s aggressive behavior toward 

Talleyrand, it is useful to note his calm and effective 

treatment of his Spanish ambassador.  Rarely has a 

subordinate challenged his superiors in a manner as 

impudent as Beurnonville and retained his position.  No 

doubt, Talleyrand would have been fully justified to remove 

him but negotiations with Spain were at a critical stage.  

Although aspects of Beurnonville’s personality made him 

difficult to control, it was necessary to employ him in 
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achieving Bonaparte’s policy toward Spain.  As a result, 

Talleyrand skillfully looked beyond insubordination for the 

good of his nation.   

 Talleyrand also sought to redefine Portugal’s role in 

the war.  He reminded Beurnonville of article Eighteen of 

the Treaty of Badajos, which stipulated Portugal must pay 

subsidies to France of one million francs each month, and 

these would be guaranteed by the Spanish government.  

Beurnonville was instructed to meet with the Portuguese 

ambassador in Madrid and arrange the payments.  Portugal 

should pay the subsidies, monthly and in advance, as 

written into the Treaty of Badajos.  Beurnonville was to 

give Portugal until the first of Brumaire, 24 October, to 

find five million francs, an enormous sum in a few weeks.275

 Throughout Napoleon’s tenure military strength was the 

foundation of diplomatic success.  The willingness to 

utilize France’s armed might was never far from 

Beurnonville or Talleyrand’s correspondence with the 

Spanish court.  Faced with direct invasion or the 

dissipation of their economy from the British, Charles IV’s 

government finally chose the former course.  On 19 October 

1803 Azara signed a convention with Talleyrand utterly 

humiliating to the Spanish Kingdom and linking his 

country’s fate directly to France.276

 It was unclear what single factor finally induced 

Azara to accept France’s demands.  The ultimatum and 
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accompanying invasion may have been a ruse.  Charles IV had 

recently denied Beurnonville any concessions beyond a 

limited subsidy, which Azara had strongly supported in 

direct meetings with Talleyrand.  But within days of their 

conference, Azara returned to the table and agreed to 

almost every French demand, including the highest subsidy 

determined by the First Consul.  One can only attribute 

Azara’s behavior to the enormous pressure he was under in 

Paris and Godoy’s shortsighted decision to grant him full 

power to negotiate.  Azara had just learned of Charles IV’s 

rebuke of Beurnonville and certainly Talleyrand was unaware 

that he was on the verge of breaking when he penned his 

last series of correspondence encouraging Beurnonville to 

drive Godoy into submission. 

Even more perplexing, from Azara’s perspective, was 

the nature of the treaty.  Above all the Spanish court had 

instructed him to maintain Spain’s neutrality.  Yet his 

concessions were such that England would be hard pressed to 

remain at peace with Spain.  The first of seven articles 

promised France the governors of Malaga, Cadiz and 

Algeciras would be punished for their “mishandling” of 

French vessels and for offending France.  In Article Two, 

Spain agreed to repair and reequip French warships in the 

ports of Ferrol and Cadiz.  The all important matter of 

subsidies was covered in articles Three through Six and 

stated Spain would furnish money, six millions francs per 

month, starting in October and running until the end of the 

war, in lieu of soldiers.  Finally Article Seven called for 

a secret agreement regarding Portugal.  If it entered the 

war, Spain would attempt to remain neutral, but increase 

the subsidies by one million a month.  However, if Portugal 

remained neutral, then France would honor its status as a 
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non-belligerent.277  In Azara’s defense the Convention 

contained no clause allowing French troops passage through 

Spain.  Godoy later claimed in his memoirs that he had 

rejected the negotiations because the price of neutrality 

was too high.  The full blame he reserved for Cevallos and 

Azara.  In one last statement, he declared “I would have 

broken with France before signing such a treaty.  But 

Charles IV wanted it ratified.”278   

 Although Spain had agreed to the Convention, 

resentment from the long and heated negotiations remained a 

powerful factor in Franco-Spanish relations.  Godoy 

staunchly resisted fulfilling a treaty he had originally 

negotiated and Bonaparte could not overlook such behavior.  

In fact, he forced Charles IV to meet the full subsidy of 

seventy-two million francs and accept a commercial 

agreement as the price for retaining Godoy.279  The 

negotiations had also damaged Beurnonville’s standing with 

the French and Spanish court.  Although he would remain 

ambassador to Spain for several more years, Beurnonville’s 

role would become increasingly marginalized.   

When Talleyrand received the full text of 

Beurnonville’s letters concerning Herman’s negotiations, he 
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had to determine a course of action regarding his 

ambassador.  Replacing Beurnonville would give the 

appearance of too much confusion in the French camp.  

Furthermore, he was effective.  Bonaparte had wanted him to 

influence Spanish foreign policy and Beurnonville had 

succeeded very decisively.  Signing the Convention was only 

a formality.  Talleyrand realized it would not be easy 

prying such an enormous sum from the Spanish; therefore, 

Beurnonville was still a necessary part of France’s Spanish 

policy.   

Nevertheless, the Foreign Minister could not overlook 

Beurnonville’s actions.  His inability to grasp the 

complexities of diplomacy and his boorish behavior toward 

the Foreign Ministry demanded a condemnation.  He blamed 

Beurnonville for “sowing discord as a result of his 

arbitrary interpretation of orders.”  Because the French 

ambassador suspended his negotiations with Godoy and later 

Charles IV, he had been isolated rendering France’s views 

useless.  The First Consul believed a new agent could 

reopen communications and bring Spain back into France’s 

camp.  It was Beurnonville’s intransigence and Godoy’s 

temporizing that had disrupted a month of communications 

and escalated Herman’s mission to such importance.  

According to the French Foreign Minister Herman’s meeting 

with Godoy had produced the desired effect with the 

regrettable loss of the economic advantages, which, 

Talleyrand claimed, the First Consul attributed to the 

accumulation of incidents resulting from his crude 

diplomacy.280 
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Talleyrand also placed blame firmly on the Spanish 

government, “the work of your legation and that of my 

ministry, has been afflicted by the bitterness and useless 

machinations of the Spanish government, whose agents 

provoked the dispute through their offensive conduct and 

false intelligence.”  This position justified 

Beurnonville’s continued hostility if Spain stalled 

ratification of the Convention.  Talleyrand closed with 

guarded praise for his ambassador, “Bonaparte is fully 

convinced of your good intentions and your devotion in the 

service of the Republic and for the glory of his 

government.”281

Talleyrand had reason to be suspicious of Spain.  

After months of contentious negotiations and a signed 

Convention, Spain exhibited little energy in paying the 

subsidies.  Beurnonville had been unable to reestablish 

direct communications with Godoy, nor had he observed any 

significant change in the demeanor of the other ministers.  

On the one hand, the Spanish government was beginning to 

arm itself but the French were unaware of their intentions.  

Recently two French sailors had been roughly treated by 

Spanish authorities and even more important British ships 

continued to arrive from Malta.  In the supposedly 

quarantined ports, Spanish vessels from Havana and American 

traders moved with full freedom.282  According to 

Beurnonville, his greatest hardship in the negotiations 

would be the execution of his work in light of the Spanish 
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government’s “bad disposition, dominated by the British 

influence.”283

The negotiations over France’s ultimatum brought out 

the worst of Beurnonville’s personality.  While he had 

demonstrated insight and fidelity to Talleyrand in the 

first half of his ambassadorship, he now gave way to rash 

and foolish behavior.  Beurnonville was a good example of 

the inherent dangers of employing generals as diplomats.  

With the Spanish obviously loath to ratify the Convention 

and make any payments on the subsidy, he was narrowly 

focused on his reputation and defense.  Beurnonville took 

full credit for the Convention, asserting his 

interpretation of orders had produced many of the 

advantageous results and justified his actions.  Because 

neutrality for Spain was not an option, he claimed, “I was 

not free to act otherwise than how I did.”284

Following his increasingly bitter correspondence with 

Talleyrand, Beurnonville departed for the Escorial to sign 

and formalize the Convention they had negotiated.  There he 

met with Godoy and Cevallos.  He wrote that both men were 

animated and had expressed a formal willingness to fulfill 

all tenants of the treaty after its ratification.285  

Signing a document and honoring it were two different 

matters and both men were planning to delay the 

implementation as long as possible.  
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The very day Beuronville met with Cevallos and Godoy 

to complete arrangements to sign the Convention, he 

received another reprimand from the Foreign Ministry.  

Beurnonville believed Talleyrand was using him as the 

scapegoat for the weakness of French diplomacy throughout 

the negotiations.  In response to the charge that Herman’s 

mission was the result of Beurnonville’s stubbornness, he 

replied, “an ambassador of the Republic must put aside 

individual interests and reduce passions to silence as he 

had done throughout his political career.”  If Bonaparte 

viewed his actions as arbitrary and a misinterpretation of 

instructions, then Beurnonville offered to resubmit copies 

of Talleyrand’s dispatches to show “proof of the exactitude 

and scrupulousness which I have observed.”286

Beurnonville’s defense centered on Herman’s “mistakes, 

which the First Secretary would not admit,” and on the 

belief of the Foreign Ministry that Herman alone could 

restore amicable relations.  Beurnonville contended this 

played into Godoy’s hands because the First Secretary gave 

Spain fifteen extra days to explore other policy options; 

time in which the privations and distress of French ships 

trapped within the Spanish ports of Ferrol and Cadiz were 

exacerbated.  He also accused Herman of neglecting French 

commerce in the projected convention, “that I had 

transcribed for him, myself.  These orders were “purely and 

simply” the basis of your, [Talleyrand’s], first 

instructions.”  Completing his defense Beurnonville 

proclaimed, “I have the conviction, that after a more 

detailed, second examination of the situation is made, it 
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will show the moderation with which I have attended all 

your instructions and you will revoke your first judgment 

that has placed me in such an awkward position.”287   

On one hand, Beurnonville’s letters revealed a man of 

little introspection and wisdom on the other, he built a 

good case that Talleyrand was making him the scapegoat of 

his diplomatic bungling.  In a third letter prepared on the 

same day, Beurnonville compiled a series of excerpts from 

Talleyrand’s previous orders that he presented to refute 

the Foreign Minister’s accusations.  The Foreign Minister 

apparently filed them away and the feud quietly dissipated.  

It is easy to speculate on why Talleyrand did not remove 

Beurnonville.  Perhaps Beurnonville was correct, the First 

Consul did approve of his methods in the Iberian Peninsula.  

Nevertheless, Beurnonville did not acquire the recognition 

and glory he desired in negotiating the illusive Convention 

with Spain.288  Ultimately, Talleyrand summarized the 

controversial negotiations with one simple statement, 

“There you have it, one important affair finished.”289  

Years later at Saint Helena, Napoleon declared, “Spain 

entered into my system after a little prodding.”  It was 

obviously an understatement from a man whose diplomacy 

determined the fate of Europe.290
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 The Convention was the first in a series of disasters 

for Spain following the collapse of Amiens.  On the one 

hand the Spanish government had antagonized the powerful 

French state.  Undoubtedly, Bonaparte could only view Spain 

as a sullen and resentful nation that would seek to 

overturn its current status if France weakened, as 

witnessed by Godoy’s machinations three years later.  If 

negotiations and agreements with France improved, Spain’s 

situation was much worse regarding England.  Frere had 

reported to his government of Godoy’s willingness to resist 

French demands, but in the end he had been duped.  With the 

French threat of invasion across the Channel looming over 

the horizon, England could not ignore Spain’s undeniable 

promise of aid to its mortal enemy?  It would become an 

irrefutable fact that for Charles IV, a seventy-two million 

francs subsidy only brought Spain closer to a disastrous 

war.   
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IN THE WAKE OF BONAPARTE’S POLICY 

CHAPTER 8 

 

 

 

By the end of 1803 Spain was a nation teetering on the 

brink of disaster.  The wars of the Revolution had left 

Spain 500 million francs in debt.  An ongoing outbreak of 

yellow fever had claimed over 5,000 lives and was 

continuing to ravage the country.291  Food shortages haunted 

the Spanish government to such an extent that General 

Lannes, passing through the country some months later, 
reported that Spain was facing disaster. In 1804 a powerful 

earthquake sent shock waves from Grenada to Madrid and 

ravaged the province of Malaga.292  All evidence indicated 

Spain would have an extremely difficult time meeting even 

half of Bonaparte’s financial demands.  Spain could only 

meet these requirements when the treasure fleet arrived, 

but the next convoy was not due for several months and 

Bonaparte wanted the Spanish subsidy immediately.   
Spain also faced familiar diplomatic challenges and 

new ones were on the horizon.  In the short term, the 

Franco-Spanish Convention of 1803 removed the threat, 

although dubious, of a French invasion.  Nevertheless, 

Franco-Spanish tensions did not subside immediately.  Spain 

was staggered by its new commitments to France, hostile 
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public opinion toward the French, and deteriorating 

relations with Portugal and England.  For the time being, 

the Franco-Spanish agreement remained a secret affair and 

Charles IV’s government could momentarily avoid the 

hostility it would generate with Britain.   

However, Charles IV’s subjects were a different 

matter.  While Beurnonville’s mission shifted to 

ratification of the Convention and aiding Spanish 

preparations for a possible war with Portugal, his agents 

were reporting hostility throughout Spain.  Belleville 

informed Talleyrand of strident local opposition to the 

King’s levée of the militia; and in fact, the people in 

Biscay rose in revolt.   While British merchants conducted 

a brisk trade in Spain’s ports, customs agents charged 

Frenchmen extortionist fees.  Moreover, the Spanish coasts 

remained unprotected and fortresses lacked artillery 

because the people refused to see any threat to their 

interests.  While Charles IV’s government had grudgingly 

signed the Convention the Spanish people were making their 

interests and intentions known.293

 Cognizant of these complex problems, Cevallos decided 

to fulfill the minimum service promised to France and avoid 

any provocation to his people or England.  The Spanish 

foreign minister’s strategy would be two-fold.  Regarding 

England, Cevallos would play the unwilling French partner, 

who had forced Bonaparte to accept less than the guarantee 

of the Treaty of Ildefonso.  He sent plenipotentiaries to 

George III’s government to mitigate any reports arising 

from Azara’s negotiations with France.  Anduaga would plead 
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Spain had successfully lowered its obligation only to 

provide money against the peril of a French invasion.  The 

other threat to Spanish peace lay in the hostilities 

between Portugal and France.  If Bonaparte declared war, he 

would request passage of French troops and trigger an 

Anglo-Spanish war.  Therefore, Cevallos championed the 

Treaty of Madrid, calling for a subsidy from Portugal to 

France, thereby removing the threat of French invasion.294   

Cevallos’ immediate concern was the incursion of 

French troops.  Bonaparte had recently augmented his forces 

along the border and Azara warned, “The First Consul is 

determined to send an army against Portugal.”  More ominous 

was Azara’s prediction, “An army through Spain!  One cannot 

pass through [Spain] silently, with an enormous and 

superior force and not realize the exhaustion and weakness 

of the Spanish army.”295  His fears would be born out five 

years later.296  Cevallos realized Spain could not prevent a 

French invasion so he played upon Bonaparte’s interest in 

Spanish gold.  An invasion, he argued, would disrupt the 

flow of subsidies.  The only hope for his strategy was 

Bonaparte’s view that money was more useful than Spanish 

                                                 
294Cevallos to Azara, 20 October 1803, Ibid.  See also Luis 
Gonzalez Santos, Godoy, Príncipe de la paz, siervo de la 
Guerra, (Spain, 1985), 109.   
 
295Azara to Cevallos, “Courtes reflexions de l’ambassadeur 
d’Espagne sur les traits presenter á Madrid.”  20 October 
1803, Affaires Étrangerès, 665.   
 
296It was under just such a pretext, to prosecute a war 
against Portugal, that French troops entered Spain early in 
1808 and promptly seized fortresses from the poorly 
prepared and equipped Spanish army.  For a complete 
discussion of these events see Charles Oman, A History of 
the Peninsular War, (Oxford, 1902), I, 32-42.   
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troops and ships.297  Unfortunately, England concurred with 

his analysis and was unwilling to acquiesce in the transfer 

of significant funds to its mortal enemy.298   

 Azara was even more fearful than Cevallos of Spain’s 

precarious predicament.  He was adamant that Spain could 

not afford Bonaparte’s financial demands and certain that 

his nation was courting a war with England.  Combined with 

the subsidies, Spain guaranteed French war vessels could 

dock and refit in Spanish ports and French merchant ships 

would receive commercial exemptions.  He urged Cevallos to 

avoid ratifying the Convention and reduce Spain’s 

commitment to avert England’s wrath.299  Unknown to the 

Spanish, their fears were currently born out by British 

agents who reported on the refitting of four French ships 

of the line at Cadiz.  British intelligence from Carthagena 

reinforced the news, detailing three frigates and an 

undetermined number of ships-of-the-line were being fitted 

out.300

                                                 
297Cevallos to Azara, 20 October 1803, Affaires Étrangerès, 
665.    
 
298Although it is difficult to ascertain the exact value of 
historical currency, England subsidized 1,000,000 pounds to 
Austria and 300,000 pounds to Russia in 1805.  In addition 
a seventy-four gun ship-of-the-line cost 40,000 pounds.  
John M. Sherwig, Guineas and Gunpowder, (Harvard, 1969), 
366. 
 
299Azara to Cevallos, “Courtes reflexions de l’ambassadeur 
d’Espagne sur les traits presenter à Madrid.”  20 October 
1803, Affaires Étrangerès, 665.   
 
300Duff (British Consul at Cadiz) to Marsden, 14 October 
1803, Cobbett’s Parliamentary Papers, (London, 1805), III, 
231.  The consul mentioned three French frigates and 
undetermined number of ships-of-the-line. 
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Azara’s warning was prescient.  Spain was deeply 

committed so Talleyrand quickly moved to eliminate such 

Spanish opposition.  After signing the Convention, he 

ignored Azara in favor of Joseph-Martin Hervas, a known and 

trusted Francophone, with whom Talleyrand had initially 

worked out the subsidy.  Hervas, a former banker and 

confidant of both Godoy and Talleyrand, had married his 

daughter to one of Bonaparte’s favorite generals and aide 

de camp, General Géraud Duroc.  Talleyrand laid the 

groundwork with Bonaparte, describing Azara as physically 

and mentally unprepared to continue as Spain’s 

representative.  Azara’s own letters condemning Godoy 

provided the pretext.  Talleyrand obtained copies and 

dispatched them to Hervas, who forwarded them to Godoy.  

The Prince in turn sent Talleyrand copies of letters in 

which Azara complained about the First Consul.  Bonaparte 

met with Azara on 27 November rebuked his conduct and 

replaced him with Hervas.  Azara remained the ambassador in 

name only for two more months until he passed away.301   

Despite Godoy’s willingness to sacrifice Azara, he 

concurred with the ambassador’s assessment.  Writing to 

Queen Marie-Louise he stated, “Prudence demands, that we 

delay payment until we determine if England will permit the 

                                                 
301Talleyrand to Bonaparte, 15 November 1803, Lettres 
Inedites de Talleyrand à Napoleon, 1800-1809, 72.  Geoffrey 
de Grandmaison, L’Ambassade Francaise en Espagne Pendant la 
Revolution (1789-1804), 280.  Grandmaison attributes his 
death to falling from a ladder; however, it was clear Azara 
was a sick man and no other source mentions the ladder.  
For a good description of Napoleon’s relation to Duroc see 
also, Las Casas, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, Le 
Mémorial de Sainte-Hélene, (Paris, 1951), I, 369.   
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subsidy to take place.”302  The Portuguese ambassador, 

Ribeiro Freire, urged Godoy to pay the first month only and 

then stall while both powers prepared their defenses.  

Godoy never directly responded to him but after a five hour 

meeting of the Spanish cabinet, a plan of operation had 

been developed for Cevallos’ diplomatic strategy.  He 

promised Beurnonville that Spain would work to fulfill the 

clauses of the Convention.  As proof, he dispatched 

couriers to the various ports to begin naval 

preparations.303  Godoy chose to comply with French 

grievances but to delay the commercial treaty and subsidy 

payments.  At Cadiz, governor Justo Morla was replaced by 

the Marquis de Solano and at Malaga, Joseph Truxillo, was 

relieved by his second in command.304  It is noteworthy that 

Godoy’s compliance was not quite the onerous duty it 

appeared.  Governor Morla had been in the Queen’s disfavor 

for sometime and Bonaparte’s demand provided the perfect 

pretext to discharge him.305  

Bonaparte was well aware of Godoy’s machinations.  

Beurnonville had informed him two British warships, the 

Argonaute (80) and Bahama (74), had entered Cadiz.306  

                                                 
302Godoy to Marie-Louise, 23 November 1803, Archivo 
Historico Nacional, cited in Andre Fugier, Napoleon et 
l’Espagne, 266.   
 
303Geoffrey de Grandmaison, L’Ambassade Francaise en Espagne 
Pendant la Revolution (1789-1804), 272.  
 
304Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 27 November 1803, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 665. 
 
305Elizabeth Holland, Spanish Journal of Lady Elizabeth 
Holland, 125.   
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Étrangerès, 665.   
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Angered that Spain would accommodate France’s enemies, the 

First Consul instructed Talleyrand to press for the payment 

of the sixteen million francs subsidy by the first of the 

New Year.  Once again, if Spain did not comply within 

twenty-four hours Bonaparte threatened an invasion.307

Godoy had good reason to fear a British reprisal if 

his country appeared to be a strong ally of France.  The 

British had used a preventative strike in 1801 against the 

Danish fleet so it was possible that the British might 

react in a similar manner to Spanish naval preparations and 

monetary aid; this was compounded by the panic in England 

owing to Bonaparte’s preparations at Boulogne.  Redoubts 

and entrenchments had sprung up along the English coast. 

The fearful population was arming and training.  The 

wealthy were fleeing London for the countryside.308   

The British consuls’ reports from Spain generated 

additional fears within England.  In October, they reported 

six Spanish ships-of-the-line, two over one hundred guns, 

were being fitted out at Cadiz, while four others were 

being prepared at Carthagena.  The Spanish had also begun 

to strengthen their army and provision the coastal 

fortresses.  By November word arrived in London that five 

additional ships-of-the-line were being armed at Ferrol.  

England was determined not to remain a mere bystander while 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
307Bonaparte to Talleyrand, 24 November 1803, Correspondance 
de Napoléon Ier, No. 7311, IX, 135.   
 
308Claude-Francois de Méneval, Mémoires pour servir a 
l’Histoire de Napoléon Ier, (Paris, 1894), I, 276. 
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Spain prepared fifteen ships of the line to cooperate with 

the French fleet.309

Thus Spanish relations with England were not as 

cordial as French officials had been warning.  Frere had 

informed his government of the Spanish subsidy and it 

sparked an immediate response reminiscent of French 

diplomatic tactics.  Hawkesbury wrote to Frere, “His 

majesty might be disposed to disregard any small or 

temporary advance of money. . . It would be impossible for 

him to consider a permanent advance to the extent of that 

stated by you. . . and as possibly the most effectual 

assistance which the Spanish government could afford them 

for the prosecution of the war.”  Other grounds for war 

were the passage of French troops through Spain and 

obviously the ongoing naval preparations and succor to 

French vessels.  Frere was given full authority to demand 

equal treatment of commercial and military vessels in 

Spanish ports.  If refused, he was ordered to break off 

communications and alert the British navy to commence 

hostilities.310  Here was the first manifestation of 

                                                 
309

 Naval Occurrences for October and November reported by 
Mr. Duff, his Majesty’s Consul at Cadiz, Cobbett’s 
Parliamentary Debates, III, 232-33.  See also Beurnonville 
o Talleyrand, 25 October 1803, Affaires Étrangerès, 665. t
 
310Hawkesbury to Frere, 24 November 1803, Papers Relative to 
the Discussion With Spain in 1803 and 1804.  Frere’s letter 
contradicts Sir Charles Oman’s assertion, stated at the 
outset of his magnum opus, A History of the Peninsular War, 
I, 3., that Bonaparte preferred Spanish ships to gold.  
Fugier, Napoléon et l’Espagne, I, 290, places an entirely 
different analysis upon Anglo-Spanish relations at the end 
of 1803, stating, the two powers arrived at a tacit 
understanding and England accepted the subsidy with little 
disruption.  But the correspondence reveals no such 
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Britain’s ultimatum to Spain.  By averting a disaster with 

France, Spain had opened another grievous wound, fulfilling 

the worst predictions of the Spanish court. 

Frere’s letter to Cevallos was also an indictment of 

Spanish arms.  England and France recognized the weakness 

of Spain’s military repeatedly demonstrated for a decade.  

The Treaty of Ildefonso called for ships, however, 

Bonaparte allowed the Spanish to transform its aid to money 

because it was in his interest.  Likewise, England took 

more offense with the subsidy than with actual military 

aid.  Frere wrote, “these subsidies, by their amount, or by 

the effect of other circumstances, have become more than an 

equivalent for the stipulated contingent.”311   

These two indictments call into question whether 

Bonaparte intended to invade Britain before Spain formally 

joined the war.  France alone could not supply the 

necessary ships, but it seemed the First Consul did not 

rate the Spanish navy worthy enough to include it in his 

plans of war after the breakdown of Amiens.  Circumstances 

may have changed a year later but throughout 1803 and early 

1804 Spanish gold was clearly a more valuable commodity.   

Charles IV’s reluctant acceptance of the subsidies and 

protestations of neutrality did little to appease British 

anger.  Le Moniteur was publishing articles describing the 

need for France and Spain to band together at sea to ward 

                                                                                                                                                 
lackadaisical attitude from the British ministers or 
ambassador.   
  
 
311Frere to Cevallos, 26 December 1803, Papers Relative to 
the Discussion With Spain.  Napoleon’s correspondence also 
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off English privateers.312  From Britain’s perspective, 

Spanish gold was underwriting the costs of Bonaparte’s 

shipwrights.  Against this backdrop, the British Empire 

viewed Spain as the weak link to be forced out of the 

French orbit.  Already English privateers were harassing 

Spanish vessels to increase tensions.313

At first glance British reports from October to 

December created the impression of Spain as a hostile power 

masking its intentions under the pretext of neutrality.  At 

the outset of December Admiral Edward Pellew, cruising 

outside of Ferrol, received word 7,000 troops were 

reinforcing the forts and mounting artillery.  But Spain’s 

poor military reputation meant Duff could confidently write 

back that Spanish workers were slow to make the necessary 

repairs.  Therefore, any massing of ships-of-the-line would 

not be ready for several months.314

 Despite mounting evidence, Godoy continued to plead 

with Frere.  He boasted that he had avoided sending ships 

and men against the British and mitigated the treaty 

obligations to a level not harmful to England’s interests.  

He protested that Spain was England’s “friend and his 

country’s neutrality would serve their interests much 

better than outright war.”  Godoy’s attitude was no secret 

to the French; however, Beurnonville welcomed the strain in 

Anglo-Spanish relations and characterized the Prince’s 
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314Admiral Pellew to Admiral Cornwallis, 1 December 1803, 
and Naval Occurrences reported by Mr. Duff, his Majesty’s 
Consul at Cadiz, 6 December 1803, Cobbett’s Parliamentary 
Papers, (London, 1805), III, 233-34. 
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efforts to maintain Spanish neutrality as “fleeting 

hopes.”315

Spain could not delay ratification of the Franco-

Spanish Convention any longer and by December 1803 the 

Spanish cabinet had ratified the Convention and would pay 

six million francs monthly, the equivalent of 800,000 

dollars, in addition to payments in arrears since May 1803.  

The British government recognized that Spain had long-

standing ties with France and was obligated to make 

concessions but Frere’s government could not abide by the 

Spanish decision to pay a war subsidy.316  Cevallos 

retreated to Spain’s obligation under the Treaty of 1796, 

contending the subsidy would both honor Spain’s treaty to 

France and show good faith toward England.  Cevallos 

contended Spain had substituted military aid for a monetary 

payment thereby “carrying no hostile appearance…. nor gives 

to France such ready and expeditious means of hostility 

against Great Britain.”  Moreover, Charles IV, he claimed, 

was sheltering Portugal from attack by negotiating with the 

First Consul to prevent French troops from entering 

Spain.317    

Beurnonville had little knowledge of the delicate 

negotiations unfolding around him.  Knowing Bonaparte would 

have no sympathy for Spain’s economic plight and hoping to 

                                                 
315Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 14 December 1803, Affaires 
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avoid drawing attention to the British demands for only a 

temporary subsidy, the Spanish only told Beurnonville that 

Britain would declare war the moment French troops entered 

Spain.  Consequently, Beurnonville reported to Talleyrand 

that England had demanded the release of all communications 

regarding the Convention.318   

While France was temporarily placated, England was 

furious with Spain’s ratification of the Convention. Frere 

responded to Cevallos’ temporizing, “I could not help 

feeling a degree of humiliation on seeing that a person, 

whose judgment I infinitely respected, set so little a 

value on mine.”319  England would not tolerate Spain’s claim 

to neutral status while simultaneously furnishing resources 

to France.  “It suffices simply to say that such a right 

cannot exist; that nature and common sense reject it.”  

Frere did not question the validity of the Treaties of 1796 

and Saint Ildefonso, rather he attacked its application to 

Great Britain.320   

Frere, had the full support of his government to 

initiate war, yet like France, was loath to make the 

initial move.  On the other hand, Cevallos could not 

nullify the Convention but he did try to appease England’s 

other demands.  Ultimately, he disregarded diplomatic 

language and asked Frere if his Majesty’s government had 
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authorized him to declare war if Spain paid “the pecuniary 

succors to France?”  The British ambassador honestly 

answered that he had been granted such power.  To this 

Cevallos proudly responded his government was bound by 

solemn treaties and would honor them and “if the 

succours(sic) are themselves thought a motive for war by 

Great Britain, the ground of our engagement is altered.”  

Frere backed down slightly, responding it was not the will 

of his government to crush Spain and drive it further into 

the French camp.  The fateful conversation ended and Frere 

departed with the threat of war looming over Spain’s 

horizon.321   

 Right after his meeting with Cevallos, Frere 

dispatched warnings to Lord Nelson, Sir Pellew and the 

British proconsuls of an imminent break in relations with 

Spain.  It was a dangerous policy for England to enlarge 

the war beyond its original scope and court the possibility 

Spain’s navy would join Bonaparte’s invasion flotilla.  

Although Britain’s tactics were based on Spain’s weakness 

there was too strong a possibility of a resurgent Spanish 

navy to antagonize a nation bent upon neutrality.322

 England’s perception of Spanish bullion pouring into 

French coffers was unfounded.  No money had arrived in 

France from the time of Azara’s signing the Convention in 

October through December of 1803.  And the prospects of 

meeting any portion of the requisite six million francs 

each month seemed impossible.  But reality did not deter 

the British from pushing Spain deeper into the French 
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camp.323  Frere met with Godoy at the Escorial, 29 December 

1803, to discuss the new status of French merchants in 

Spain.  Frere angrily stated English officials would be 

removed if France were given commercial freedoms.  He had 

already warned British merchants a breach was likely and to 

take cautious measures.324

Spain’s attempts to remain neutral meant Beurnonville 

was not privy to the ongoing meetings of Frere and the 

Spanish officials.  Ignorance left him concerned that the 

mounting Spanish hostilities were only a ruse de guerre.  

England and Spain could enter a “quasi-war” and turn a 

blind-eye to contraband entering Spanish and English ports.  

Spain could then retain its freedom to diplomatically 

maneuver.  Beurnonville advised French agents to be wary 

and question the commissioners of the Batavian and Ligurian 

Republics to determine the veracity of his information.325

 Regardless of Beurnonville’s fears, Spain was at the 

mercy of its northern ally and the dupe of Bonaparte’s 

politics.  The First Consul had promised Charles IV’s 

government that Louisiana would only be sold to a third 

party after Spain was given first right of refusal.  

However, France ignored its ally and negotiated directly 

with the United States.  The situation exposed the base 

level of Spanish influence in the world.326  France received 
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millions of dollars for the sale of the Louisiana 

territory, while Spain gained nothing.  Cevallos only 

mustered a feeble protest that went largely ignored.327 

By the end of January 1804, Spain had begun to export 

cash and physical goods to meet the subsidy, initially 

placating France.  Hervas warned Talleyrand that Spain was 

in a dire economic and diplomatic position.  Beurnonville 

reinforced his descriptions by relaying Spain’s 

difficulties in meeting the payment of subsidies.328  

Talleyrand ordered him to demand full payment.  “You must 

insist to the Prince, that Spain make all the necessary 

arrangements to execute its promises and to exhibit Charles 

IV’s loyalty thereby regaining the good graces of the First 

Consul.”329   

The Franco-Spanish Convention also allowed Bonaparte 

to treat Spain as a subservient ally by violating Charles 

IV’s sovereignty in a minor incident.  A small faction of 

dissidents had exhibited their distaste toward the crown’s 

obsequious behavior.  A priest, Couci, was the most vocal.  

He denounced the Franco-Spanish alliance and Beurnonville 

demanded his arrest and extradition.330  Initially, Godoy 

refused to silence the man but later Charles IV ordered the 
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Cardinal of Toledo to personally intervene.331  By this time 

Bonaparte was aware of the affair.  Believing the 

Cardinal’s measures insufficient he ordered Beurnonville to 

extradite Couci.  “The half-measures taken against him by 

the Spanish government would not induce enough fear in him 

to guarantee a modification of his behavior.”332  Couci was 

the first to be sent to France.  The next day Talleyrand 

included in the extradition orders anyone “infringing upon 

the sovereignty of France’s ally.”  Two other bishops were 

also to be arrested and conducted to Rochelle and Blois 

along with several nameless men distributing libelous 

information.333  Beurnonville responded with his usual 

alacrity for offensive action and ordered the Spanish 

authorities to comply.  These extraditions highlighted the 

limitations of Spanish sovereignty.334  

As France strengthened its hold over Spain, the 

British government began to reevaluate its use of coercive 

diplomacy.  Realizing the subsidy was a completed deal and 

growing fearful of an enlarged war with Spain, Hawkesbury 

altered his orders to Frere.  “The pecuniary succors to be 

afforded by Spain to France unquestionably furnish in 

themselves a justifiable cause of war; but considering the 

light in which they were explained on a former occasion, 

his Majesty is unwilling to proceed to extremities under 
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the present circumstances.”  Temporarily acquiescing on the 

subsidies issue, Hawkesbury did reiterate England’s refusal 

to accept the transgression of French troops through Spain 

or Spanish complicity in arming of French warships.  He 

also demanded to know the other articles of the Convention.  

However, he warned Frere, “I cannot too strongly recommend 

to you to avoid bringing these discussions to a sudden and 

unfavorable issue.”335   

While Hawkesbury sought détente, accumulating events 

dictated increasing hostility.  At Ferrol, Admiral Pellew 

was furious Spanish officials had doubled duties on British 

goods while, he claimed, the French were exempt.  He 

demanded Frere seek an explanation.336  In late December the 

British frigate, Aeolus (40), cruising the Caribbean, 

opened fire with eighteen guns on the Urquijo, a Spanish 

corvette serving as a courier.  When the Spanish captain 

was killed and his ship hauled into Jamaica, the best 

excuse England could muster was to blame the Spanish 

captain for his “rash and useless valor.”337   

These latest events undermined Hawkesbury’s 

instructions and Frere entered discussions with Cevallos in 

a tone and language comparable to Beurnonville’s 

techniques.  He accused Spain of taking advantage of 

England’s restraint “to carry on a two-fold war.”  The 

subsidy and sale of French prizes in Spanish ports was his 

evidence.  Frere demanded a suspension of Spanish naval 
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preparations.  The threat he left in no doubt; “The 

Peninsula is closely blockaded by England’s squadrons, 

whose commanders wait only orders for acting.”338   

Meanwhile, Cevallos was doing his utmost to downplay 

another incident.  A French privateer had sought shelter in 

the Bay of Cumana where he sold a captured English vessel.  

Cevallos downplayed this infringement of neutrality with a 

rather poor excuse, “although our legislation does not 

permit foreign ships to enter the ports of our colonies, 

there are certain cases, recommended by humanity and 

natural right, which form many exceptions to that general 

rule.”  He then defended the sale of the British ship as a 

lawful commercial venture.339  Cevallos did order an 

investigation of the affair and submitted British 

complaints to the King, but his dubious explanation did 

little to satisfy Britain.   

 Addressing the navy’s status, Cevallos defended 

Spain’s right to arm against unforeseen events and preserve 

its neutrality.  Regarding the preferential treatment of 

French vessels, Cevallos reiterated Charles IV’s order for 

equal protection to be extended to the ships of all 

nations.  Frere’s discourse, he characterized, as an 

exercise in contradictions and embarrassments, ranging from 

pleas of good faith to threats of war.  “This collision of 

security and mistrust is a great impediment to... 

neutrality.”  Finishing on an unusually brazen note, he 

asked whether England would avoid embarrassing itself again 
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and like Spain offer a frank explanation of its position in 

the current war.340  Cevallos was even so bold as to make a 

similar declaration to Beurnonville the same day.  “I have 

the honor of repeating to you the orders of my King and 

master, we have only one goal, the preservation of our 

perfect neutrality.”341   

Despite Cevallos’ proud proclamations, by January of 

1804, Britain was a nation ready for war.  The subsidies 

were an issue of immense importance to England.  Coupled 

with Spain’s rearming, these actions suggested a closer 

alliance with France than either Godoy or Cevallos would 

admit.  Frere learned, the day after the reception of 

Cevallos’ letter, that Spain was preparing an expedition of 

at least 6,000 men.  Unsure of their destination and 

extremely excited, Frere passed the information along to 

London and urged naval mobilization.342

With England and Spain moving closer to war, 

Beurnonville and Talleyrand remained strangely silent on 

these extraordinarily important events.  Beurnonville 

reported nothing of the collapsing talks between Frere and 

Cevallos, nor the British ambassador’s exchanges with 

Godoy.  Neither did Talleyrand solicit information.  Having 

been relegated to a secondary status in the crucial talks 

over the subsidy, Beurnonville was content to perform a 

mediocre job and minimize his contact with the French 
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Foreign Minister.  “The government’s silence toward me is 

an attempt to prevent any activity contrary to its views.”  

This attitude permeated the rest of his tenure in Spain.343

The reality of power politics in the Napoleonic Age 

was that fear, defined as security and raison d’etat, 

coercion, and military and economic strength, were all-

powerful motivating factors of diplomacy.  Spain’s 

importance coupled with its weakness, placed it in the 

unenviable position of trying to placate the world’s two 

greatest powers.  It was a hopeless situation that called 

for leadership beyond Charles IV’s government and 

exacerbated by Godoy’s pathetic scheming.  Beurnonville’s 

threatening posture, made so imposing with the looming 

specter of French troops marching over the Pyrenees, had 

intimidated Charles IV and forced him into reluctantly 

accepting Bonaparte’s demanding policy.  However, the 

British Government would not accept the payment of Spanish 

subsidies to fund a French invasion nor the possible 

unification of the fleets of France and Spain.  Frere had 

provided the obligatory diplomatic remonstrance preceding 

war but they had failed miserably.  The Spanish 

government’s bold stand was a flirtation with disaster 

which soon resulted in the British ultimatum.  

Nevertheless, throughout the negotiations, French interests 

and Bonaparte’s strategy were reaffirmed.   
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THE BRITISH ULTIMATUM 

CHAPTER 9 

 

 

 

The possibility Spain would formally join France 

created enormous consternation within the British 

government.  With the French army continuing to train at 

Boulogne, an invasion of the British Isles seemed probable, 

but there were other dangers.  Would Bonaparte seek to 

repeat his Egyptian Expedition or would he strike out at 

British possessions in the Mediterranean?  Colonel Horace 

Sebastiani’s article in Le Moniteur suggested such a course 

of action.  The Mediterranean and Spain’s position astride 

its western shores were of immense strategic and commercial 

value to England.   

With the economic subsidy and the improving quality of 

the Spanish navy, France was in an excellent position.  

While most observers demeaned Spanish naval strength, 

British admiral Jervis rated Spanish three deck ships of 

the line equal to two French two-deck ships.344  There were 

other, less obvious advantages for France gained from its 

alliance with Spain.  During the American Revolution a 

combined Franco-Spanish force had besieged Gibraltar for 

almost three years, causing enormous strains on the London 

government!345  A joint sortie of the French fleet at Toulon 

or Spanish from Carthagena could threaten commerce because 

four to five thousand British vessels passed through 

                                                 
344Antoine Thibaudeau, Mémoires de Thibaudeau 1799-1815, 
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Gibraltar’s ports each year.  Therefore, command of the 

Western Mediterranean would be extremely important for the 

French to interrupt British trade.346

The possibility of a combined Franco-Spanish invasion 

of the home islands, a siege of Gibraltar, or domination of 

the Mediterranean was intolerable for England.  The British 

Government viewed Spain as the weak link in Bonaparte’s 

plans, and had pursued a forceful policy at Madrid.  But 

such a strategy led to a monumental diplomatic blunder by 

England.  Angered by the subsidy and new naval 

preparations, the British Cabinet inadvertently drove Spain 

deeper into the French sphere of control.  George III’s 

government could find no justification for Spain’s naval 

rearmament beyond supporting French maritime strategy.  In 

the recent past, the navy could have been used as an excuse 

to defend Louisiana from an American threat, but that issue 

had been eliminated, leaving a war with England as their 

only possible excuse for rearming.   

England could not accept Spain’s claims of neutrality 

when Frere declared, “the necessary conditions of 

neutrality were absolutely missing.”  However, the 

immediate reason for a British ultimatum to Spain was the 

continued financial aid to France’s war machine and the 

forced dispersal of English warships against Spanish ports, 

weakening the Royal navy’s strength at Boulogne and 

Toulon.347   

These factors induced Frere to exclaim, “only a blind 

man could miss the increased influence of France within 
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Charles IV’s country. Spain thinks she is the only power 

who has the right and the power to infringe ancient 

principles.”  It was clear that France’s inherent weakness, 

vis-à-vis the British navy, led it to seek security for its 

ships under the guise of Spain’s neutrality.  Frere warned 

Godoy the sale of prize ships in neutral territories would 

unleash a deluge of buccaneers, primarily British, upon the 

trade of Spain’s vast American empire and these privateers, 

would utilize the ports of Jamaica, Trinidad and Gibraltar 

as bases of operation.  Britain had two demands; stop the 

rearmament and turn away French privateers.  Both points 

were non-negotiable and if Frere did not receive a prompt 

and affirmative reply then he was authorized to quit Madrid 

and return to London.348   

France and Spain presented two different reactions to 

the British ultimatum.  Beurnonville exhibited his 

characteristic lack of diplomatic acumen relishing the 

possibility of an enlarged conflict.   

 

Once again England has fallen into a vile 
course of action but once again the 
vigilance of our government has broken this 
cowardly adversary.   
 Glory to France, Citizen Minister, 
glory to the beneficial genius that governs 
our triumph, that we have again obtained, 
hastening the time when all conspirators 
will be destroyed, the time when Britain’s 
pride will finally be torn down before the 
heroes, the glory and the love of thirty 
million invulnerable Frenchmen.349

                                                 
348Frere to Cevallos, 18 February 1804, Papers Relative to 
the Discussion With Spain.   
 
349Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 27 February 1804, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 666.  
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Godoy believed the British ultimatum was Pitt’s decision, 

claiming his mindless patriotism and hatred for France 

dominated reason.  This was the reason England failed to 

respect Spain’s neutrality and understand its plight.350  

The Spanish charge d’affaires, Ferdinand Ibervas, reflected 

the view of more sober minded Spanish.  Writing to 

Talleyrand he stated, “The motives that crafted the treaty 

in all its integrity:  were that France needed to subsist, 

and Spain needed to avoid a rupture with nations that would 

paralyze its commerce.”  The Spanish government had no 

illusion its commerce would survive a naval war with 

Britain.  Ibervas noted Cevallos’ efforts to arrest the 

tide of war but he had only obtained an ultimatum for his 

reward.  Spain was slowly beginning to realize the worse 

case scenario in its subservient relationship to 

Bonaparte’s France.351   

 Talleyrand and Beurnonville’s perspective regarding 

the British ultimatum offered an interesting glimpse of how 

two high ranking French officials perceived foreign 

affairs.  Beurnonville saw only immediate benefit for 

France in England’s heavy handedness and another useless 

opportunity to verbally abuse Frere.352  For this warrior 

turned diplomat there was no compromise, nor an 

understanding of the larger international implications of a 
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 Manuel Godoy, Mémoires du Prince de la Paix, 2,9-10.  See 
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351Ibervas to Talleyrand, 28 February 1804, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 666. 
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break between Great Britain and Spain.  On the other hand, 

Talleyrand was more circumspect, believing an Anglo-Spanish 

war would block the flow of subsidies.  He advised 

Bonaparte to modify French demands upon Charles IV’s 

government.  Spain should be allowed to suspend the arming 

of its vessels and to block the sale of prize ships in its 

ports.353   

Bonaparte had recently renewed demands for Spain to 

furnish its delinquent payment of twenty-one million francs 

so he heeded Talleyrand’s advice.354  If England 

reciprocated, Bonaparte would concede the sale of prize 

ships in Spanish ports.355  As for French ships docking in 

Spanish ports, Bonaparte cited England’s opportunity to use 

their world wide commercial empire while French captains 

were limited to the goodwill of allies in times of 

distress.  Therefore, French commerce would be irreparably 

damaged if trade negotiations were not facilitated with 

Spain.  Bonaparte’s reasoning on the matter was best 

summarized by his adversary Frere, who later acknowledged, 

“I should apprehend that the French Government are as 

little disposed, for the sake of a momentary assistance, to 

exchange a useful tributary for a burdensome ally.”356

 Bonaparte’s seeming magnanimity offers some 

perspective on his strategy and policy in the early days of 
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the war with England.  Domestically, he continued to defend 

France’s right to trade in Spain and to collect the 

subsidies.  It was a component of his economic policy and a 

crucial element of his popularity at home.  Militarily, 

Bonaparte still hoped to accomplish a landing on the 

British shore.  At this stage, he had incorrectly 

calculated it would take two days to assemble the fleet and 

invade, too little time for England’s navy to respond.  In 

such an operation he had calculated there was less need for 

Spanish warships to control the Channel, especially since 

they had demonstrated high levels of incompetence in the 

previous decade.  Combined, these factors provided added 

weight to maintaining the subsidy above all other service.   

Given Bonaparte’s intention to end Spain’s offensive 

behavior, it must have been with great surprise that 

Charles IV’s government refused to accept all British 

demands.  The King agreed to deny any sale of contraband 

ships in Spanish ports, which Cevallos assured would be 

vigorously enforced.  But on the more important question of 

Spain’s rearming, Cevallos took a surprisingly hard line.   

 

As for the first point, or cessation of all 
armaments, I have nothing to add to what I have 
signified to you on several occasions. The conduct of 
this cabinet in the present occurrences ought to 
dissipate even the most remote shadow of suspicion of 
a hostile disposition on the part of the King my 
master; and I am consequently persuaded upon this 
point that the wishes and demands of his Britannic 
Majesty are perfectly satisfied.357  

 

This surprising twist of events left Frere with the same 

challenge and dilemma which Beurnonville had faced and been 
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found wanting; that is to break off all diplomatic ties or 

continue to negotiate with a temporarily bold Spain.  Frere 

chose the latter course.  Although Spain had succeeded in 

gaining time as March turned into April, Spain found itself 

being pushed deeper into the French camp.358    

 Emphasizing this relationship, Hervas requested a 

reduction in the subsidies and a territorial increase of 

the Kingdom of Etruria by adding the Duchy of Parma.359  

Talleyrand remained silent, implying an emphatic no!  While 

Spain struggled under the French yoke, Beurnonville could 

only provide florid reports on Spain’s close relationship 

to France and damning condemnations of Britain’s behavior 

regarding the French representatives in England.  Before 

Beurnonville had questioned the veracity of Godoy and 

Spain’s allegiance, but now he saw Spain as an ally 

standing firm against the machinations of Great Britain.360

 Beurnonville regarded the British ultimatum as the 

latest step in a vast conspiracy, engineered by England, to 

discredit the Franco-Spanish alliance.  The friendship of 

Spain for France, Beurnonville wrote, was viewed as a crime 

by the “sworn enemies of all peace, of all friendship and 

in this sense I am of the opinion that the British 

ambassador is a conspirator.”  Despite Beurnonville’s 

complaints, Frere tried to mitigate the building antagonism 
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by assuring Godoy that England would maintain the peace if 

Spain barred a French invasion of Portugal.361   

 That same day, Beurnonville and Godoy met to discuss 

Frere’s mission.  Beurnonville believed that Frere was only 

trying to buy time for his other schemes.  He warned Godoy 

of Frere’s efforts to assemble a coterie of instigators 

bent upon the defeat of France.  The Austrian ambassador, 

Count Alexis d’Eltz, Russian minister, Nicolas Moravieff, 

and the Danish ambassador, Frederick Burke, regularly dined 

at Frere’s residence.  Referring to them as a trio, he 

believed their goal was to intimidate and undermine 

Godoy.362 

Beurnonville had good reason to fear the Russian 

ambassador’s influence.  Russia had tried to dominate 

European diplomacy with offers of mediation throughout the 

latter part of 1803.  After the execution of the Duc 

d’Enghien Tsar Alexander I government became increasingly 

belligerent, proposing a coalition with England if France 

attacked Egypt and joint operations against Corfu.363  The 

British showed little enthusiasm, fearing Russian influence 

in the Mediterranean.  But in April 1804, Addington’s 

government fell and the forceful Pitt took power.  Under 

Pitt, Britain aggressively pursued allies and it was during 

this period Beurnonville now found himself fending off 

diplomatic rivals in Madrid.364
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 Beurnonville reported a meeting of the “committee,” as 

he referred to the three ambassadors, who mounted a verbal 

assault on Godoy in three successive waves.  D’Eltz 

initiated the first attack and the Prince, according to 

Beurnonville, repelled him in a “language truly energetic.”  

Still smarting after his near disastrous relationship with 

France, Godoy ardently tried to prove he was a strong 

advocate of the Franco-Spanish treaty.  Beurnonville easily 

fell for Godoy’s rhetoric, “Spain was the natural ally of 

France and no number of powers could cause this to be 

ruptured.”  Moravieff, the last of the three ambassadors, 

entered the fray.  Beurnonville observed, “The Russian 

minister was not weak in the offensive nor prudent in his 

defense, he had abandoned his wit,” and excoriated Spain to 

open its eyes to the danger it faced.  These diplomatic 

discussions revealed the growing tensions between Spain and 

England, as well as the interests of Europe’s continental 

nations toward`````` France.365  Here was mounting evidence 

of Russia’s hostile intentions toward France that would 

culminate in the recall of General Joseph Hédouville from 

Saint Petersburg in May 1804.366 
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While Beurnonville revealed the growing hostility of 

Europe’s Continental powers, Bonaparte was beginning to 

fathom the difficulties entailed by invading England.  The 

invasion flotilla was virtually powerless against the 

British navy and would require six assault waves over a 

seventy-two hour period.  Under such conditions Bonaparte 

sought a new strategy that would alter his relationship 

with Spain.   

Dating back to December 1803, Bonaparte had queried 

his prefect at Toulon, Admiral Honoré-Joseph Ganteaume, 

about the possibility of diverting Nelson’s Mediterranean 

squadron from Toulon with a feint toward Egypt.367  

Ganteaume then advised against any invasion unless France 

had naval superiority.368  Utilizing plans developed during 

the Seven Years War, Ganteaume suggested a divergence not 

just in the Mediterranean but also in the Channel to 

provide the French invasion fleet with sufficient time to 

cross.  The First Consul shelved Ganteaume’s suggestion 

until naval exercises at Boulogne demonstrated the validity 

of his strategy.369   

By May of 1804 Napoleon began plans for the French to 

divert the British fleet; this change in strategy had 

important ramifications for his Spanish policy.370  Since 
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the French navy was merely one-third the size of the Royal 

Navy, he reconsidered the value of Spain’s flotilla.  

Colonel Anne-Charles Lebrun, an aide de camp, was 

dispatched to the Spanish ports of Ferrol and La Coruna.  

Napoleon instructed him to determine if the Spanish navy 

was receiving sufficient foodstuffs, tackle, other maritime 

supplies and money.  He would also report on the number and 

quality of naval installations at Malaga and Cadiz.  

Knowing the Spanish and fearing they may inflate their 

capabilities and numbers, Napoleon ordered him to confer 

with Beurnonville and then return to Ferrol and La Coruña 

to ensure the Spanish had fulfilled their promises.  

Napoleon wanted Spain to provide five ships-of-the-line 

ready for operations in July.371

 While Napoleon was preparing for a major strategic 

change, Godoy was trying to stave off any critical break 

with England.  Increasingly fearful of Frere’s hawkish 

position, the Prince resorted to tactics reminiscent of his 

treatment of Beurnonville; he would try to have Frere 

recalled by his government.  First, he discussed Frere’s 

role in the attempted assassination of Bonaparte, stemming 

from Cadoudal’s plot.  Then he condemned Frere’s character 

and insinuated that he had personally undermined the 

friendship and unity between England and Spain.  If his 

ploy failed, the Prince could at least test the British 

government’s mettle.  Beurnonville speculated that Pitt’s 
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government would be forced to replace their ambassador with 

a man whose character would forge a compromise and not 

damage the peace.  Once again, Godoy’s strategy failed.  

Frere faithfully executed his country’s orders so removing 

him would have appeared an act of cowardice in the face of 

a government much weaker than the British Empire.372  Godoy 

had the sagacity to accept his momentary setback. 

The Prince may have bowed to British pressure but 

Napoleon was becoming increasingly anxious over the 

influence of British agents throughout the European courts.  

Consequently he proclaimed, “An ambassador is a minister of 

conciliation; his duty is always to be a saint, founded in 

morality; and the British cabinet says to us they are 

instruments of war, with the right to do what is 

necessary.”  This was Napoleon’s justification to authorize 

all his ambassadors to treat British officials as spies and 

agents of war.373   

Beurnonville needed little encouragement and continued 

to report on the intrigues of the Allied “cabal” 

functioning in the Spanish capital.  He reported that at a 

dinner hosted by Frere “British diatribes had been made 

against the ambition of Charles IV acting under the 

unfortunate influence of the French colossus.”  He also 

claimed the Austrian ambassador did not entertain the 

slightest discretion regarding his country’s attitudes.  

But once again Moravieff held the dubious honor of leading 

the anti-French party.  “The Russian minister dominated 
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this event and showed most ardent and troublesome 

instigation of anti-pacific principles.”374   

Napoleon seemed unconcerned about the danger to his 

ally posed by the British ultimatum.  Despite 

Beurnonville’s protestations and denunciations of his 

diplomatic rivals, France was indeed cooperating with the 

Spanish regarding the equipping of warships.  With few 

options left Cevallos had accepted his country’s fate and 

authorized the Spanish authorities to provide the French 

squadron at Ferrol with all the supplies it required.375  

Colonel Lebrune met with Godoy and obtained the necessary 

workers at Ferrol and La Coruña; the Royal workshops and 

Spanish magazines began to furnish supplies.  For Spain it 

was a further limitation of their independence.  Agreement 

to the convention of subsidies had committed Spain to 

France and as Napoleon’s needs spiraled upward Spain’s 

independence declined.376  

 As of May 1804, Charles IV’s government had paid 

France at a rate of 800,000 dollars per month.  However, 

Spain’s ability to continue paying seemed improbable.  

Talleyrand proposed to float a loan for the Spanish at 

Paris for five million dollars.  The British assumed this 

money would be used to meet the demands of the subsidy.  

Spain had three years in arrears to pay at ten percent 
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interest.377  Although the monetary payment had been the 

primary focus of English diplomacy, it began to pale in 

comparison to the specter of the combined French and 

Spanish navy fitting out in Spain’s ports.  In addition, 

the French invasion fleet and army stationed at Boulogne 

were increasing daily, causing excitement throughout Europe 

over the possibility of a French invasion of England.378   

Despite the British Cabinet’s increasing distress over 

Spain’s rearmament, Frere had received little information 

from his agents regarding Spanish preparations.  When he 

broached the subject of LeBrune’s mission, Cevallos was 

decidedly hostile and feigned indignation.  Cevallos 

insisted Spain had willingly and officially complied with 

England’s demand to halt mobilization but he would not give 

any further explanation.  Unsatisfied, Frere reported his 

suspicions about LeBrune’s mission.379   

 As the danger of war between England and Spain mounted 

Beurnonville departed Madrid 19 July on an extended 

vacation to take the waters.  His chargé d’affaires Vandeul 

would continue his negotiations.  Godoy matched 

Beurnonville’s apathy.  He was more concerned with 

repairing and enlarging his estates than preparing Spain 

for war.  While Spanish naval officers accepted part time 

jobs to sustain themselves, Charles IV granted the Prince 
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5,000 dollars a week to improve his palace in Madrid.  It 

was typical of the Spanish government under Charles IV.380

Meanwhile, the press began to report on the animosity 

between Frere and the Spanish Cabinet and speculated about 

the possibility of a break between the two nations.381  If 

the Spanish Government’s intention were to arouse the fury 

of the people, its wish was slowly becoming a reality.  

English spies finally discovered Spanish duplicity as 

French troops moved through Malaga to reinforce Napoleon’s 

squadron at Ferrol.  Admiral Cochrane, stationed off the 

coast, later verified the reports.382  Frere immediately 

demanded a halt to reinforcements and information on the 

nature of this movement.383  Neither Cevallos nor the 

Captain General of Galicia wished to respond to his 

demands.  Frere addressed a second letter to Cevallos 

charging Charles IV’s government could not be ignorant of 

the affair and to put a stop to this abuse or suffer the 

consequences.”384
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Based on official information emanating from Spain, 

Harrowby instructed Frere to be vigilant of all activity in 

the Spanish ports.  The Spanish tried to explain their 

undertakings and the motives, described by the English as 

“hostile actions,” but Frere was left with sufficient space 

to maneuver should Charles IV’s government provide a 

plausible explanation.385  Admiral Cochrane lent naval 

weight to Frere’s diplomacy with a letter to the Captain 

General of Galicia informing him of England’s decision to 

blockade all Spanish warships.386   

Spain was momentarily intimidated.  Cevallos renewed 

the ban on selling captured English vessels in Spanish 

ports.387  While in Paris, Admiral Charles Gravina, the new 

Spanish ambassador, informed Talleyrand of Spain’s decision 

to stop arming ships in their ports.388  Gravina had become 

the Spanish ambassador to France after Azara’s death.  He 

was a favored choice of Napoleon owing to his worldly 

charm, wealth, influence and experience with the Spanish 

navy.  He had been wounded fighting the British and was one 
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of the most powerful men in Spain with estates ranging 

throughout his country and the rest of Europe.  Lady 

Holland speculated his appointment was a result of intrigue 

by Godoy and the Queen.389

 Almost simultaneous w`ith Gravina’s appointment was 

contradictory news from British officials that galvanized 

their strategy.  Cochrane had intercepted orders from 

Madrid to arm four ships-of-the-line, two frigates, and 

other smaller vessels.  Moreover, similar orders had 

apparently been dispatched to Carthagena and Cadiz, with 

three-ships-of-the line sailing from Cadiz.  Increasing 

England’s alarm was the Spanish order to arm packets, a 

clear indication of wartime policies.  The news left 

Harrowby increasingly skeptical of the Spanish government’s 

regular assurances of neutrality.  He called them excuses 

to gain time, “until circumstances should enable them to 

adopt measures more consistent with their interests and 

their wishes.”390   

Frere, for the second time during his tenure at 

Madrid, was ordered to issue an ultimatum.  He again 

demanded a halt of all naval armaments and reinforcements 

at Ferrol, Cadiz and Carthagena.  If Cevallos temporized, 

Frere was to demand his passport and leave Madrid.  On the 

other hand, if Charles IV’s government accepted, a special 

envoy would be dispatched to Madrid and settle all 
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outstanding questions.  In one final instruction, Harrowby 

demanded Spain divulge its relationship with France.391  

Unlike the first ultimatum, Pitt’s government was prepared 

to act and would not broach stalling tactics.   

Meanwhile, Frere warned the Spanish of continuing 

hostile actions.392  Cevallos’ answer was terse and 

continued in the same vain as his previous assurances.  

Godoy also met with Frere and revealed the Finance 

Minister’s official correspondence to show the subsidies 

had not been paid; however, this was untrue.  In another 

concession, he offered to lower tariffs on British goods.393

 The two empires were on the verge of war, the natural 

culmination of Beurnonville’s diplomatic efforts.  Spain’s 

increasing subservience to French policy forced England to 

maintain a constant vigilance over the Spanish ports, 

fearful the fleets of France and Spain might unite.  By the 

end of September 1804 hostilities had reached a point that 

British captains were ordered to prevent Spanish warships 

from departing or entering their harbors.  Finally, Admiral 

Cochrane was ordered to detach two frigates to intercept a 

Spanish convoy laden with bullion from the Americas.  The 

frigates were to lie in wait at the Straits of Gibraltar.394

 Just as at Copenhagen in 1800, England would claim it 

was pursuing a preventative war.  Napoleon had placed 

                                                 
391Harrowby to B. Frere, 29 September 1804, Ibid. 
 
392B. Frere to Cevallos, 27 September 1804, Ibid. 
 
393

 Manuel Godoy, Mémoirs du Prince de la Paix, IV, 33. 
 
394Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to Admiral 
Cornwallis, 18 September 1804, Papers Relative to the 
Discussion with Spain. 
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England in a dangerous position.  Rather than continuing 

the current diplomatic system of accusations followed by 

denials, while France received Spanish gold or even naval 

support, Pitt’s government decided to take military action.  

England went to war without the requisite declaration and 

it was not altogether clear if Parliament supported it.  

England’s behavior had all the tones of a bully because it 

was haphazard and lacked any decisive policy objective.  

Was England prepared to declare war on Spain?  Would such a 

decision prove counter productive?  Why attack and place 

Spain firmly in Napoleon’s camp?  It was clear Spain was 

arming its navy but it also seemed evident the Spanish 

people did not support the Franco-Spanish alliance.395  

Moreover, Spain’s navy was inferior to England and the 

nation was facing economic ruin.   

Evidently England was not the only nation suffering 

from a policy malaise.  As the situation intensified, 

Beurnonville was completely removed from the diplomatic 

imbroglio, for which he had been an integral instigator.  

From June to mid-November, he was in the French town of 

Bagneres taking the thermal baths.  Throughout the crucial 

negotiations between Frere and the Spanish court, the 

French nation’s representative was merely a charge 

d’affairs of limited ability.  The diplomatic 

correspondence between the French embassy and Talleyrand 

was extremely limited and revealed little knowledge of the 

growing storm between England and France.  Beurnonville’s 

behavior amply demonstrated a repeated element of French 

                                                 
395Spanish xenophobia, economic rivalry and fear of French 
Revolutionary ideals, lingering from the war of 1793-95, 
caused this animosity.  Charles Esdaile, The Peninsula War, 
(New York, 2003), 21.   
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diplomacy under Napoleon; once a nation fulfilled its 

commitment to France it was largely left to its own 

devices.  Nevertheless, the diplomatic policies pursued by 

Beurnonville between 1802 and 1804 laid the foundation for 

the Franco-Spanish alliance that lasted for four years 

until Napoleon deposed the Bourbons and established his 

family on the Spanish throne.   
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MARCH TO TRAFALGAR 

CHAPTER 10 

 

 

 

French diplomacy had led Britain to stumble toward war 

without any long range plans beyond attacking the Spanish 

treasure fleet and taking defensive measures.  In addition, 

the far-flung British fleet was ordered to restrain from 

committing any aggressive acts against Spanish dominions or 

subjects.  Pitt’s policy was hopelessly muddled.  Clearly 

lacking in these orders was any long-term strategy and 

policy or a clear economic analysis.396  Undoubtedly, Spain 

would go to war after England attacked the treasure fleet 

but it did not appear the captured bullion was worth the 

unification of France and Spain and their navies.  If the 

British government believed war with the combined Franco-

Spanish fleet were inevitable, then why did it fail to take 

more aggressive actions against all Spanish forces and the 

poorly defended colonies?  The answer lies in the failure 

of the British government to adopt a long-term policy or 

seriously debate the Spanish crisis before offensive action 

was taken.  Pitt’s government merely took the easy path of 

attacking the Spanish treasure fleet.397   

                                                 
396Lord High Admiral Melville to Cornwallis, 25 September 
1804, and William Cornwallis and Marsden Esquire to the 
Commanders in Chief in the Mediterranean, the Leeward 
Islands, and Jamaica, 19 September 1804, Papers Relative to 
Spain.   
 
397See Parliament, Cobbett’s Parliamentary Debates, (London, 
1804-05) III, for the complete debate within Parliament 
after the Spanish treasure fleet was seized.  British 
historians have only dwelled on the act of seizing the 
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 Britain had ample evidence France and Spain were in 

collusion, despite Charles IV’s genuine desire to remain 

neutral.  Spanish ships were arming rapidly and Napoleon 

imposed his will on the Spanish government.  He had 

recently ordered Spain to readmit the Jesuits and they 

acquiesced in his request.  To the British, it must have 

appeared that Napoleon’s iron grip on internal Spanish 

                                                                                                                                                 
treasure fleet and not British actions toward Spain as a 
whole.  John Steven Watson, the Reign of George III, 1760-
1815 (Oxford, 1960) 423 dismissed “this action as 
reminiscent of Drake.”  Sir Julien Corbett, The Campaign of 
Trafalgar (London, 1910), 60 agreed with Pitt’s judgment.  
To him the Franco-Spanish alliance was a fait accompli, 
thus “A blow at the rich treasure trade of Spain before 
declaration of war had been our regular procedure in like 
circumstances ever since Drake set out to strike it in 
1585, and failed.”  But he offers no assessment of other 
actions.  G.P. Gooch and Ward Adolphus William in The 
Cambridge History of British Foreign Policy (New York, 
1970) 334, come closest to condemning Pitt’s policy 
stating, “First the British government erred in not taking 
an earlier opportunity to bring matters to a decisive 
issue, secondly in deferring action until the Spanish 
treasure ships were nearing home; third, in not assuring 
the dispatch of a sufficient force to satisfy the amour 
proper of the Spanish commander.”  J.W. Fortescue in A 
History of the British Army, (London, 1921), V, 238, 
inexcusably dismisses England’s culpability.  “Spain, 
equally afraid of France and of England, and longing only 
to remain perfectly neutral, had so far yielded to the 
stronger pressure of Napoleon that the British Government 
lost patience with her undisguised, though unwilling, 
inclination towards the French cause.”  Yet he ignores the 
two month gap between England’s attack of the treasure 
fleet and Spain’s declaration of war.  Perhaps the most 
credible source is Admiral Nelson who stated, “I am clearly 
of the opinion that Spain has no wish to go to war with 
England.”  He believed the order to attack the treasure 
fleet had originated from Admiral Cornwallis and instructed 
his captains not to obey it.  Lord Viscount Nelson, The 
Dispatches and Letters of Vice Admiral Lord Viscount 
Nelson, (London, 1998), VI, 240.   
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politics would extend to foreign policy.  However, there 

were other signs Franco-Spanish relations were in 

disagreement, which might have led the British government 

to modify its actions.  Chief among them was Beurnonville’s 

absence from Madrid.  How could the two governments closely 

coordinate policy and strategy if Napoleon lacked any 

significant representation in the Spanish capital?398

 Shortly after Frere delivered the ultimatum, Captain 

Graham Moore, commanding the Indefatigable (38), Medusa 

(32), Amphion (36), Lively (38) and the Triumph (74) 

ambushed and captured the Spanish treasure fleet off the 

Cape of Sante-Marie.399  The Fama (38), laden with bullion 

from the Rio de la Plata was captured along with three 

other Spanish vessels, and a fourth ship was destroyed in 

the attack.400  It was an act of war leading to the death of 

numerous Spanish sailors.401  At roughly the same time 

                                                 
398Bonaparte to Talleyrand, 7 October 1804, Correspondance 
de Napoleon Ier, No. 8103, X, 22-23.   
 
399Captain Moore to Admiral Cornwallis, 6 October 1804, 
cited in Édouard Desbriere, Projet Et Tentatives de 
Debarquement Aux Iles Britanniques, 243-44.  David Lyon, 
The Sailing Navy List, All the Ships of the Royal Navy, 
Built, Purchased and Captured, 1688-1860, (London, 1993), 
68, 121, 126.   
 
400Lord Harrowby to B. Frere, 21 October 1804, Papers 
Relative to Spain.  Also see Talleyrand to Alquier, 28 
October 1804, Charles Auriol, La France, L’Angleterre et 
Naples de 1803 a 1806, II (Paris, 1905), 76-78.  See Nelson 
to Marsden, 8 November 1804, Nelson, The Dispatches and 
Letters of Vice Admiral Lord Viscount Nelson, VI, 266-67.  
Le Moniteur, 30 October 1804, carried an extract from the 
Times, which stated ten million Spanish dollars from one 
frigate, gold and silver ingots in another and an 
indeterminate amount of dollars from a third ship.    
 
401John Ehrman, The Younger Pitt, (Stanford, 1996) 703. 
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Admiral Nelson destroyed three commercial vessels outside 

Barcelona, captured a regiment en route to Majorca and 

landed a regiment of infantry on that very island.402   

 The most surprising aspect of these attacks was Pitt’s 

skewed vision of using force to try and maintain Spanish 

neutrality.  The British had initiated an act of war, yet 

they inexplicably allowed Spanish ships to leave their 

ports.  Writing Harrowby shortly after the attack, Pitt 

said England must now wait for a reply to the ultimatum.  

Pitt’s middle of the road policy was even more baffling 

considering his ruthless treatment of Danish and French 

shipping before any declarations of war.403  Pitt’s 

aggressive policy was an attempt to coerce Spain into 

complacency.  However, the attack on the treasure fleet 

placed Spain in the French camp, leaving the British Isles 

more vulnerable.404

Napoleon immediately sought to exploit England’s 

unexplainable action.  He ordered Joseph Fouché, his 

Minister of Police, to gather all information on England’s 

attack with the express goal of “goading Spain into war and 

to upset as much as possible the other European powers 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
402Nelson to Marsden, 15 November 1804, Letters and 
Dispatches of Lord Nelson, VI, 270-71.  See Simon Godchot, 
Les Espagnols du Marquis de la Romana, 1807-1808, (Paris, 
924), 31. 1
 
403Machiavelli once wrote, “When you see your enemy in the 
water up to his knees, help him out.  When you see your 
enemy in the water up to his neck, push him under.” Niccolò 
Machiavelli, The Prince, trans. Luigi Ricci (New York, 
1935), 90. 
 
404Rose, William Pitt and the Great War, 514 and  
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against England.”405  Surprisingly, he did not order 

Beurnonville to return to Spain nor did he immediately 

force Spain to declare war against England. 

The confusion within Pitt’s government was evident in 

England.  Many British ministers were outraged and 

Parliamentary debate over the attack of the treasure fleet 

spanned three months.  Lord Grenville proclaimed, “three 

hundred victims were assassinated in the midst of peace.”406  

Harrowby claimed Spain’s decision to arm naval vessels and 

provide economic succor to France was his justification for 

the attack.407  Only after long debates, extended over 

months, and accumulated evidence of Spain’s aggressive 

policies did Parliament unite behind Pitt’s government and 

approve capturing the treasure fleet.  But Parliament’s 

eventual acquiescence in Pitt’s actions did not mask a 

disastrous strategy against Spain.   

 In an amazing demonstration of patience, despite 

Captain Moore’s attack, Spain sought to avoid war.   

Diplomatic discussions dragged on throughout October where 

the old argument of naval rearmament entered a new phase.  

By late October, Frere was increasingly fearful of Spain’s 

plans to rearm.  In a letter to Cevallos he claimed, “The 

auxiliary power [Spain] could be called upon to assist her 

ally with all her forces.”  In a rare display of boldness 

for any Spanish minister, Cevallos believed his country had 

                                                 
405Bonaparte to Fouché, 29 October 1804, Correspondance de 
Napoleon Ier, No. 8147, X, 47-48.   
 
406Robert Plumer Ward, Memoirs of the Political and Literary 
Life of Robert Plumer Ward, (London, 1850), I, 168-69. 
 
407Harrowby to B. Frere, 21 October 1804, Papers Relative to 
the Discussion with Spain.   
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made many sacrifices to demonstrate its goodwill and 

challenged England to do likewise, “without which 

neutrality, restless and disturbed as that which Spain now 

possesses, would prove as prejudicial to the country as war 

itself.”  The cold declaration received a cool reaction 

from Frere; he felt England was the aggrieved power so he 

would await a more satisfactory answer to his questions.408  

Two days later Frere received his answer; Spain refused to 

disarm.  “Charles IV,” Cevallos stated, “cannot but see in 

this demand a notorious infraction of the convention of 

neutrality proposed by England herself.”409   

  Frere was furious with Cevallos’ response.  Spain, he 

contended, had used peace to gain a more advantageous 

position when war would be renewed with England.  The 

British Government, he charged, had never accepted Spain’s 

neutrality as a fact and their deteriorating relations 

reinforced their fear of future hostilities.  Frere also 

claimed the subsidies had been kept as a secret from 

England and it was absurd for Spain to believe an 

accommodation was possible.410

 After waiting three days for a reply from the Spanish 

government, Frere penned another letter to the Foreign 

Minister requesting Spain end rearmament or return his 

passport.  To ensure an answer he instructed his messenger 

to wait for a reply.411  When Cevallos responded a day 

later, he conceded Charles IV’s willingness to make new 

                                                 
408Frere to Harrowby, 27 October 1804, Ibid.  
 
409Cevallos to Frere, 29 October 1804, Ibid. 
 
410Frere to Cevallos, 30 October 1804, Ibid. 
 
411Frere to Cevallos, 2 November 1804, Ibid. 
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“sacrifices for peace, carrying his royal condescension to 

the point, which you desire.”  He promised Spain would not 

increase armaments contrary to those stipulated in the 

Treaty of Neutrality, signed 19 October 1803.  Cevallos’ 

also pledged his country would make no change in the 

deployment of its fleet so the subsidies would remain 

unchanged, with the vague promise they were not directed 

against Great Britain.412

 Frere could not accept Cevallos’ letter because he had 

received information on the increasing strength of the 

Spanish fleet.  In a detailed list, Cochrane reported Spain 

had fifteen ships-of-the-line in a state of readiness, 

three mounted 120 guns.  He noted the bake ovens were in 

full operation and the ships completely supplied.  This 

bombshell ended with the most pernicious news of all, 

reinforcements “continue to arrive from France.”413  The 

evidence could only mean France and Spain had formed a 

joint naval force.  Frustrated in his efforts, Frere 

requested his passport.414  After four days, Cevallos 

granted his request to quit Spain with no other offer to 

accept the British demands.  The Spanish Foreign Minister 

maintained his steadfast resolution that Spain had given no 

cause for his action, furnished all requests to explain 

their behavior and viewed his actions as fully responsible 

for the diplomatic break which was unfolding.415   

                                                 
412Cevallos to Frere, 3 November 1804, Ibid. 
 
413Cochrane to Cornwallis, 25 October 1804, Ibid.  
  
414Frere to Cevallos, 3 November 1804, Ibid. 
 
415Cevallos to Frere, 7 November 1804, Ibid. 
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 Regardless of Britain’s perfidious attack on the 

treasure fleet and Frere’s departure the two nations still 

tried to avoid war.  Yellow fever gripped Spain with over 

21,000 people dead from September to November in Malaga 

alone.  Natural calamities and Napoleon’s harsh demands 

were a difficult burden for Charles IV’s inefficient 

government.  Pitt was also reluctant to initiate a full-

scale war.  Fearing his domestic opposition, Pitt allowed 

all Spanish merchant vessels to sail from England and 

refrained from issuing letters of mark against Spanish 

ships.416   

In Paris, Gravina, well apprised of his navy’s 

deficiencies and Spain’s general lack of preparedness, 

passionately urged Talleyrand not to violate Spain’s 

neutrality.  Talleyrand dismissed his misgivings with the 

reply that Spain had to avenge the loss of the treasure 

fleet.  A few weeks later, 21 November, Gravina bore a 

letter to Napoleon from Charles IV outlining Spain’s many 

tribulations.  Napoleon was unsympathetic.  Reasserting his 

Foreign Minister’s comments, Napoleon called for Spain to 

be ready for war at a moment’s notice and to continue the 

subsidies.  Gravina left disappointed but resigned to carry 

forward his nation’s policy.417   

As Napoleon’s grandiose naval plans for Channel 

operations solidified, he gradually realized the need for 

Spanish ships.  Spain’s fifteen ships-of-the-line and the 

potential to double that number in five months, would 

                                                 
416Fugier, Napoleon et l’Espagne, 319. 
 
417Gravina to Cevallos, 8 November 1804, Archivo Histórico 
Nacional, 5211, cited in Fugier, 324-25.  There is no 
mention of this exchange in Napoleon’s correspondence.   
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provide numerous strategic options.  Such a force could 

drive England out of the Mediterranean as it had done in 

1796 or, combined with the French fleet, he could challenge 

England for control of the Channel.  Talleyrand finally 

ordered Beurnonville, who had been on a two month furlough 

during October and November of 1804, to return to Spain and 

coordinate the policy of the two nations.  He would 

encourage the preparation of Spain’s defenses and obtain 

authorization for Gravina to combine French and Spanish 

operations.  Beurnonville would also urge Charles IV to 

impose a war tax on the wealthy Spanish clergy, suppress 

the richest monastic orders and seize their finances.  He 

specifically targeted all property belonging to the 

“tyrants” of the Order of Malta.  The money would help 

rebuild Spain’s fleet, army and fortifications.  “It was 

indispensable that the Spanish navy returns to a 

respectable footing.”  He could have added, to join with 

the French fleet.418   

Armed with these orders, Beurnonville returned to 

Madrid 19 November 1804 and immediately began work on 

reequipping Spanish forces.  As a former Minister of War he 

had abundant experience to direct the refitting of the navy 

and mobilizing the army.  Immediately, he ordered 2,000 

muskets and requisitioned other supplies for the naval 

forces at Ferrol.  Beurnonville coordinated his efforts 

with French spies who were placed throughout Spain’s ports 

to monitor their progress.419  Beurnonville reported that 

                                                 
418Talleyrand to Beurnonville, 30 October 1804, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 667.   
 
419Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 21 and 22 November 1804, 
Ibid. 
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Spanish anti-war sentiment had dissipated because of the 

British blockade of Spanish ships at Cadiz.  In contrast to 

their diplomatic confrontations in the past, Beurnonville 

confidently wrote to Talleyrand that Godoy had given orders 

to provision all units, move troops and supply the coast 

with sufficient artillery.  Spanish officials were ordered 

to embargo British goods and seize English vessels and 

property.420

 On 9 December 1804, Gravina and French admiral Denis 

Decrès signed eight articles uniting both nations in a 

military alliance against Britain.  Article one called for 

Spain to prepare eight ships-of-the-line and four frigates 

at Ferrol to combine with the five French ships-of-the-line 

currently in the port.  Spain would amass six months of 

rations and four months of water at the port.  Article 

three required the same amount of provisions and fifteen 

ships-of-the-line and 2,500 men concentrated at Cadiz.  

Finally, Carthagena would supply six ships-of-the-line.  

Napoleon wanted all Spanish forces ready by 20 March 1805.  

In return, he promised Spain would regain its lost 

colonies, in particular Trinidad, and the wealth lost from 

the treasure fleet.  Although the treaty would be ratified 

a month later, on 4 January 1805, the Spanish, under 

Beurnonville’s stewardship, immediately began implementing 

these terms.421

                                                 
420Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 27 November and 2 December 
1804, Ibid. 
 
421Gravina to Talleyrand, 9 December 1804, Ibid.  Also see, 
Convention entre Sa Majesté l’Empereur des Francaise et Sa 
Majesté Catholique, 4 January 1805, cited in Desbrière, 
Projets et Tentatives, 258-60. 
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Spain’s declaration of war should have stunned Pitt’s 

government.  By the end of 1804, Spain’s navy included 

fifty-seven ships-of-the-line, thirty-eight frigates and 

seventeen corvettes, but this was on paper.  Regarding 

personnel, the rolls created a similar false impression 

with 67,960 sailors and soldiers. However, the reality was 

much different.  Garrisons and batteries in Spain’s coastal 

forts were poorly prepared.  In the regions struck by 

yellow fever, particularly Cadiz, there was a noticeable 

deficit in sailors.422  Beurnonville’s report also described 

the Spanish cabinet’s lethargy; however, he did acknowledge 

Godoy’s recent efforts to locate and appoint energetic 

generals.423  Nevertheless, progress was being made.  

Admiral Gravina provided a sobering yet realistic 

assessment of Spain’s naval capabilities.  Altogether 

nineteen ships of the line were ready to fight and another 

thirteen would be ready in two months.424

Talleyrand dispatched new orders to Beurnonville to 

keep Godoy focused on the war.  Regarding the Spanish 

monarchy, he wanted Beurnonville to curb their frivolous 

expenses and modernize the government bureaucracy.  The 

surplus funds generated from this austerity program would 

be guarded against an “ignorant and indolent administration 

and a relentless enemy,” whom he failed to define.  

Talleyrand’s last order illustrated that key Spanish policy 

                                                 
422State of the Spanish Navy, 20 December 1804, Archives 
Nationales, Carton AFIV 545. 
 
423Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 17 and 23 December 04, 
Affaires Étrangerès, 667.   
 
424Gravina to Decrès, 29 December 1804, Desbrière, Projets 
et Tentatives, 256-58. 
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was subject to French interests.  Napoleon wanted 

Beurnonville to find a prime minister whose views were 

“just, grand and patriotic.”425    

Talleyrand’s assessment was correct.  Spain’s primary 

hurdle in rebuilding its moribund navy was the endemic 

economic crisis.  Beurnonville sought to fulfill his orders 

and tried to convince Godoy to enact reforms based on the 

Revolutionary French model.  Unfortunately, Beurnonville 

possessed few resources to influence Godoy.  Having 

completed the alliance and facing an array of hostile 

powers in Europe, Napoleon was not going to invade Spain 

and force reform.  Therefore, Beurnonville’s only coercive 

tool was the specter of violent revolution.426  Although 

Godoy promised to inform Charles IV of his suggestions, 

within two months, Spain’s economy had deteriorated 

further.  Realizing Godoy might lack the strength to force 

reforms at home, Beurnonville urged him to seize church 

property in the Americas and Philippines, valued at 100 

million francs.  Once again Charles IV refused to enact 

such far-reaching reform and chose to borrow from Madrid’s 

prominent Jewish families.427   

                                                 
425Talleyrand to Beurnonville, 9 December 1804, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 667. 
 
426Ibid. 
 
427Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 25 January 1805, Ibid.   
Nevertheless, Beurnonville suggestions anticipated 
Napoleon’s policy in the Iberian Peninsula post 1808, 
because it was the French emperor who would confiscate the 
Spanish clergy’s vast wealth and streamline Spain’s 
bureaucracy.   
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As the threat of war in Eastern Europe intensified, 

Napoleon ordered Talleyrand to increase the pressure on 

Spain.  

    

You are to maintain a constant vigilance on the 
state of the navy, dispositions taken to defend all 
points from attack, work in the ports, the vessels 
ready to sail, construction, the armed ships, the 
levying of sailors, the garrisons that are ready, 
the magazines, provisions, raising of taxes, the 
level of the new taxes, and above all other 
objects, his Majesty desires precise and constant 
information on the progress of the Spanish 
administration every day, in order to achieve a 
complete state of readiness. 
 

Beurnonville was even authorized to demand the replacement 

of any ministers deemed to be obstructing French policy.428   

Beurnonville aggressively carried out his orders, 

working closely with other French agents to improve the 

Spanish navy.  However, the mobilization of naval resources 

was primarily due to Admiral Gravina.  A thoroughly capable 

officer, he returned from France and directed the 

rehabilitation of the Spanish navy.  Despite his initial 

reservations, his energy and devotion to the Franco-Spanish 

alliance made him an ideal candidate to oversee the 

rebuilding and to command the Spanish fleet.  Moreover, by 

21 January, Minorca was garrisoned with 3,000 men and well 

provisioned, and Beurnonville was able to report on the 

rapid improvement of the Spanish fleet at Cadiz and 

Ferrol.429   

                                                 
428Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 4 January 1805, Ibid. 
 
429Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 14 January 1805, Ibid. 
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It is obvious that Gravina and Beurnonville would have 

faced considerable opposition without Godoy’s political 

support.  Since the Prince still sought to conquer 

Portuguese territory, he cast aside his earlier 

reservations and became a full partner in Napoleon’s plans.  

With French aid, Godoy hoped to partition Portugal and 

obtain a large share of the country as his personal 

domain.430  In this vein, Spanish agents began to supply 

Talleyrand and Beurnonville with information on Portugal’s 

ties to England, hoping to entice Napoleon into supporting 

a Franco-Spanish invasion.  Starting in January of 1805, 

Godoy claimed Portugal was guilty of buying goods from 

British corsairs and supplying the fleet blockading Spain’s 

ports.  Less than a month later, Godoy again made his case 

for war based on the arrival of British General Sir John 

Moore in Lisbon and the continued free access of British 

ships to the Tagus River.431  

Initially, Napoleon did not acknowledge the scheme 

because Portugal had already agreed to provide a subsidy to 

France and to obtain a loan in Holland.  Although Portugal 

had fallen behind on some payments, Napoleon knew a 

conflict between Portugal and Spain would distract 

preparations to mobilize the Spanish fleet.  This situation 

was altered in May when Portugal unwittingly gave refuge to 

a British fleet seeking to escape Admiral Villeneuve.  The 

incident provided Napoleon with ample reason to challenge 

                                                 
430In the Treaty of Fountainbleau, October 1807, Napoleon 
did agree to partition Portugal with the Algarve to be 
given to Godoy. 
 
431Le Chevalier de Santivanes Charge d’Affaires de S.M.C. to 
Talleyrand, 27 January 1805 and 20 February, Ibid. 
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Portuguese claims of neutrality.432  Yet it took two months 

longer for Napoleon to arrange combined action, consisting 

of 16,000 French and 60,000 Spanish for an invasion of 

Portugal.433  Shortly after Napoleon agreed in principle to 

Godoy’s scheme, the formation of the Third Coalition 

eclipsed the relatively insignificant operations against 

Portugal.  Nevertheless, throughout 1805 Godoy’s 

machinations made him a full partner in the rejuvenation of 

the Spanish navy.   

By the end of January 1805, the Spanish navy had made 

impressive gains, yet it would not be prepared to sortie 

out against the British for a few months; it was too weak 

to force England to augment her squadrons around the 

Iberian Peninsula.  Aside from the economic crisis, the 

Spanish navy lacked experienced sailors due to the 

desertion during the previous two years.  Beurnonville 

suggested press gangs clear Madrid of beggars and the 

“useless and onerous crowd.”  Moreover, he advocated 

impressment in other cities to find sufficient numbers of 

sailors and soldiers and to eliminate the “hideous 

spectacle of idleness and misery.”  Godoy followed his 

counsel and swept Spain’s streets of the unemployed and 

beggers.434

At the beginning of February 1805, twenty Spanish 

ships-of-the-line were ready for service and Beurnonville 

described it as an imposing sight.  At the current pace, he 

                                                 
432Talleyrand to Beurnonville, 15 May 1805, Ibid. 
 
433Napoleon-Note pour M. Lacépède 26 July 1805, 
Correspondance de Napoleon Ier, No. 9017, XI, 37.   
 
434Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 25 January 1805, Ibid. 
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expected one more ship to be completed with ten or twelve 

in reserve by the end of March.  He became more optimistic 

as Gravina’s leadership accelerated the pace.  Beurnonville 

increased his estimates to thirty-one ships-of-the-line 

available by the middle of the month.435

But appearances and numbers did not translate into 

quality.  During March and April Napoleon received several 

reports from agents and respected naval officers on the 

poor quality of Spain’s navy that belied his ambassador’s 

enthusiastic observations.  Admiral Decrès recognized two 

levels of sailors; those with experience and others who 

were complete novices at sea.  In fact Decrès was extremely 

fearful Beurnonville and Godoy, whom he claimed were 

completely ignorant of naval affairs, were simply trying to 

man as many ships as possible.  He advised Napoleon to 

increase the quality of Spanish ships by reducing their 

numbers.436  Shortly afterwards, Decrès was vindicated as 

the Herculean effort began to show weaknesses.  Disease had 

claimed a number of sailors and Spain’s reliance on beggars 

and unemployed to fill ships led to high levels of 

desertion.  Although, Spanish naval building continued 

unaltered, the truth of Decrès warning would come to 

fruition when Villeneuve’s fleet sailed for the West Indies 

in 1805.437   

                                                 
435Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 8, 12 and 25 February 1805, 
Ibid. 
 
436Decrès to Napoleon 26 and 30 April 1805 and Gourdon to 
Decrès 17 March 1805, Archives Nationales, Carton AFIV 
1196. 
 
437Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 11 March 1805 Affaires 
Étrangerès, 668.   
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While the fate of England hung in the balance, 

Napoleon once again turned to his Southern ally in a bid to 

exact more treasure from the Spanish monarchy.  In July 

1805 Napoleon demanded twelve million francs from Spain, 

the last of Charles IV’s subsidy obligations.  His rational 

was based on three months of trade between England and 

Spain after Captain Moore’s attack on the treasure fleet in 

October 1804.  Although Napoleon estimated Spain’s debt at 

twenty-five million francs, he would settle for half that 

amount.  His offer was dispatched to the Minister of 

Finance, Gabriel-Julien Ouvrard, who then negotiated 

through Beurnonville with Godoy.438   

Although the payment might have led to the collapse of 

Spain’s weak finances, Godoy did not resist Napoleon’s 

demand owing to his Portuguese ambitions.  Charles IV, 

following Beurnonville’s advice, pressured the church for 

funds.  However, the Spanish clergy only offered 565,000 

francs.  They also delayed negotiations claiming it would 

take months to procure.  With the bulk of Napoleon’s demand 

outstanding, Charles IV issued a Real Orden in September 

ordering all Spanish subjects living abroad to return home 

or forfeit half their revenue.439  Napoleon’s demands caused 

the Spanish currency to fall to fifty-eight percent of its 

previous value, ruining state finances and further 

humiliating the Spanish crown.440

                                                 
438Note, 14 July 1805, Correspondance de Napoléon Ier, No. 
8980, XI, 14.   
 
439Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 2 September 1805, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 668. 
 
440Fugier, Napoleon et l’Espagne, II, 17.  
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At the beginning of March, Napoleon felt both the 

French and, based on Beurnonville’s unrealistic 

observations, Spanish navies were ready for action.  He 

began issuing a series of orders to his admirals and 

generals throughout France.  Napoleon’s grand strategy was 

to control La Manche, the English Channel, by luring 

Admiral Nelson to the Caribbean, then quickly return to 

Europe and combine with the French and Spanish fleets.  If 

Nelson fell for the ruse, the Franco-Spanish fleet should 

be strong enough temporarily to overwhelm the remaining 

British squadron and gain control of the Channel for the 

crossing to England.  The grand scheme hinged on Spain’s 

cooperation and secrecy.441  As a result, he ordered General 

Andoche Junot, Ambassador to Portugal, to coordinate 

strategy directly with Godoy and affect the junction of 

their navies when the French ships arrived at Cadiz and 

Ferrol.442   

Buernonville was to be a conduit of secret information 

micromanaging naval contingents within Spain.  Owing to the 

required secrecy, Napoleon himself crafted instructions on 

the manner in which Beurnonville would coordinate the 

agents under his command.  Beurnonville would wait forty-

eight hours after receiving orders from Paris before 

sending out couriers to his subordinates.  This clandestine 

system was designed to avoid having couriers racing 

throughout Spain attracting unwanted attention.443

                                                 
441Napoleon to Villeneuve, 2 March 1805, Correspondance de 
Napoléon Ier, No. 8381, X, 185 and Napoleon to Ganteaume, 2 
March 1805, 8380, X, 184. 
 
442Napoleon to Junot 3 March 1805, Ibid, No. 8388, X, 191. 
 
443Napoleon to Talleyrand, 4 March 1805, Ibid, No. 8390, X, 
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Toward the end of March, Napoleon was ready for the 

allied navies to sail and carry out his plans.  It was the 

culmination of the work of both Godoy and Beurnonville to 

rebuild the Spanish fleet.  With his thirty-three ships 

Villeneuve was ordered to sail before 27 March.444  On April 

9 at Cadiz, Villeneuve was joined by six ships-of-the-line 

from Gravina’s squadron, before sailing for the West 

Indies.445  Nevertheless, the bulk of the Spanish fleet 

remained at anchor from April to September.  Godoy and 

Beurnonville labored diligently to prepare the remaining 

Spanish ships at Cadiz.446   

Although Villeneuve failed to escape Nelson’s pursuit 

after his return to Europe, the Spanish fleet was prepared 

to sail and provide him with numerical superiority.  From 

August to September, Napoleon received more intelligence 

regarding the mobilization and movement of the Austrian and 

Russian armies.447  The information made him increasingly 
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444Napoleon to Talleyrand, 22 March 1805, Ibid, No. 8467, X, 
255. 
 
445René Jouan, Histoire de la marine française, (Paris, 
1950), 245-49.  Also see, Claude Farrère, Histoire de la 
marine française, (Paris, 1962), 298-316.  See Desbrière, 
Projets et Tentatives, 486-89.  Also see Corbett, 61.  For 
the order of battle see Correspondance de Napoleon Avec Le 
Ministre de la Marine, Depuis 1804 Jusque’en Avril 1815, 
(Paris, 1837), 138-141. 
 
446Mahan, Influence of Sea Power, II, 151.   
 
447Napoleon to Talleyrand, 23 August 1805, 141-44.  Napoléon 
Bonaparte, Correspondance militaire de Napoléon Ier, 
extraite de la correspondance générale et publiée par ordre 
du minister de la guerre, (Paris; 1876), No. 539, III, 141-
44.  
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desperate to launch the invasion of England before the 

continental powers diverted his strength eastward.  Under 

this pressure, Villeneuve set sail to meet his destiny at 

Trafalgar 21 October 1805.  Despite the efforts of 

Beurnonville and his subordinates to rebuild the Spanish 

navy, fifteen of their ships-of-the-line, were doomed to 

share France’s fate.  The Franco-Spanish fleet was 

decisively defeated but this does not negate the 

achievement of Beurnonville in fulfilling Napoleon’s policy 

for an alliance with Spain.448

The destruction of Villeneuve’s fleet and the loss of 

nine Spanish war ships ended a vital chapter in the 

relations between France and Spain.  No longer was Spain a 

valuable prize to be manipulated and coerced into the 

French orbit.  Although Spain still possessed numerous war 

ships after Trafalgar, Charles IV’s most valuable asset was 

practically eliminated and the battle became a fitting 

symbol of the depths to which Spain had sunk.  

Beurnonville’s last six months as ambassador to Spain would 

no longer revolve around the life and death of empires; 

with England freed from the specter of a combined French 

and Spanish fleet, Beurnonville was relegated to handling 

minor affairs.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
448Corbett, The Campaign of Trafalgar, 377-91.   
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Figure 4: Maréchal de Beurnonville
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CONCLUSION 

CHAPTER 11 

 

 

 

In August 1805, Austria joined Russia and England to 

form the Third Coalition while the duel between England and 

France continued in the Atlantic.  However, the Franco-

Spanish naval disaster at Trafalgar and the threat from 

Austrian and Russian armies forced Napoleon to divert his 

attention to the destruction of the allied armies.  For 

roughly the next two years Spain had little impact on 

Napoleon’s policy until his catastrophic decision to 

overthrow the Spanish monarchy in 1808.449   

From Charles IV’s perspective, Trafalgar was a 

temporary setback.  Occurring almost simultaneous with the 

French victory at Ulm, 20 October, the Spanish King 

organized a grand celebration to mark the occasion.  Before 

all the assembled diplomats, including the Austrian and 

Russian ambassadors, he proclaimed to Beurnonville, 

“Excellent, Mr. ambassador!  All is well with such news; it 

will bring peace closer.  Our squadrons may be damaged but 

they are not beaten.  I regret the loss of captains and 

generals but with time our vessels will be rebuilt.”450  

                                                 
449Leo Gershoy, The French Revolution and Napoleon, (New 
Jersey, 1964), 398-99.   
 
450Beurnonville to Talleyrand, 7 November 1805, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 666.  It was Mahan who later wrote his dubious 
claim that “The navy always decides the fate of empires.” 
Mahan, Influence of Sea Power on the French Revolution, I, 
36.
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Charles IV was placing the best light on the disaster that 

had engulfed his empire.  Yet, Trafalgar was one of the 

culminating points in Spain’s turbulent relationship with 

France during the Revolution and Napoleonic era.  It also 

effectively ended Beurnonville’s ambassadorship in Spain.  

Between 1799-1814 Napoleon employed twenty-two 

generals as ambassadors.  Many of these men had served with 

him since 1796; they supported his rise to power in 1799 

and they labored to translate his policy into reality.451  

Beurnonville ranked among these generals.  Moreover, his 

ambition, opportunism and forceful personality made him a 

perfect representative for Bonaparte.  Initially, Bonaparte 

made Beurnonville his ambassador to Prussia, rewarding him 

for his support on 18 Brumaire while removing an 

influential Republican general from Paris.  In Berlin, 

Beurnonville was able to establish his credentials as a 

diplomat.  Initially, Bonaparte was fearful of entrusting 

him with critical policy, but Beurnonville proved to be an 

effective representative for France.  Prussia was only a 

stepping-stone for Beurnonville’s career and most important 

achievement, that is French ambassador to Spain.   

Amiens concluded France’s war against the Second 

Coalition and Bonaparte’s policy focused on consolidating 

Revolutionary gains.  Bonaparte envisioned Spain as an 

important source to expand his empire and enrich French 

commerce.  Peace with England meant Bonaparte could attempt 

to reestablish the French empire in North America.  He 

maneuvered the transfer of Louisiana from Spain then sold 

the territory to the United States when war broke out 

again.  In this affair, Beurnonville was a party to 

                                                 
451Whitcomb, Napoleon’s Diplomatic Service, 32.   
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Bonaparte’s strategy to disregard treaty agreements with 

the Spanish.  Bonaparte’s mistreatment of Spain was 

evidence of his modus operandi.  After this minor crisis, 

Beurnonville turned to subjugate Spanish trade to French 

interests.  Spain jealously guarded its economic 

independence and resisted Beurnonville’s entreaties.  In 

his first round of negotiations with Godoy both men 

established a pattern that would haunt them throughout 

Beurnonville’s career in Spain.  The French ambassador 

tried to intimidate Godoy and other Spanish ministers while 

the Prince sought to delay and deceive Beurnonville. 

England’s declaration of war against France in March 

1803 radically altered relations between France and Spain.  

Throughout the 18th century and into the Revolution, France 

had viewed Spain as an ally, in part, to augment the French 

navy and strike England.  The Second Treaty of San 

Ildefonso renewed the bonds of the ancien regime’s Family 

Compact and bound Spain to France’s military might.  

Nevertheless, Bonaparte had few illusions regarding Spain’s 

reluctance to be a pawn of his empire.  Godoy and Charles 

IV realized how fragile the Spanish empire had become and 

sought to avoid all obligations to France and remain 

neutral.  For these reasons, Beurnonville became a pivotal 

negotiator between the two countries.   

Because of Beurnonville’s reports on the poor state of 

the Spanish army and navy, Bonaparte agreed to convert 

Spain’s military obligation into a subsidy.  However, 

Bonaparte and Beurnonville were shocked by the poverty of 

the Spanish empire and Godoy’s numerous efforts to subvert 

the amount and then the payment of the subsidy.  It was 

soon obvious that Beurnonville’s tenacious and belligerent 

personality would be necessary to force Spain into meeting 
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its obligations.  Initially, Godoy sought to mediate the 

crisis.  When those efforts proved fruitless, he enticed 

Beurnonville with discussions of joint operations against 

Portugal.  Beurnonville was temporarily duped by Godoy’s 

intrigues, but he eventually realized Godoy would not 

adhere to the treaty obligations and France would have to 

adopt harsher measures.   

By August 1803 Beurnonville convinced Bonaparte of 

Godoy’s duplicity.  Even more disquieting was Spain’s 

efforts to raise the militia, a clear defensive measure in 

the case of a French invasion.  Meanwhile, Beurnonville 

advocated the concentration of a French army at Bayonne 

sufficient to threaten Charles IV.  This was the situation 

that Bonaparte finally adopted.  The French ultimatum and 

the forceful policies of Beurnonville were symbolic of 

Napoleon’s method of diplomacy; that is, he would use his 

generals as diplomats to coerce cooperation from reluctant 

allies.  If that methodology failed, he was prepared to use 

the threat of violence.   

Beurnonville proved unflinching as a champion of 

Bonaparte’s policy, however, Spain also demonstrated 

fortitude in resisting French pressure.  Beurnonville 

followed Talleyrand’s orders meticulously and soon found 

himself isolated.  This policy could only lead to war or 

French capitulation; Bonaparte could afford neither option.  

It was Talleyrand who offered a solution to this dire 

impasse.  Hoping that Spanish intransigence was a mere 

façade, he took steps to circumvent Beurnonville’s 

threatening strategy by sending Herman to deal directly 

with Godoy.  Unfortunately, his tactics temporarily 

backfired because Beurnonville had been kept ignorant of 

the exact nature of Herman’s mission so he envisioned his 
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achievements being usurped by a subordinate.  The result 

was a diplomatic debacle as Beurnonville sought to reassert 

his control in negotiations.   

Beurnonville’s combative disposition began to dominate 

him as he devoted more time to defending his reputation 

against Talleyrand than on achieving Bonaparte’s policy.  

Godoy used his short reprieve to seek English and 

Portuguese backing but he soon realized they were powerless 

to thwart a French invasion if Bonaparte was not bluffing.  

Despite the seeming contradictions in French negotiations, 

Bonaparte’s diplomacy, supported by Beurnonville, 

eventually proved effective.  Throughout the crisis, 

Beurnonville had urged Bonaparte to seize the Spanish 

throne.  Although the First Consul resisted the temptation, 

it was a policy he would eventually adopt.  

Spain’s acceptance of the responsibility to provide a 

subsidy soothed relations with France momentarily but 

Beurnonville realized the Spanish would resist paying.  

Ineffective government, disease, famine and an earthquake 

ravaged Spain, undermining their economy.  Complicating 

Spain’s distress was England’s growing awareness of Franco-

Spanish cooperation.  To prevent Spain from withholding 

payment, Bonaparte posted troops at Bayonne.  Ostensibly 

these soldiers were assembling to invade Portugal; however, 

Godoy and Cevallos realized the implications for England if 

the French army were permitted access through Spain.  To 

forestall Bonaparte, the Spanish paid the subsidy while 

professing neutrality.  But for England this excuse was 

insufficient.  With Spanish gold flowing to France and a 

number of Spanish ships-of-the-line being refitted, England 

submitted its own ultimatum.   
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Concurrent with Britain’s increasing fears, Napoleon 

began to realize his ambitious invasion plans could only 

succeed with the aid of Spain’s warships.  Beurnonville 

pressed for increased Spanish aid to French vessels at the 

ports of Ferrol and La Coruna and these measures pushed 

relations with England to the breaking point.  Yet, at the 

moment when his diplomatic efforts were coming to fruition, 

Beurnonville was absent.  In October 1804 England made a 

preemptive strike, capturing the Spanish treasure fleet and 

killing hundreds of Spanish sailors.  In one misguided 

action, England finished what Beurnonville had sought for 

over a year, full Spanish cooperation in Napoleon’s 

continental strategy.   

Beurnonville’s efforts to draw Spain deeper into 

Napoleon’s policy paid enormous dividends.  Without 

England’s hasty attack on the treasure fleet it is doubtful 

that Beurnonville could have extracted more concessions 

from Spain beyond the subsidy.  The dastardly nature of 

Pitt’s attack united the Spanish people and ensured that 

some of the most powerful warships in the world would be at 

Napoleon’s disposal.  Two months later Spain declared war 

on Britain.   

Together, Beurnonville and Godoy struggled to 

reconstitute the once proud Spanish navy.  With Godoy again 

scheming to partition Portugal, he became a complicit ally 

in French plans to provide ships and invade the British 

Isles.  In addition, Beurnonville’s experience as a 

Minister of War proved to be crucial in refitting twenty-

nine Spanish ships-of-the-line and supplying all French 

warships in Spanish ports.  By February 1805, Beurnonville 

reported twenty Spanish ships-of-the-line ready for 

service, but these numbers masked an inherent danger.  At 
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first glance the Spanish fleet was impressive; however, 

Godoy and Beurnonville’s precipitous plans to prepare as 

many ships as possible meant that they were manned with 

unskilled sailors, poorly suited to engage the British 

navy.   

Trafalgar was the greatest naval battle of the 19th 

century.  It helped preserve England from a naval invasion 

and gave the Royal Navy virtual command of the sea for over 

a hundred years.  The proud French navy was shattered 

beyond repair and Napoleon could only resort to the 

Continental System to indirectly strike at Britain.  But 

ignored by so many historians were the disastrous results 

for Spain.  More than 5,000 sailors were dead and nine 

Spanish ships went to the bottom of the ocean 21 October 

1805.  Napoleon’s diplomacy, enforced by Beurnonville, 

placed Spain at France’s mercy.  Spain’s navy was destroyed 

and its economy wrecked.  The Spanish empire was threatened 

by the British navy, Charles IV’s government was 

discredited, and Napoleon’s contempt for his southern ally 

only increased.452   

Beurnonville’s hostile relations with Godoy between 

1803-05 were a prelude to Napoleon’s fateful decision, 

three years later to replace Charles IV with his brother 

                                                 
452General Foy, History of the War in the Peninsula Under 
Napoleon, (Chippenham, 1989), I, 355-56.  See also Charles 
Esdaile, The Peninsular War, 23.  Esdaile lucidly contends 
that Trafalgar was not the death knell of the Spanish navy 
because it was already moribund.  However, Trafalgar was 
the culmination of Beurnonville’s two years of diplomacy in 
which Spain was driven deeper into debt, became more 
subservient to France and finally driven into war with 
England.  For a good account of Napoleon’s reaction to 
Trafalgar see, Joseph Fouché, Memoirs of the Court of 
France, (Paris, 1903), 247.   
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Joseph.  Godoy had continually challenged French policy 

unless it suited his ambition.  The Prince’s vacillations 

and Charles IV’s indolent government had led Beurnonville 

to promote the replacement of the Spanish government.  

During Beurnonville’s ambassadorship in Spain, Napoleon was 

unable to act on such a bold course but following his 

victories against Austria, Prussia and Russia, the French 

army was momentarily freed from operations in Central 

Europe.  When Godoy resumed his pattern of challenging 

French hegemony during a momentarily perceived advantage, 

Napoleon reacted swiftly.  Godoy’s inopportune proclamation 

to mobilize Spain on the eve of Napoleon’s invasion of 

Prussia was final proof that Godoy would betray France if 

the opportunity were presented.   

Beurnonville’s diplomacy forced Spain to accept French 

policy.  Yet, by early, 1808 Napoleon posted 50,000 troops 

in Spain for an ostensible invasion of Portugal.453  

Although it was two years since Beurnonville had exited 

Spain, Napoleon was ready to adopt the fateful course he 

had advocated.  Certainly Beurnonville was not the deciding 

factor in Napoleon’s decision to invade Spain but there is 

little doubt his assessments of the Spanish people and 

government left an impression on Napoleon to overthrow 

Charles IV and Godoy.454  The Peninsular War between 1808-13 

bled France of economic resources and manpower, contributed 

to the collapse of Napoleon’s empire, and became a model 

                                                 
453Ibid, 25-26.  See also W.F.P. Napier, History of the War 
in the Peninsula, (London, 1876), I, 9-10.  See Commandant 
A. Grasset, La Guerre d’Espagne, (1807-1813), (Paris, 
1925), II, 62-120, and Oman, A History of the Peninsular 
War, 33-56. 
454Don Pedro Cevallos, Exposé des moyens employés par 
l’Empereur Napoléon,(Paris, 1814), 11. 
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for guerrilla warfare, but its most lingering effects were 

on Spain.  Estimates place Spain’s losses over one million 

people with industry and agriculture in ruins.455

Beurnonville would be far removed from the most 

pernicious effects of his diplomacy.  His last months in 

the Iberian Peninsula were void of significant policy 

issues and Beurnonville turned to requesting laurels from 

the Emperor for his service.  With the completion of the 

Spanish fleet, Beurnonville requested that Napoleon 

intercede with Charles IV to acquire the order of the 

Golden Fleece, the Spanish equivalent of the Legion of 

Honor, arguing that such an award would strengthen the 

alliance.456  Two months later, and on the eve of 

Austerlitz, Beurnonville shamelessly renewed his efforts 

stating, “Today your Majesty has had triumphs.  I do not 

think he would forget an old soldier like me, who is so 

devoted and made such difficult sacrifices.”457  

Beurnonville’s reward was his appointment to the senate as 

a representative of Limoges, which he would fill on his 

                                                 
455Esdaile, The Peninsular War, 342.   
 
456Archives nacionales, Beurnonville to Napoleon, 22 
September 1805, AFIV, 1699.  Beurnonville was no stranger 
to extravagant demands, in 1803 he had asked for estates in 
Piedmont worth 213,000 francs.  Beurnonville to Charles 
Gaudin, Minister of Finance, 23 August 1803.  Napoleon made 
Beurnonville a member of the Legion of Honor on 1 October 
1803, upgrading his position to Grand Officer of the Legion 
of Honor 1 February 1805.  See Dossier Beurnonville, 
Service historique, 3584; Jean Tulard, Dictionnaire 
Napoléon, (Paris, 1989), 212.  
 
457Beurnonville to Napoleon, 7 November 1805, cited in 
Graux, Le Maréchal de Beurnonville, 347. 
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return to Paris.458  By April 1806 Talleyrand finally 

realized that Beurnonville’s cantankerous relationship with 

Godoy was counterproductive so he authorized his ambassador 

to return to France.459   

Following his ambassadorship in Spain, Beurnonville’s 

career was rather undistinguished when compared to the 

monumental events during the second half of the Empire.  As 

a prominent revolutionary general and former Minister of 

War, it was expected that Napoleon would utilize his 

military talents again.  However, the judgment of Napoleon 

must be respected for he realized Beurnonville would be 

more useful as an administrator.  Napoleon named him a 

count of the Empire 28 May 1808 and he was reappointed to 

the senate as a representative of Florence in 1809.  During 

the 1812 campaign, Beurnonville organized the 1st battalion 

of the 21st Division of the National Guard.460  In 1814 

Napoleon appointed him commissionaire extraordinaire of the 

2nd Division at Mézière to prepare France’s defenses in the 

east.461  With Napoleon’s abdication, Beurnonville embraced 

Louis XVIII and was made one of five members of the 

provisional government on 1 April 1814.462  During the 

                                                 
458Dossier Beurnonville, Service historique, 3584.   

 
459Talleyrand to Beurnonville, 21 April 1806, Affaires 
Étrangerès, 669. 
460Georges Six, Dictionnaire biographique des généraux et 
amiraux francais de la revolution et de l’empire, (Paris, 
1934), I, 99-100. 
 
461Louis Benaerts, Les Commissaires Extraordinaires de 
Napoléon Ier en 1814, d’après leur correspondance inedited, 
(Paris, 1915), 1-3. 
 
462Société de Girouettes, Dictionnaire des Girouettes, 
(Paris, 1815), 45.  See also Dossier Beurnonville, Service 
historique, 3584.   
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Hundred Days, Beurnonville remained loyal to the King, who 

rewarded him with a marshal’s baton 3 July 1816.  In one of 

the most appalling decision of his career, Beurnonville 

voted for the death of Marshal Michel Ney.  Beurnonville 

died 23 April 1821 at the age of seventy from gout and was 

buried in a ceremony in Paris.  Marshal Étienne-Jacques 

Macdonald honored Beurnonville by giving the eulogy.463   

Although historians have referred to Beurnonville as a 

figure of secondary importance during the Revolution and 

the Napoleonic Empire, he had a significant impact on the 

course of history.  Chief among his many achievements was 

his central role in Franco-Spanish relations between 1802-

05.  As a diplomat Beurnonville never wavered in his 

pursuit of Napoleon’s Spanish policy.  He forced Spain to 

honor its obligations to France and he directed the 

rebuilding of the Spanish fleet.  His constant observations 

regarding Spain’s military and the weakness of the monarchy 

paved the way for Napoleon’s invasion in 1808.  Although 

one can claim he was a successful diplomat, the historical 

evidence proves that his role in Franco-Spanish relations 

was disastrous for both nations.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 

 
463Jean Robinet, Dictionnaire Historique et Biographique de 
la Révolution et de l’Empire 1789-1815, (Paris, 1899), 180-
81.  Also see Graux, Le Maréchal de Beurnonville, 36-37, 
and Le Moniteur, 25 and 27 April 1821.   
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